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FOREWORD

The 1963 Joint AFMTC/Range User Data Conference, the fourth in
a series of annual meetings between the AFMTC and Range User data
analysts, was held at the Air Force Conference Facility, Orlando Air
Force Base, Florida. The theme of the conference was "New Data
Reduction Methods to Improvc Range Data" which included a descrip-
tion of both the new mathematical methods being developed and the
data reduction procedures for new instrumentation systems.

Certain types of problems, such as the determination of improved
filters, refraction correction methods, and techniques for developing
error models are common to all analysis efforts. Since this suggests
that something is to be gained by pooling our knowledge and experbnce
in working on these problems, several of the other AFSC Centers were
invited to participate in the conference program. Inclusion of these
papers is believed to have broadened the scope of the conference.

Once again we are including all of the papers in a report as a means
of documenting the current status of the AFMTC eiforts in data reduc-
tion and analysis. This report will be furnished to the attendees who
have requested it, but will not be available for a general distribution.
Also, it should be noted, that the collection of papers is disseminated
by way of pr'oviding information and does not represent an official
AFMTC or Air Force document.

The 1963 conference was the most successful to date in terms of
attendance. Tentative plans call for a continuation of this endeavor
as long as it appears fruitful. Again we would like to invite comments
from all who attended the meeting as to any suggested improvements.
These comments should be addressed to:

Director, Data Acquisition & Processing (MTOE)
Air Force Missile Test Center
Patrick Air Force Base, Fla.



INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

DR. GEORGE K. HESS, JR.

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

Welcome to the Fourth Joint AFMTC/Range User Data Confe.rence.

Our theme this year is "New Data Reduction Methods to Improve

Range Data".

To some people, statistics are something to lie with. However, to

those of us here today statistics is the body of principles and methods

that have been devel oped for collecting, analyzing, presenting and

interpreting large :nasses of numerical data. Statistical treatment

cannot in any way imprc, ve the basic validity or accuracy of the raw data.

The basic information must be collected in such a way that it is accurate,

representative and as comprehensive as possible.

As you know, the general purpose of science is to predict and control

what will happen in a series of events. The scientist himself must be

a careful and tireless worker. He must experiment and he must be

extremely honest in recording what he observes. He must be willing

to do things over and over tunil he is sure of his results. You are going

to hear today about a wide variety of measurement and data reduction

techniques. The scientific honesty which is the root of this work is of

utmost importance. I might add that this forum has no place for the

scientific swindler. The data reduction methods to be reported here are

complex and sophisticated. You will not find the material easy.

If you will look over your conference agenda you will see that the heavy

emphasis is on the technical subject of trajectory measurements. Our

national missile strategy calls for accurate shots. Guidance and tracking



technology are in a close race. This state of measurement accuracy

has been achieved by painstaking care in gyroscope and accelerometer

manufacture and by corresponding advances in radar systems.

But dominating the entire picture is our scientific integrity. It is

professionally embarassing to me to see so much science hocus-pocus

advertised in the technical and public press. But, in the end, it will

be your efforts and interests in keeping the measurement sciences

honest that will save this golden age of science.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

G. DENTON CLARK

Once again it is my pleasure to be the official spokesman for

the Air Force Missile Test Center Range Contractor and the

Radio Corporation of America.

In my area of interest, the RCA Missile Test Project, contri-

butions are in the technical operating, and scientific fields.

We are very proud of the role we have been playing in the

gathering of data - on the Range - The reduction of data, and

its analysis.

As each year passes you, who represent the Range Users, are

bringAng to reality an ever increasing number of feats which,

only a few years ago, were considered science fiction. Last

year, to mention a couple of these feats, we saw manned

orbital flights and real-time television programs relayed

between two continents. This coming year we will see the
fruition of much that has been in the laboratories and shops;

and the future will unfold that which is on paper and in the

fertile minds of our devoted people.

This rapid advancement in technology has placed great demands

on: 1) the accuracy and precision of data collection, 2) data

reduction and data analysis techniques and, ultimately, timely

delivery of data to you the Range User. [See Figure (l)3

3



Our work starts the moment Range User requirements are placed

on the Range; which is usually well in advance of hardware

delivery. As launch day is reached we are in high gear at

our battle stations for the acquisition of your data. Next

follows its processing, reduction and, finally, delivery.

In order to fulfill this full loop of responsibility to PAA

and the Air Force we are organized as shown in Figure (2).

We not only hope that our data product is useful to you but

that joint meetings such as this will promote a flow of ideas

and useful information. I encourage you to discuss with us,

not only during the next few days but at any time, subjects

which may be of particular interest to you. We sincerely'

hope you will enjoy your stay.

4
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ERROR PROPAGATION

by:
James N. Jamieson

RCA Missile Test Project
Patrick Air Force Base, Florida

Presented at:
FOURTH JOINT AFMrC RANGE USER DATA CONFERENCE

Orlando Air Force Base. Florida
26-28 February 1963
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FRROR PROPAGATION

ABST RACr

The random errors known to exist in a measuring device are propagated through
the mathematical model of the device to the final measurements, so that we can
obtain estimates of the errors in the data to be expected when future measure-
ments are taken. This is commonly referred to as Geometric Dilution of Preci-
sion ( DOP).

A description of the theory and the methods of computation will be givan.

INTRODUCTION

GDOP, or Geometric Dilution of Precisicn, is the title given at AMR to the co-
variance propagation arising from the maximum likelihood, or least squares
adjustments, of tracking data. It is a measure of the accuracy of an instru-
ment or combination of instruments to be used for a particular tracking assign-
ment. It is utilized by those who plan the instrumentation to be used in future
tests. Given a theoretical trajectory of some missile program it is necessary
to prove that the proposed tracking instrumentation can deliver the accuracy
demanded by the Missile Contractor on the particular flight in which he is
interested.

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

Before computing the rDOP of an array of tracking devices, it Is necessary to
transform the trajectory from the given coordinate system to each of the track-
ing stations.

If a point in space is represented by

xa(x. y I Z)()

in some coordinate system and by

x = (x, y, z) (2)

in some other coordinate system, then there exist an orthogonal matrix A, of
order 3, and a 3-dimensional vector b, such that

x a Ax + b (3)

"A" represents the rotation of the original system to one parallel with that of
the second coordinate system, and b represents the tranclation from one location
to the other to complete the coordtnate transformation.



*.- time derivative of (3) gives

x ZA* +Ax +b (4i)

where in all cases the dots denote time derivatvies. A is the matrix resulting
from the time derivatives of each term of A, as is b, the vector of derivatives
of elements of b. Equations (3) and (4) may be conined into one matrix equation.

ZI : + 0(5)

In the event tht two coordinate systems are stationary with respect to one
another, A and b will contain zeros only. An example of this would be two
earth-fixed systems, say, one at the launch pad and the other at some tracking
station. On the other harnd, an inertial transformation, say, from some system
fixed with reference to the sun to an earth-boumd tracking station would produce
non-zero terms in . and •.

COVARIANCE PROPAGATION

Covariance propagation arises from the need to know certain quantities that we
cannot measure directly. Cartesian coordinates are sensible and easy to visu-
alize, but electronic tracking devices don't measure x, y, end z directly. They
measure ranges, range differences, range stum, angles, direction cosines, quan-
tities that are not quite as easy to visualize in space. These measurements
are then transformed to "easy-to-see"t coordinates. Included in these transfor-
mations are the errors in measurement that these tracking devices, being machines,
must have.

When a measurement is made there is a difference, however small, between the
measurement and the true value of the quantity being measured, Let this dif-
ference be called Ax. If the measurement is repeated several times it is
hoped that 7 the average or arithmetic mean of all the measurements, defined by

1 n

is close to the true value, say, xt. Since c-ch mazasured valux i is made up
of the true value plus the error

xi = xt + ( ,x). (7)

the average of n measurements is from Equations (8) and (7)

n

x' n iol xt + ( )0 (8)
{1



•i n 1 n
x = n" •Xt + ", (A•x)i (9)

7= ZXt + 7X" (10)

The first term on the right of Equation (10) comes from the corresponding termin Equation (9) where the true value is added n times to itself and the sum

divided by n to give the xt or true value again. The second term is the
average of the n errors which suggests the ''T notation.

If as is hoped the average measurement is in fact close to the true value, then
the average of the errors is very nearly zero. Ideally, when the average error
is zero, the average of the squares of the errors shown in

-1 n

i=1

equals a value known as the estimate of the variance of x.

In our application we, of course, do not have the ideal case to work with, but
the average of the errors can indeed be considered to be zero for if it were not
it would indicate a bias in the measurements which, onoe identified, could be
subtracted to leave a zero mean once again. It is further known that the dis-
tribution of the errors is not necessarily Gaussian, however, we blithely pro-
ceed with the optimistic assumption that it is for two reasons;

1. It is believed that the approximation is a close enough one, and

2. We have no other means of attacking the problem.

As the number of terms taken in the determination of the average grows larger,
07 begins to settle down to the variance. This can be symbolized

Ox22 lim --1 n-)o • (&x)2 ()

Where a 2 is called the variance of x. The square root of the variance is oxb
the standard deviation about the mean, which is associated with the bell-shaped
curve of the normal probability distribution.

Closely associated with the variance is the covariance. If, each time x is
measured, another variable, y, is also measured, then as in Equation (12) for
x the variance of y can be calculated, along with a "cross" variance or cova-r-
I anc,

1 U
-n---)O -(13)

t r t b V -" n"

II



v•riance is a nseasur of the size of the error to be expected in the mea-
surements. The standard deviation bounds some 68.26% of the expected errors.
The covariance i a measure of the dependence of the errors of one variable
upon the errors of another variable.

Suppose that there is a group of (.quantities (x 1 1' ' .  xf),to be
measured. The covariance of any pair of them can be written.

1 nC xjx: = 1,mn 19 E (&)x (xk)i (14)

Now, if the x's are each functions of a list of variables u; i.e.

x1 xl (ul, u2, . . , up)

x2 = x2 (Ul, U2, - . • , up)

xf xF (ul, U2, . . . , up) (15)

then small errors in xj may be approximated by the different:al mxpression
=P axi

=j q-1W u (16)

Substituting Equation (16) into (14) we aet

Zi 1 n p axi ("):uP r (A•i"), (17)

urn 1 n p p 4xj ak
oxx a n-10 E - - Auqj(~r (17)

Jl.OO 11 qal rul auq '1rlim I. n P P 0xJ 3xk

Now, because the partial derivatives are independent of the observations, we
can again change the order to

X•jxk =•ql riu r -, €(,uq)i CAUr)i (19)

and by applying (14) to the limit in (19) we have

p poX•Xk-- •. £ •-i xk
' E a (20)q:l -l Uq qu- Uq (20)

The generalized law of covariance propagation.

THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAST SQUARES

Let us think of the variances and covariances set down in a matrix

12



66 6 ,
ex 22"2 612'" '14'2xf

63" 2 6X322 6-3"3 6" 32r(

S- (21)

621,x12 6 2 "4313 . . .

It is a good picture of the errors to be expected when maaauring the variables
x1, 22, • . .,X•. Notice that I is an ( x ( array.. This is the covarlance
matrix of 4 varia~les Associated with the covariance matrix eis another ( x
matrix W.

-3121x '22 " " 2 w...

W a • (22)

'2X(l N2(12 . v..

which is the inverse of thes matrix, or

H - •(23)

We shall refer to W as the weight matrix. The generalized method of least
squares shows that V is propagated in much the ame manner asjt. Corresponding
to Equation (20), the generalized law of covariance propagation, is the propaga-
tion of weight. p

W32jxk q-l r-l 'z iaft wuqur 24

Note that the partial derivatives are taken in an inverted manner from those inEquation (20). As the covariance matrix gives a picture of the errors of a $ye-
ten the weight matrix gives a picture of its accuracy. If a term in the weight
matrix is large the corresponding variable can be measured accurately, if the
weight is small so is the expected accuracy of measurement.

If we are conaidering measurements from several devices which may be supposed
completely independent of one another, such as radars, etc., then, if their
measureamnts are all properly taken into account to solve for the beat estimate
of the set of Cartesian coordinates, the weight matrix of this set of coordinates
is the sum of the weight matrices of all the stations in the solution. This
additivity of V can be shown for the so called least squares method.

Wtotal -Wl .i.2 4W3 + . . + W (25)

13



this were writce, in terms of covariance matrices we would have

(total '"+ " 3 + ••.+ -) (26)

However, Equation (26) brings up a problem which Equation (25) solves immediate-

ly, the covariance matrix in many cases for a single instrument does not exist
while the weight matrix always exists.

Recall from Equation (13) that in order to generate the covariance matrix of
an instrument it was necessary to solve for the Cartesian coordinates in terms
of the measured parameters alone. At times this is impossible. For instance,
if the instrument under consideration measures range only, the relationship
between the measured quantity and the Cartesian coordinates can be written:

R2 . x2 + y 2 + z 2  (27)

but one cannot solve for the Cartesian quantities in terms of R alone. Another
example would be a camera which cannot measure range. Azimuth and elevation
are all that can be obtained. The relation here may be written

sin A - X/(X2 + y2)
1

/
2  (28)

2) 1/2

sin E - z/(x 2 + y 2 + , /(29)

but again, one cannot solve for x, y, and z in terms of A and E alone. The par-
tials of the terms on the left of each of the three preceding equations can be
evaluated with respect to x, y, and z so that Equation (24) can be written for
any system. That is, one can always write the weight matrix for any system.

Let us combine Equations (23), (25), and (26)

total" (1 + W2 + W3 . + Wm)" (30)

so that with Equation (24) we have all the mathematics we need to compute GDOPs.

For convenience we will convert Equation (24) to a matrix equation and then give
an example for clarification. Suppose that there are ( x's and p u's so that
all of the partial derivatives of the u's with respect to the x's may be listed
thus:

'au I bul . . . bul

b2 Z2 ...

*~X1  bx (31)

ax, dx 2  ax(

14
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If BT means the transpose of the matrix B then Equation (24) can be written

Wx - BT W, B (32)

Let us consider the example of a range measuring device. The manner in which
it determines range is of no concern here (it may even be a Loot rule); all w
need to know is the variance 6r2 of the measured parermeer. The covariance
matrix X of this instrument is a 1 x 1 matrix consisting of the single number

£- (6aR2) (33)

The inverse of a 1 x 1 matrix is easy to find. It is the reciprocal of Its
e lement.

W - (•z) = (w) (34)

Let us now solve for the matrix B associated with this instrument. From Equation
(27) we have the relation bý-ween coordinates and

M.3 ARy. y R z

"Rx R R' a I (33)

and Equation (31) give

B - (x j)z (36)
From Equation (32) ve find

oryz R (37)

a

or

2
xR ~WRR ~WR

- ~P- (38)

XY M WRR Y2Z RR R '5



"• f the matrix in Equation (38) does not exist for the reasons stated
. "r, however, if two mome range-only measuring devices were introduced and

he matrices added to the matrix in Equation (38), then the theory predicts
,hat there will be a solution to Equation (30) and a covariance matrix can be
computed. The diagonal elements of the covariance matrix are the variances of
the Cartesian coordinates.

SUMMARY

The procedure Just outlined is what is now in our regularly used IBM 7094 GDOP
Program ZAAR. The program is capable of estimating the combined GDOP of up to
ten separate instruments in any combination of all the tracking devices on the
range or now anticipated.

The ability to propagate the error in geodetic location of the tracking stationis available as well as the ability to refer the GDOP to any eaxth-fixmd coordL-
nate system desired.

Another feature in the program is the ability to increase the error due to re-
fraction at lower elevations.

ZAAR will process from one thousand to two thousand trajectory points per hour
per tracking device depending upon how much information is requested. It is a
large scale p-ovgram which requires most of the core storage in the 32K nemory
available. The program was written to be able to process any instrument on
the range and is arranged for easy modification to include new instrumentation
when required.

The program requires the location and orientation of the tracking Instrumenta-
tion. It must have a trajectory along which to compute GDOP's. Of course, this
means that the origin of the trajectory and its orientation are required. Final-
ly, the independent errors in the trac,-ing devices themselves must be entered.
These are the errors which are to be propagated.

The program then produces the transformation matrices it uses. As it processes
points alonR the trajectorv it lists those that can be measured by any instru-ment. It thon lists the transformed trajectory or at least that part of it
which can be seen by each instrument. r'ollowing this information aim the lookanTles from each instrument, i.e., A, E, R, 1, and m. Finally, the GDOP, the
errors, in any Cartesian coordinate system desired, the standard deviations of

the individual coordinates and the total position and velocity errors to be
expected are listed.

The program assumes that the parameters measured by a tracker are independent
of one another. It is realized that a certain amount of error is introduced
by this assumption but estimates of the covariances between these parameters
are not presently possible.

16
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BALLISTIC 'CAMERA ACCURACY REVIEW

Abstract

PHASE I

(Preparation for MISTRAM Calibration)

This report is a vompilation of the separate final reports
from each of the major areas of activity concerned with the deter-mination and the correction of errors of the AMR Ballistic Camerasystems required for calibration of the MISTRAM System.

The history of the Ballistic Camera Accuracy Review project
(BACAR) Is described. The reasons for, the objectives, and the
methods of the project are discussed in detail. An indication of
the amount of effort expended to evaluate and calibrate the Bal-
listic Camera System is given. Discussion of the major accomplish-
ments to date, as well as the limiting problem areas for the future
is also presented. The project will result in better data for the
Range User and in increased credence in the accuracy of the Bal-
listic Camera System. The results of this phase will be used to
determine the present accuracy of the Ballistic Camera Systems.

19



Preface

In order to establish the Improvement resulting from Phase I,
it was necessary to first evaluate the accuracy of the earlierBallistic Camera data. Data were already on hand from 38 plates

and 20 tests from the AZUSA MK II evaluation of the summer of
1959. In addition, data were accumulated from 103 plates and
36 tests from 1961. The measure of the accuracy of the systems
can be obtained from analysis of the standard errors of unit
weight from the orientations and also from the triangulations.
These data are summarized in Table I. Equivalent data are to be
continuously accumulated on all future plates and tests using the
BACAR computer routines.

TABLE I

focal orientation
length = 210 300 • CUmUlative Triangulation

1959: s 3.5 3.7 4.3 3.8 4.52 t o e 0.9 2.0

1961: so 3.5 4.o 4.5 4.2 4.8

s 0.7 0.6 0.8 o.8 1.8

Be = standard error of unit weight

s = standard deviation of data about the standard
error of unit weight.

All values are in microns.

The total errors computed from actual data were then sub-
divided into component errors as shown in the following table:

20



Error budget for BC-300 Camera (from actual data)

Estimated: before BACAR

Orientation a _

Setting error 1.5mu 2.25
Comparator error (STKI) 2.7 7.29
Emulsion error 3.0 9.0
Star catalogue error 0.7 sec 1.0 1.0
Refraction error (stars) 0.2 see 0.3 0.09

(19.63]* 4.m
2".93

Triangulation
Orientation error 4.4 19.63
S 'tting error 1.5 2.25
Refraction error (atmosphere) 2.0 4.o1.5 se[25.88 ' . .Imu

s - estimated standard deviation or standard error
so M standard error of unit weight

The improvements brought about by Phase I of the BACAR work
are expected to reduce the component errors as shown below. The
data estimates are being validated by evaluation of actual data.

Expected: after BACAR Phase I

Orientation as3 2 so

Setting error 1.Smu 2.25
Comparator error (STKI) 1.0 1.0
Emulsion error 1.0 1.0
Star catalogue error 0.7 sec. 1.0 1.0
Refraction error (stars) 0.2 see. 0.3 0.09

[5-34 . 2.3mu1".54
Triangulation

Orientation error 2.3 5.29
Setting error 1.5 2.25
Refraction error (atmosphere) 2.0 4_.o

1.5 sec. [n1.54]* -3.4
2'"27

21



3ection I - Scope of Work

This section discusses the founding of the original BACAR
Committee and the tentative outline of work to be performed under
the BACAR Project.

In any system of precision instrumentation, the equipment is
designed, engineered and manufactured to produce a particular level
of geometric quality. When the system is-operated in accordance.
with the manufacturer's specifications, the user is justified in
expecting the geometric quality requirements for the system to be
fulfilled. The certification of the manufacturer is, of course,
not sufficient to assure the operational goemetric quality of the
instrumentation system. Thus, the necessity exists for evaluation
by the user. When a higher level of geometric quality, over and
above the design requirements, is needed it becomes necessary to
calibrate the equipment; and to use the calibration coefficients
in the data reduction process to remove systematic errors. The
major question in both evaluation and calibration is what to use
as a standard. These concepts may be applied to any system ofmeasuring equipment.

During past years. the Ballistic Camera System has been con-
sidered to be the accuracy standard at ANR with a prime mission
of evaluation and calibration of other instrumentation systems,
both optical and electronic. The state-of-the-art of electronic
measuring has now reached the point where the geometric quality
required of the Ballistic Camera System now becomes a function of
the focal length - the lever arm. Thus the geometric quality of
a 1,000 mm focal length camera will be represented by the ratio
of 2 parts per million. A two-camera reduction with good geometry
will transform this geometric quality to the spatial position
point. Additional cameras with good geometry will increase the
geometric quality of the position data by approximately the square
root of the number of cameras added.

A working committee was established in September 1961 to
review the present status of the Ballistic Camera System on the
AMR and to develop and implement a plan capable of meeting the
objectives defined below:

Specific: Phase I
1. To improve the AMR Ballistic Camera System geometric

quality capability in order to meet the MISTRAM evalu-
ation requirements.

2. Determine the maximum theoretical geometric quality
capability of the system in its present configuration
on the AMR today.

3. Evaluate the geometric quality of the present system as
it performs today.

Release date by committee - 15 July 1962

2-2,



Broad: phase II

Having reached the practical maximum geometric quality
capability of the present system, to establish a program to
preserve this raxJ:.um geometric quality as well as developing
on a continuing basis refinements to the system compatible
with the state-of-the-art capable of leading to improved
system geometric quality.

Plan of Attack
The technical elements of the Ballistic Camera System have

been broken down into four major areas with each major area further
sub-divided into more detailed parts, as outlined below. Because
of the complex inter-weaving of the technical elements and their
dependence one upon the other, it has not been feasible to establish
one or more elements as being the most critical area affecting
system accuracy.

Acquisition Instrumentation Considerations
Camera
Timing

Photographic Considerations
Plate
Emulsion
Processing
Storage
Plate Performance

operational Considerations (Acquisition)
Pedestal Stability
Environmental Conditions
Procedures
Personnel

Data Reduction Considerations
Mathematical Error Model
Statistical Estimation
Equipment
Procedures
personnel

Method of Operation
The Ballistic Camera Accuracy Review project is, thus, a two-

phase operation:
i) the evaluation of the geometric quality of the Bal-

listic Camera System as it is engineered at the present time, and

23



2) the calibration of this system so that increased geo-
metric quality may be obtained. In doing this, the entire BC
System has been considered by its various components, such as:

a) the photogrammetric aspects, which include the
theory and operation of the system for measuring;

b) the photometric aspects, which include the ability
of the system to record and measure the light which passes through
the optics and impinges onto the photo-receptive elements. The
extension of photometrics concerns all aspects of type of photo-
graphic environment, to the care, handling, processing, and storage
of the emulsion and plate;

c) the optical aspects, which concern the actual glass
which makes up the lens itself and tie in with the photometric
characteristics;

d) the mechanical aspects, which cqncern the shutter,
operation and vibration, and the camera mountiuig technique and
stability; e) the electronic aspects which concern the timing re-
quirements of the system, the delays of the timing impulses between
Central Control and the camera station. All of these: photogram-
metric, photometric, optical, mechanical, and electronic, have
been investigated from a calibration standpoint, because of the
higher geometric quality now required of the Ballistic Camera
System.

Restrictions

Because of the late delivery for operational use of the BC-
600 and BC-1000 cameras, the BACAR Phase I effort was primarily
directed to the Wild BC- 4 type cameras. The Vero Beach BC-600,
however, was evaluated because of its planned use with the MISTRAM
calibration.

Section II - Summary of Results

This section summarizes the results and conclusions of the
BACAR Committee's work during the period 1 November 1961 to 1
July 1962.

A. Acquisition Instrumentation

1. Camera and Associated E.uipment

a. Training
Engineering and Shops personnel received factory-
type training on the Wild BC-4 cameras which have
focal lengths of 115, 210 and 310 mm, and the Wild
Goniometer. From this training, information was
collected for the preparation of a complete opera-
tions, maintenance and overhaul manual.
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Calibration procedures were developed from thetraining course.

b. Oonlometer
During the training course it was learned that Wild
produces a new model gonlometer which eliminates many
deficiencies In their first model. The new gonlo-
meter provides greater accuracy, performs some
measurements beyond the capability of the old gonio-
meter and permits quicker set-up for tests, thus
saving many hours of set-up time for each camera.

c. Vibration and Stability
Preliminary results of a study of Wild BC-4 cameras
and camera pedestals indicated a need to evaluate
the significance of camerea vibration and pedestal
stability on the geometric quality of the data.
(1) Tilt Angle Transducer: A tilt angle transducer

was procured for pedestal stability tests.
(2) Vibration Measuring and Recording Equipment:

New items were procured and other items modified
for these specialized problems. A special pulse-
operated camera recording system was made up
from surplus equipment.

In measuring the performance of the Ballistic Cameras,
oscillations of the optical axis were found of a
comparatively high frequency (18-20 cps). These
oscillations were caused by shutter vibration, motor
vibration, and wind disturbances. A second type of
axis motion was encountered wherein the camera shifted
its elevation axis in response to the shock transmit-
ted to the elevation assembly by the action of the
shutter. Such a shift introduced a constant bias.
Wind screens are being designed to eliminate vibra-
tion from wind disturbances. The camera mounting
is being modified to reduce elevation axis shifting.

d. Camera Calibration
The geometric quality of the BC-210 and BC-300
cameras was inadequate for MISTRAM prior to the BACAR
program. Even though the best geometric quality ob-
tainable from the cameras, when in peak operating
condition, may be short of that necessary to evaluate
and calibrate MISTRAM, these are the best available
equipments for this task. It was necessary to over-
haul seven BC-300 and four BC-210 cameras before they
could be calibrated. It was necessary to fine-adjust
all components to minimize or eliminate systematic
errors and to calibrate the remaining systematic errors.
Techniques were devised to: provide the best over-all
results for the entire photographic plate area;
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improve ,:. ' - n fiducials for greater
precislon: :.11 h'i .hlo' axis to the camera
fiduclel.s :j'" rc, :":.:are tne focal plane with
the princil, p .::1c. .. ".. were designed and fabri-
cated to achLerc th'i ca,.lhration. The calibration
data were pibltsned. The vemaining BC-210 and BC-115
cameras will be overhautled and calibrated.
W-600 Cameras.
Two BC-600 cameras wevt, analyzed In the Optics
Laboratory and tested for maximum resolution. Analysis
of the focal plane setting was made in order to evalu-
ate factory data. Two c ramw:as have been installed on
the Range.

e. Optical Laboratory Collimator
A precislon-t-ype flha' unit was procured installed
and evaluated. The results of subsequent tests have
showr ;reat accuracy and high resolution. The uni-
formity of exposure anroas the field is excellent.

2. Timing and Assiciated F n'ent
a. ?hotcm..l ti-'_1ie.,

?rOor to t.e 5AZAR rh-:-am, an improved photomulti-
plier was beir•:, developed because:
(I) reiue1,ts for a rc3 ,:bl, rhoto-multiplier (the

old ,nýtC ntue so ILV-.ble that four units
mlr"ht b, isco to Xnsv.'ce collecting data);

(2) requestc. for boise' qali.y data for greater ac-
curacy arid ease off data redudt on;

(3) ren~.ure:',en:ts for' a~cr of O.0001second.
The BACAR progran prlooity accelerated the develop-
ment of a new .hotom'_lti.lier head. A prototype
unit was developed. teuted and found to be acceptable.
A total of eight units have been fabricated and two
more will be fabri(ated. Units have been success-
fully used on a!r;eraft and live missile tests.
Accuracy is expected to run about 0.O001to 0.0002
second.

b. Timing Magnetic Taze Recorders
The original tape rec'd~ers which were used with the
old photomultiplIers were portable, light weight and
easily dariamed. Their reliability had deteriorated
with age and continuou-s handling throughout the Range.
The a~rctracy w:.)s Inadoqu-.te to fulfill the present
requirements. :nurmlus t;30e recorders with sufficient
acc,;racy were l ocate.! and earmarked for use with the
improved pho tou 3. tiI .ers.
A system which will L.rnit the photomultiplier ta e
to be used wi'th 'AR" T11 results in-a 32 manhour/
test savinrs I. the l' :J.von of photomultiplier data.
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c. Timing Communications
A major problem in the communications area was in
the area of measurement of timing delays and in ob-
taining adequate communications to all of the
Ballistic Camera sites that were assigned for KIS-
TRAM checkout. As a result of tests it was concluded
that the communication system must be replaced by a
new VHP system.
Measurements of time delays in all field equipment
havebeen satisfactorily recorded. Measurements
of time delays in the communication links will be
accomplished upon completion of the VHP installation.

d. BC Shutter Time Delay
BC shutter delay measurements were measured and found
to be different for each camera. The studies associ-
ated with these measurements showed that the delay
is varied by adjustment of the shutter, or by changing
the belts on the shutter drive, procedures were set
up to re-measure shutter delays after each adjustment
or repair. The measured delays are used in Data Re-
duction to remove the timing errors.

e. Terminal Timing Unit Time Delay
TTUs Models 9605 and 36770 were measured. It was
found that changing the level of the activating tone
burst varied the delay from 40 to 80 milliseconds.
Relays in the unit varied from 15 to 35 milliseconds
in delay time. As a result, these units were re-
placed by modified Dynatronic's TTUs for all future
tests. The delay of these units is within limits of
0.007 seconds and is constant.

B. Photographic Considerations

Each component of the Ballistic Camera Plate has
certain important characteristics that are evaluated. The
final performance of the plate is dependent on the inter-
related functions of its components. Component and performance
characteristics for best AMR use were defined as follows:

1. Plate
a. Support - flatness, stability

The P" glass plate was selected as a support to pro-
vide the greatest temperature and humidity stability
available as a support for the light sensitive
emulsion. The plate provides a coating surface with
a flatness which is not to exceed 0.00002 in. per
linear inch.

b. Emulsion - spectral sensitivity
The present emulsion (103-F) is light sensitive
over the entire visible range. For routine usage
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there is no need fov' an additional spectral sensi-
tivity capability. Extension of the sensitivity
into the infrared region is not needed for our
general purpose work and would tend to increase the
plate handling problems due to the influence of heat.- photographic sensitivity vs. spread function-
The 103-F emulsion is ablo, with j see. exposure and
good weather conditions, to record more stars than
can be utilized due to the star catalog limitations.
This sensitivity is needed to record stars of the
required magnitude under optimum and unfavorable
weather conditions and is the logical selection as
the workhorse of the Ballistic Camera System.
-dimensional stability -

The inherent emulsion dimensional stability is es-
tablished during the manufacturing process and this
inherent stability is influenced by the chemical and
physical reactions during the developing process.
Experiment (local and Eastman Kodak) show that the
dimensional stability of emulsion prior to processing
is satisfactory.

2. Developing
a. Chemical Process

The chemical process used for developing the exposed
ballistic plate is based on the manufacturer's recom-
mendations. Gas burst agitation is used to obtain
process uniformity. Sensitometry, a controlled ex-
posure on photographic material, is used to sample
the developing process to verify the process position
and uniformity.

b. Dimension instability
Dimensional instability occurs because of the swell-
ing of the emulsion, the chemical reactions and the
shrinkage of the emulsion during the drying cycle.
The most critical portion of this process occurs
during the drying stage. It is imperative that the
emulsion be uniformly dried with no water spottini.
The effect of dimensional instability or emulsion
creep on the acquired data is being determined from
the emulsion creep experiments now being completed.

3. Storage and Handlinc'

The vendor has provided a protective packing that
protects the plate from breakage, heat and high relative
humidity. The shelf-life of the packared 103-P plate is
approximately one year under our bulk storage conditions
of 50*F, 50% RH. The field handling procedures for bal-
listic plates appear to be adequate. The most important
steps are to be sure that the moisture seal is kept intact
as lon7 as possible prior to use and the plate should not be
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s' b,'ected to elevated temperatures (above BOOR) for long

Deriods of time.

4. Plate Performance
a. Receptor Capability

The 103-F plate used in the Ballistic Camera System
as the image recertor has sufficient recording capa-
bility, to acquire data with present camera systems
under the varied Rance conditions of weather and
flare or strobe characteristics.

b. Tmage Formation
The minimum imatge diameter produced from a point
source light of the 103-F emulsion is the limiting
factor for imare size when used in the BC-300, BC-
210 and BC-115 cameras, but the lens is the limiting
factor when the 103-F plate is used in the BC-600
camera. An improvement in the emulsion for imagine
capability with no loss in sensitivity would require
a state-of-the-art advancement in emulsion making.

c. Image Position
The position of the recorded image must not change
from the time the image is recorded to the time
the image position is determined by the plate reader.
This means the emulsion must not swell, move or
shrink. The image position instability due to
emulsion movement of 3.7 to 4.2 microns RMS is be-
coming better understood through the emulsion creep
experiment. On completion of the emulsion creep
experiment we should know how to appl:.- exac; cor-
rections for the image position movement.
It is expected that use of a reseau will allow a 2
to 3 micron mean correction to be applied during
the data reduction process. A residual error of
1.0 to 1.2 microns will be left. Further investi-
gations will be made to find methods for reducing
the residual error to 0.7 microns.

C. Operational Considerations

1. Pedestal Stability (MISTRAM Required Pedestals only)

Among the factors found to affect the stability of
pedestals are:

a. Differential absorption of heat from the sun with
conseauent bending of the structure.

b. Mechanical coupiinrý between the operator's working
platform and the pedestal, causing the operator's
movem.?nts to be transmitted to the pedestal.

c. Exposure of the pedestals to wind which disturbs
both camera and pedestal.
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d. possible shifting of the earth caused by the pas-
sage of heavy vehicles or tidal shifts.

As a result of these f'ndinzs all mechanical couplings
have been removed. Three of the four concrete pede&tals
have been wrapped with a double layer of approved insula-
tion ac a temporary solution to reduce thermal shifts.
Provisions have been made to shade all exposed sites for
at least two hours prior to each test. A prototype wind
shield has been designed. Operational procedures have
been published to prevent shifting of the soil baused by
heavy weights or vehicles during a test. TAnd tidal ef-
fects are still being measured and evaluated.

2. Environmental Conditions

In addition to the environmental effects described the
effects of wind and temperature on the cameras set up for
a test were studied. Air condition of existing BC domes
was found to be unsatisfactory for several reasons. Pri-
marily, the existino systems were not designed to handle
the heat problem without creating air drafts or turbulence
that could affect the quality of the recorded image. pro-
tot-pe portable domes have been designed to shield the
camera and pedestal from wind where the sites are not
protected by permanent domes.

3. procedures

Procedures were written for:

a. Shop calibration of all Ballistic Cameras.
b. Field operation and maintenance of the BC systems.

4. Personnel (Training)

Training was requested on all new Ballistic Camera
equipment. Eight men attended classes and will train the
remainder of the Ballistic Camera personnel. Of the items
left to be covered, the most impootant is the electronic
system to be used with all cameras. A training program on
this subject is beinr. prepared.

All nersonnel have received complete training on the
Wild BC-4 Camera Systems. Along with this, they have re-
ceived training in Astronomy, Meteorology, Transistor and
Timing Circuits, Radio Transmitter and Receivers. It was
realized at the beginning of the Ballistic Camera System
that full training was necessary to assure good data. The
person manning a Wild BC-4 site is normally operating alone
or without support that can be reached in reasonable time;
therefore, he must be capable of making his own decisions
based on his tralniR and experience.
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D. Data Reduction Considerations

1. Mathematical Error Model and Statistical Estimation

Investigation into the error parameters of the Bal-
listic Camera System revealed that existing error data was
not of sufficient quality needed to construct a mathematical
model that would provide a basis for meeting the new, strin-
gent MISTRAM accuracies. The following specific areas were
investigated:

a. Plate reading error.
b. Random and systematic emulsion creep.
c. Random and systematic accuracy of star catalogs.
d. The location of the center of perspective in

object space.

Computation tools for performing the necessary systematic
error studies did not exist. It was, therefore, necessary
to develop the analysis for such problems as calibration of
the measuring comparators, calibration of the systematic
errors of the emulsion and base, and investigation of the
residual lens distortion.

Finally, it was necessary to combine all the analysis
knowledge into the working data reduction computer routines
so that knowledge and correction of the errors, both
systematic and random, could be properly considered. There-
fore, analysis for new programs, and for revisions to existing
programs had to be performed. This analysis had to include:
perform the nncesnary object space computation of the per-
spective center; accept the repeated readings on the image
points and correct the observations for 1) temperature
fluctuations during the measuring process, 2) for the com-
parator calibrations, and 3) for the systematic errors of
the emulsion and base.

The following RCA Technical Memos have been published
as a result of the BACAR Project:.

TM 62-2: Computation of a Mathematical Model to Describe
the Systematic Errors of a Photographic Emulsion
and Base, 0. H. Rosenfield, 19 March 1962.

TM 62-4: A Summary of a Study of Star Catalogues and Their
Accuracies, H. K. Eichhorn, 20 March 1962.

TM 62-5: On the Relation Between the Catalogued Mean Posi-
tions of the Stars and the Coordinates of Their
Photographic Images, H. K. Eichhorn, 20 March 1962.

TM 28: Redesign of BC-4 Elevation Arm Lock, R. A. Brown,
16 November 1962.
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The following RCA Data Processing Technical Reports
have been published as a result of the BACAR Project:

TR 62-2: Calibration of a Precision Coordinate Compara-
tor, 0. H. Rosenfield

TR 62-3: Monitoring Photogrammetric Plate Observations,
G. H. Rosenfield

The following computer programs were prepared:

(1ý BACEC, Emulsion Creep Calibration
2 BACSC, Secular Screw Calibration (comparator cali-

bration)

( i:B3 Computation or Standard Deviation
BACPE, Periodic Error
BACHA, Polynomial and Harmonic Analysis
(6 BACW, Weave of the Ways Calibration

(7 BACPP, Misperpendicularity of the Comparator Axes
BACMR, Ballistic Camera DLta Monitor

9 BACDR, Ballistic Camera Distortion Calibration
(10 BACPO, Double Precision Ballistic Camera Position

2. Equipment

The MANN and Wild Comparators were calibrated for peri-
odic error, lon'er period leadscrew errors, curvature and
weave of the ways, and misperpendicularity of the compara-
tor axes. These errors were reduced as follows:

Wild Comparator - from 2.7 microns to 1.0 microns,

Mann Comparator - from 5.8 microns to 1.1 microns.

3. Procedures

Reading errors were reduced by incorporation of new
reading techniques to the range of 0.1 to 0.5 microns. These
errors are now computed in the data reduction programs and
will be propagated through the estimates of error in the posi-
tion data.

Procedures have been developed to compensate for emulsion
creep on a plate-by-plate basis by the use of a reseau
&,rid exposed on the plate (superimposed with the star and
flare images). As an interim procedure, a lens distortion
calibration will be performed to absorb these errors as well
as refraction errors.

4. Personnel

A rigorous traininý; program and readin., error tests have
been initiated to enable selection of personnel for the
reading of Ballistic Camera plates.
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Section III- Conclusion

The results of the BACAR effort to date serve to indicate the
magnitude and direction for future investigations. The major
amount of future effort is to be expended in reducing those factors
which were found to be m~J.n' the accuracy of the Ballistic
Camera Systems. Future work includes but is not restricted to:
optimum camera operational site facilities, a certified initial
standard of accuracy, sufficient corrections for atmospheric re-
fraction and knowledge of refraction anomalies, errors in the
star catalorues, and finally, manufactured cameras which approach
the 1edal optical instrument. Statistically correct and photomram-
metrically rivorous data reduction procedures are being developed
and implemented. Further applications of the results of the BACAR
work will appear in future developments of range equipment.

The results of the BACAR project will give better data for
the Range User. The evaluation of the Ballistic Camera System
will allow reliance on the range standard of known accuracy.
The calibration of the System will allow for improving the ac-
curacy of the range standard. Also, problem areas have been
pinpointed, and the needs for future research indicated.

Section TV - Results of Ballistic Camera operation for MISTRAM
-valuation of October 1962.

A total ov 127 Ballistic Camera plates were evaluated to
determ:v-e tho *3:iertIonal capabilit- of the Ballistic Camera
system as used on the MISTRAM evaluation of October 1962. The
plates were distributed as follows:

BC 1000- 57 plates,
BC 600 - 8 plates,
BC 300 - 62 plates.

The plates were evaluated for the factors of:

1. emulsion creep: settin-v error on images and standard
error of the emulzion calibration adjustment. The
emulsion calibration was performed on only 28 plates;

2. setting error on star images;

3. setting error on flash data point images;

4. standard error of unit weight for camera orientation.

Except for emulsion creep, the data were evaluated inde-
pendently for each type of camera system. No attempt was made
to separate triangulation error into components for the indi-
vidual cameras, or camera types, since the present triangulation
routine does not properly weight the stations used in the ad-
Justment. Because of the improper weights, the residuals have
no valid meaning for the individual cameras. A triangulation
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routine with a more statistically valid weighting procedure
will shortly be released. Consideration of the proper weight-
ing in the triangulatJon was not possible until all errors In
the system had been recognized and evaluated (results of the
BACAR effort).

The following definitions are used in the evaluation:

Saverage setting error (standard deviation of one setting)
computed as the arithmetic average of the individual set-
ting errors for all the plates considered.

s standard deviation of the individual setting errors about
the average value.

SDM standard deviation of the mean for the setting error.
Since the value of each measurement is the average of 4
readings, this value is determined by i divided by -*/.

se the average standard error of unit weight from the emulsion
creep adjustment computed from the reseau residuals fol-
lowing a 2nd degree calibration fit.

Sthe average standard error of unit weight for the orienta-
tion adjustment of the plates. Computed as an arithmetic

average; since each plate had sufficient degrees of freedom
for a satisfactory orientation and is therefore considered
as a separate unit.

t the pooled standard error of unit weight for triangulation
of all images on all plates.

N the number of plates used in the analysis.

The following tabulated results are presented (all values are
in microns unless otherwise indi:ated):

Emulsion creep: N 26
standard error: s 1.53

s 0.21
reseau Images:
settina error: 2.37

a 0.55

SDM 1.08
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BCIOO B0600 BC300
number of plates N 57 8 62

Star images: s 3.23 3.63 3.04
setting error: s 0.64 0.54 0.53

SDM 1.86 2.10 1.76

Orientation
standard error: s 5.29 4.51 3.68

s 0.61 0.68 0.78
arc see: i 1106 1150 P1145
pooled: 4.52

Flash images:
setting error: i 4.05 4.11 4.13

s 0.65 0.78 0.66
SDM 2.34 2.37 2.38

Triangulation
pooled standard

error: i 5.23
arc sec: 11.104

Conclusions:

The Ballistic Camera system lends itself to complete analysis
of the major sources of contributing errors. The individual
major errors can be evaluated and/or calibrated, and the geometric
quality of the reduced data can be statistically estimated. Thus,
it is realized, the least squares adjustment is not a magic pro-cedure by which good results can be obtained from poor data. The

results can be.po better than the data entering the adjustment.
It Is therefore lymandatory that the best possible measure-
ments (lowest stand• deviations) be obtained, and that all
known sources of systeatic error in the data be eliminated.

Thus, in order to obtain Ballistic Camera data of high geo-
metric quality it is necessary that proper consideration be given
to the data procurement and data reduction. The field operation
should be perrormed utilizing stable mountings and pedestals,
and the cameras should be protected by atmospherically conditioned
shelters. it is mandatory that the emulsion be calibrated in
order to correct the developed photographic image to the posi-
tion on the plate of the latent optical image. The plates must
be measured in an atmospherically controlled environment which
is vibration isolated from disturbing influences. An accurate
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method of recording temperature and humidity should be available
during the measuring process. The measuring equipment must be
protected from accumulation of oxidized oil and settling of dust
and lint on the ways, bearing, and screws. The mathematics
utilized in the computer processing of the data should be photo-
grammetrically and statistically correct.

Recommendations:

1. The data acquisition and data processing operations
should be re-examined to correct any existing deficiencies.

2. It is mandatory that all sources of systematic error
be calibrated or eliminated on all Ballistic Camera plates for
which data of high geometric quality is desired.

3. Selected plates from the MISTRAM evaluation will be re-
measured and re-reduced with tender loving care, in order to
determine how much improvement in the data could have been
achieved.

Section V - Editorial Comments

The BACAR effort has resulted in Ballistic Camera data of
known and improved geometric quality. Each of the major sources
of error in the Ballistic Camera system has been evaluated and
where possible calibrated or eliminated so that the resulting
data is of high geometric quality, as evidenced by the low
standard error of unit weight resulting from the least squares ad-
justment. The error budget indicates that the cumulated standard
error is equivalent to the standard error of unit weight resulting
from the least squares adjustment of the data. We can now state
that we have a true range standard for evaluation or calibration
of other range instrumentation.

However, let us consider some newer types of range instru-
mentation: specifically, the electronic trajectory measuring equip-
ment. These newer instruments are manufactured to meet a
particular design requirement, which in some cases calls for a
higher level than the present geometric quality of the Ballistic
Camera used as a standard. But this is a design requirement only,
and does not automatically indicate that the delivered instrument
meets this design requirement. The instrument must be evaluated
against some existing standard, which at the present time is the
Ballistic Camera system. If it is not desired to accept an evalu-
ation of electronic equipment against the Ballistic Camera standard,
then the geometric quality of the electronic instrument must be
established by an independent statistical determination of the
standard error of unit weight for the reduced data. This inde-
pendent evaluation must be performed by analyzing the various
component errors of the equipment, in the same manner that has
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been done for the Ballistic Camera system. The standard errors
for each of the major components of the equipment must be
established, and it must be proven that the total standard error
of all the components are statistically equivalent to the standard
error of unit weight for the reduced data.

There is another important topic upon which I would 11ke to
comment. This concerns the different philosophies of data re-
duction: the pure mathematical-statistical approach versus the
technological approach. The mathematical-statistical approach
is based upon the error model. It considers that all the instru-
mentation problems can be solved in the data reduction process,
if only a good enough mathematical error model can be formulated.
The technological approach is based upon a more involved philo-
sophy. First, that the instrument system is designed, manufactured
and adjusted to the highest possible degree. Second, that each
contributing error of the system is isolated, analyzed, and cor-
rected before the major data reduction adjustment takes place.
Personally, I am a proponent of the technological approach to
instrumentation systems. The results of the BACAR effort with
the Ballistic Camera system indicates the improvements in geo-
metric quality of the reduced data, and the advances in the
state-of-the-art of instrumentation, that can be obtained by
following this technological philosophy. In summation, and in
support, I should like to quote from Hald, "Statistical Theory
with Engineering Applications," John Wiley and Sons, New York,
1955, pg. 758:

"The formulation of a mathematical-statistical model which gives
a satisfactory description of the data, is not in principle a
statistical task, but belongs within the professional subject
from which the observations have been derived. In practical work,
however, we often find that professional knowledge is so small
that it is not possible to formulate a proper (theoretical) model,
i.e., a description based on general laws regarding the process
which las generated the observations. In such cases the speci-
fication becomes merely a phenomenological description, i.e.,
a purely empirical description of the observed phenomenon with-
out any attempt at linking this description up with theoretical
reasoning based on professional knowledge.

"... It should, however, be born in mind that in the long
run it does not pay to be satisfied with a phenomenological de-
scription; this should be resorted to only when all attempts at
giving a theoretical description have proved impractical."
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INTRODUCTION

potentially
MNSTRAM is one of the latest and Anest accurate electronAi tracking myatems to

be acquired by the Atlantic Missile RanRe. The System wts desiped and built

by the General Electric Company. Two systems hay* been inatafled, one at

Valkaria, Florida about thirty miles south of Cape Canaveral and one at EZlu-

there, about 395 miles down range.

This paper is devoted to a general description of the MISTRAN s"steom a more

detailed description of the Precision Measuring Sub-System, an Outline of

the data reduction process and a discussion of the accuracy performance of

the system.

GERVAL DESCIPTION

The physical description of the system is taken directly from one or more of

the docu.ents published by the General Inectrio Company and emnierated as

references.

A. The seven (7) Subsystems of M$STRAM a3 shoun in Figure 1

The Histram System is composed of eight major partas seven subsystem and

a systems components group, They are as follows:

l. Precision Measuring Subsystem (P1($)

The P1S8 is an X-band c-w radar that uses interferometer techniques

to measure the position of a vehicle.

2. Airborne Transponder Subsystem

The Airberne Transponder Subsystem consists of a transponder, a filter,

and suitable antennas, all of which are aboard the vehicle. The air-

borne transponder receives, amplifies, frequency-offsets, and re-trans-

mits the two o-w X-band signals from the central station with a very
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I2vw inei ph e ase s~hi~t betv-een the received and trnesmitt*4

frequenciez.

3. Acquiaiti•u and Tracking Subsystem

The Acquisition and Tracking Subsystem acquires the transponder and

automatically tracks the incoming signal in azimuth, elevation, and

polarization. The ATSS antenna supplies pointing information to the

central R433 antenna and to the Analog Computer Subsystem* The ATSS

antenna is used as the transmitting antenna for the WSS as well as the

receiving antenna for the ATSS.

4. Analog Computer Subsystem

The Analog Computer Subsystem directs the four remota receiving antennas

of the Precision Measurement Subsystem. Normally, it Obtain& the angle

data of the ATSS antenna and the target range from the WMSS. This

information then is transmitted to each of the receiving antennae by

the Data Multiplex Subsystem and the Commuication Link Subsystem

where correction for parallax is inserted. It also has the capability

of receiving slaving data from the range, correcting for parallx,

and directing the transmitting antenna. In addition, slaving data can

be supplied to the range.

5. Data Transmission and Recording Subsystem

The Data Transmission and Recording Subsystem includes the necessary

equipment for encoding the five primary data words generated by the

P1S1, the three words generated by the data multiplex equipment in

response to input signals from a refractometer at each station, and

the time codes generated in the P1S8; thi4 data ins encoded into a form

suitable for transmitting over the R-F Communication Link Subsystem

to Cape Canaveral. In addition, this subsystem provides for the
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decoding of the signals in a form suitable for insertion into the 134

7094 real time computer located at Cape Canaveral and provides a

capability for recording these signals for later playback for post-

flight data reduction.

6. R-F Communication Link Subsystem

The Communication Link Subsystem consists of the following two major

groups:

(1) Baseline communication group, a microwave system which contains

the necessary equipment for transmitting all signals between the central

station and the 100,000 foot stations, with the exception of those

coherent signals transmitted within the PMSS link.

(2) External Communication group, a microwave link which contain

the necessary equipment for transmitting all signals between the central

station and Cape Canaveral, including the special Data Transmission and

Recording Subsystem signals and the timing synchronization.

7. Data Multiplex Subsystem

The Data Multiplex Subsystem is used for encoding and decoding, in

the correct format, data required for transmission between the central

station and the 100,000 foot, remote stations via the baseline communi-

cation link, and for data required for transmission between the central

station and the 10,000 foot remote stations via wire lines.

In addition to the seven subsystems there is a Systems Components Group

which includes all the miscellaneous equipment required for proper operation

of the subsystems described in 2. through 7. It includes the intercommunication

equipment, real time refractometers, optical tracker, power equipment for

primary power generation and transmission, and installation material that is

not supplied as a part of any of the above subsystems or as part of the

facilities.
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B. Location of the Equipment (Figure 2)

The major elements of MISTMIW are arranged in an L-shaped configu-

ration of a central station and four remote stations spaced along 10,000

toot and lOOtOO0 foot baselines. Three microwave antenna towers are

located, one each, near the corner and two extremities of the configura-

tion. Ideally, the baselines subtend an angle of exactly 900 and the

remote stations are located on these baselines 10,000 feet and 100,000

feet from th%. central station. In practice, however, the relative posi-

tions of the stations with respect to each other are not critical as long

as the distances and angles are known to extreme accuracy.

The central station equipment includes the ATSS tracking antenna and

receiver, the PMS transmitter and receiving antenna, ten receivers,

data extraction circuits, communication and recording equipment, refrac-

tometer, optical tracker, simulator, operator and coordinator consoles

plus miscellaneous power equipment and normal utilities. Of the ten

receivers at the central station, one is used for beacon signals arriving

direct from the vehicle, five for return signals arriving via the central

station and four remote stations, and four are used for phase stabiliza-

tion purposes.

Each remote station houses a simple receiving antenna slaved to the

central station P4SS antenna, a receiver for beacon signals, a receiver

for phase stabilization purposes, a refractometer, coemunication equip-

ment, power supplies and normal utilities. The receivers at the remote

stations and those at the central station are nearly identical.

Communication between the central station and the four remote stations
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is accomplished via waveguilAe over the 10,000 foot baselines an' via

microwave link ovcr the 100,000 foot baselines. Communication between

the central stntion and Cape Canaveral and Patrick Air Force Base is by

microwave relay.

The MI3T.iAM central station is located approximately 30 miles south

of 'ape Cinaveral. One baseline extends a*proximately twenty miles in

a western direction from the central station and the other baseline

approximately twenty miles south from the central station.

C. 'heory of Operation

1. General

Position of a vehicle is determined by triangulation techniques

involving measurements of rkinge and range differences. Velocity of

the vehicle is determined by comparing the rates at which range and

range difference measurements are changing. The trajectory data

available from HISTRAMi are one range and four range differences.

2. Position )etermination
as shown in Firure 3

Position is determined Range is measured

from the central station by measuring the time required for radar

signals to travel from the central station to the transponder in the

vehicle and back to the central station. From this measurement the

range of the vehicle from the central station can be computed but its

angular position relative to the station is not defined. It will be

known only that the vehicle lies on the surface of an imaginary hemi-

sphere whose center lies at the central station and whose radius is

equal to the range.

At the instant of the above measurement, the difference in distance
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between the v 'hicle and the centrtl station, and between the vehicle

and one of MI ,. 109000 foot remote stations, is measured to

obtain a ranke Jiifference. From this difference measurement it is

known that the vew•icle, regardless of its range from either stations

must lie on the surface of -in imaginary hyperboloid whose axis passes

through both stations.

At this name instant, the difference in distance between the vehicle

and the central station, and between the vehicle and the other 10,000

foot remote station, is measured to obtain a second range difference.

From this second difference measurement it is known, as before, that

the vehicle must lie on the surface of another hyperboloid whose axia

passes through the central station and this second remote stations.

It is now known that the vehicle lies en the surface of both hyper-

boloids and the hyperboloids intersect in space, consequently, the

vehicle will lie somewhere along this line of intersection. Since

the vehicle's range from the central station describes a hemisphere,

the intersection of this hemisphere with the above hyperbolic inter-

section is a point which defines the vehicle's position in space

relative to the ground stations.

3. Velocity Determination

Velocity is determined in the MIJSMAN system by comparing the rates

at which the range and four range differences are changing. Range

rate is extracted from the central station range measurement while

range difference rates are extracted from the four range differences

as measured between the central station and each of the four remote

stations.
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TH.Z PRECISION MIASURING aUBSYSTEM

A* Two Channel Concept

The detailed operation of the MISTRAM system is very omplex, only the

basic principles upon which the system is designed will be discussed in

this paper. Comprehensive descriptions of the circuitry can be found in

the documents published by the General Electric Company some of which are

enumerated in the references,

For pur -.--- of explanation it is sometimes convenient to consider MISTRAM

as consisting of two separate channels, (a) a continuous channel and (b)

a calibrate ch.annel. Since the calibrate and continuous channel signals

are separate (s.:cept for phase reference circuits) from the time they

leave the transmitter until they enter the data extraction circuits, the

MISTRAM system behaves much like two c-w radar systems operating simul-

taneously. Consider first the fundamental behavior of the continuous

channel.

1. Operation of the continuous ch.annel.

The Continuous channel consists of electronic equipment designed to

utilize the Doppler effect to produce range-type measurements. The

MI3TRAM transmitter emits a continuous X-band signal of 8,148 mega-

cycles which is received by the mionile transponder, offset by 68

megacycles and retransmitt..-d to the ground receiver. The outputs

of the ground transmitter and grouni receiver are compared in phase

antl the phase difference produced by the Doppler effect is digitized

and read out.

The continuous channel provides coarse and fine range data which is

calibrated by the calibrate channel as well as fine rate data which
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is not calibrated. The coarse range data are accurate to 64 feet;

the tine range data, to 0.12 foot. The least significant bit in the

fine rate data is 0,004 foot and it is not calibrated.

7he continuous channel, therefore, utilizes the Doppler principle to

provide range and range difference data the validity of which muot be

determined by comparison to other independent measurements of the

same quantities. These are made by the calibrate channel which is

described next,

2. Operation of the Calibrate Channel

The calibrate channel is designed around a pre-determined real change

in frequency of a continuous wave signal. A Counter records the number

of cycles change between the received and transnitted signal.

The principle is illustrated in Figure 4

Caosider the following sequence of events:

TD4E LVDIT

T 1 The ground transmitter is radiating a signal of

frequency f, and the ground receiver is tuned to fre-

quency fl*

T2  The ground tranamitter' changes frequency and radiates

a signal of frequency f 2.

T The transponder receives frequency f2 and re-radiates
3

a signal of the same frequency.

T4 The ground receiver receives the new frequency f 2

and hence realizes the ground transmitter has shifted

frequency.
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in.e area in~licated by A is given by the following expression:

A(area) = (f 2-fi) (24 -T2 ) cycles

The time interval T4-T2 is the round trip transit time of the

ground-radiated signal and is represented by * If the speed of

propagation is taken to be th-tt of the speed of light, the follow-

ing expression can be written relating the area A, the change in

frequency A f ( a f 2 .f 1 ), the round trip transit time . (mTm"l),

and range, R:

and

The calibrate channel of the HISTRAM system provides circuitry to

measure the area A and record it in cycles in a counter; it also

provides an oscillator and sweep generator to produce a change in

frequency, Af , of exactly eight megacycles. The Calibrate channel,

therefore, furnishes an unambiguous determination of range.

The actual implementation of this principle involves the generation

and transmission of a continuous X-band signal which is swept between

7,892 and 7,884 megacycles, the eight megacycle change in frequency

just described. A sweep change frequency is actually used instead of

the abrupt change illustrated in Figure 4. Counting the cycles pro-

duced in the calibrate chnnnel of the receivers during the 8 mea-

cycle sweep of the X-band calibration signal provides an unambiguous

range measurement to -in accuracy of one wavelength at 8 megacycles or

about 64 feet in the coarse-range calibration data Counter. Me

continuous channel range measurement, however, is made with an accuracy
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of one cycle of an x-band frequency which is approximately

0.128 feet. Initializing and checking the continuous-range

reading to this degree of accuracy is accomplished by measur-

ing the phase shift of the 256 megacycle beat frequency which

exists between the x-band signals in the continuous and calL-

brats channels at one end of the sweep, Measurement of every

22.5 degrees of phase shift at 256 megacyoles provides the

required accuracy of 0.128 feet.

B. PRINCIPLE OF BASELINE STABILIZATION

One of the features of the MISTRAN system not common to

other interferometer systems on the range is the automatic

compensation of phase-shift produced by the transit time of

signals traveling from the outlying sites to the central
Figre 5

site. The principle is illustrated in . The

wave emitted by the transponder is detected in the Central

receiver Re and carries on it the phase information 00

representing the transit time. The same wave is detected

by an outlying receiver R, and carries on it the phase in-

formation 10 representing the transit time to the outlying

site. To make a phase comparison this signal must be for-

warded to the Central site and)therefore incurs a phase

shift 6 representing the transit time from the remote to the

Central site.

The method of removing this unwanted phase shift consists of

four steps:



A

•1. Transmit tnc signal received at Ohe Central site to

the remote site and return it. This signal now has

superimposed upon it twice the phase shift of the one-

way trip.

2. At the Central site, subtract from the returned signal

[1024 (Wtt+e+26 )] the signal from the remote site

[1024 (Ut t 41 + 6 1 )] to yield [1024 (#o-fl÷6).

$. At the Central site, subtract from the signal received

at the Central site [1024 (Wt + Q] the signal received

at the outlying site [1024 (Wt + 1+ 6, )] to yield

E 30 24 (40-$ - &,) 1.

4. At the Central site, add the two signals generated in

steps 2 and 3:

£1024 (0-l 61)] + [1624. (o4-1 6 1)] u 1024 (2)(fo-#,).

The baseline phase shift has, therefore, been eliminated.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA REDUCTION PROCESS Figure 6

The Mistram system at Valkaria transmits via a microwave relay link

the tracking information produced by the Precision Measuring Sub-

system. This is received by antennas on top of the Technical

Laboratory located at Patrick Air Force Base. The data are relayed

to the Cape by another microwave relay link and also recorded on

, 729 low density tape to produce another raw data tape. This

tape provides the input data to the IBM 7090 computer and is opera-

ted on by two programs (MTMA I and MTMC ) which convert the raw

data from counts to feet, apply corrections and transform
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the MISTRAN parameters into X, Y, Z Coordinates, Move detailed

descriptions of these two programs taken from the program do-

scription documents are as folloes:

NVM4A -1:

"The purpose of this program is to process data from raw

MISTRAM tapes. Each tape record consists of data quantities

packed into an eight-word record as specified in the mathe-

matics section. This program unpacks and processes these

quantities. Range and range differences are converted from

binary integers to scaled floating point values in double

precision. Time is converted to seconds as either generated

time with increments of .05 seconds or raw time. First,

second, and variate differences are computed for range and

range differences. Refractive index data is converted to

floating point values in single precision.

Three channels of output are provided.

(1) Time, range, range differences, refractive indexes to

floating binary tape.

(2) Time, range, range differences, lst and 2nd differencen,

refractive indexes, and variate differences to CD tape.

(3) One file of the raw MISTRAM input is copies on an output

tape as an optional feature.

"This program accepts as input a binary tape written by PTI-l

containing the basic Mistram output, R, P 1 , Q1 , 9, and Q2 , in
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double precision floating point along with time, flags,

refractometer readings, signal strength, and spares.

Corrections found to be necessary through editing are read

from cards and applied. All internal system time delays

are corrected by the program according to the error model

provided by the manufacturer relative to such delays. The

program computes and applies a refraction correction to each

basic measurement. This correction accounts for the apparent

bending and shortening of the actual ray path due to an

index of refraction profile described by a set of points con-

nected by an exponential through each two points and asymptotic

to unity. The set of points mentioned is the profile read

from cards.

The output contains fully corrected R, P, , , P1 , and Q2

data (in feet) In double precision floating point form as well

as the indicated cartesian data from the 19K ft. and lOXK ft.

baseline systems. Also• , m, R data from each system is

produced for use as Input into an AZAR' like program or into

the existing quick-look programs.

"This program is specifically designed for use in the initial

Histram evaluation program and operates almost completely

with double precision arithmetic in order to insure against

loss of precision."
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THE ACCURACY. EVALUATION OF THE MISTRAM SYSTEM

A. The Design Performance

Before proceeding to the discussion of the observed per-

¶ formance of the Mistram System, the expected design perform-

ance will be reviewed.

The General Electric Company conducted an intensive error

analysis study on the Mistram System and published their

results in 1959 in a five-volume report. At that time,

the five Mistram parameters were expected to be measured

Table I
with the accuracy shown in . These numbers in-

cluded propagation effects, but specifically excluded the

uncertainty in the free-space speed of light. They were

based upon a data recording rate of twenty points per second

and a smoothing time of 1/2 second. These error estimates

were the result of combining equipment errors, referencing

errors, propagation errors, and survey errors.

Further studies were conducted by the General Electric

Company and, in July of 1962, the results of additional

study were published with an error budget illustrated In
Table 2

These errors were then propagated into the trajec-
defined Table 3

tory in , a nominal trajectory of a liquid

fuel missile. For this particular trajectory, the errors

produced by the uncertainties in the speed of light and
Table 4

refraction were computed and are shown in
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PREDICTED MISTRAM STANIDARD ZRRORB, 1959

02NUAL IIJC1RIC COMPANY

A rSITIOH A UOCITT

A A -

opI- 0.40 FOOT viI- 0.001 1OOT/SUOCSD,

A A
0 2- 0. 03 FOOT 04 0. 001 1O0T/3Ucm

AA

a P2 0, 3 FOO 0. 002 FOOT/UXCOID

A A
-0.3 FOOT O -0.002 IooT/x8EoD

fINCLJD3S: PROPAGATION, ZURO-RUUIPZCING, NUQIIPUMI

AND UURVff 311033.

UWILDIS: WNCUSTAINTY IN P313-8SPACU SWuD OF LIGHT.

Table 1
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ERROR BUDGET FOR VALKARIA MISTRAM SYSTEM

PREPARED BY

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CQMPANY

JULY, 1962

Survey Errors one sigma error
a) external angles 1.48 seo of arc

b) internal angles 1.04 sec of arc

c) 10K baselines 1.48 ppm

d) 100K baselines 2.96 ppm

e) external lengths 2.96 ppm

4R =~ X N,&t
Timing Errors & LP = Pt zt 'dAt

where &kt z + 5 microseconds

Speed of Light Errors

AR R A- .667 x 10"6(R) ft.

A A _a__le x .667 x 10" 6 (k) ft/sec
C

MISTRAM Error e(R) l .4 ft t(R) a .02 ft/sec

CU(Pl Q1) 2 .03 ft d(o1, 1 a .001 ft/sec
d(P2, Q2) = .3 ft (P21 02) .002 ft/sec

Refraction Errors

Refraction errors are interpolated from graphs

of range error vs. apparent range for various

target altitudes.

TABLE 2
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NOMINAL TRAJECTORY OF A LIQUID FUELED MISSILE

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

TRAJECTORY (REFERENCED TO MISTRAM)

x - east y - north z - normal to spheroid

POINT Coordinate Position Velocity

1. x 8501.3 602.358

y 199867.75 -180.623

z 28568.3 1111.7908

2. x 69688.7 2791.290

y 181028.36 -867.3304

z 91970.6 2120.4505

3. x 409310.1 7821.070

y 74038.01 -2478.7114

z 275831.5 3383.0281

4. x 972954.6 11183.098

y -133870.24 -4793.9729

z 468030.7 2941.3943

5. x 1807397.3 17490.518

y -537091.89 -9179.3539

z 626431.3 2295.7690

6. x 3154516.5 20625.795

y 1267683.34 -11302.856

z 726596.6 663.2224

TABLE 3
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ERRORS CAUSED BY REFRACTION AND SPEED OF LIGHT

PREPARED BY

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

JULY, 1962

REFRACTION ERRORS

IN FEET

POINT R P1  Q1 P2  Q2 P A l P2 02

1. .787 1.14 1.16 1.31 1.48

2. .3 .424 .424 a557 .578

3. .239 .338 .338 138 .362

4. .312 .441 .441 .344 .312

5. .443 .626 .626 .638 .619

6. .707 1.0 1.0 1.01 1.0

SPEED OF LIGHT ERRORS

FEET FEET PER SECOND

POINT R P1 Q1 P 2 02 P1 Q1 P2 . Q2

1. .131 - - - - - -

2. .139 - - - -

3. .324 - - - - .003

4. .706 - - - - -

5. 1.29 - - - - .012 - - -

6. 2.259 - - - .066 .009 - - -

Errors due to refraction and speed of light uncertainty are func-

tions of position. Listed are the significant values calculated

for the sample trajectory. Quantities which have negligible

effect on the total error are deleted.

TABLE 4
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Figures 7, an 9.a

The standard errorsin posit•gnare illustrated in

The lower curve is the error introduced by equipment errors

only and the top curve is t•h total of all errors. These

curves indicate that the stogdard error in X and Y refer-

enced to the launch pad for Ihi8 typical trajectory varies

from approximately 2.0 feet ( minimum) near acquisition to

approximately 40 feet maximip near burnout with all errors

considered. In the lwcompantnt the error extends from 4

feet (minimum) just past aqquisition to approximately 190

feet at burnout. The velocity accuracies are illustrated
Figures 10, 11 and 12
in When the total errors are propagated, and

vary from approximately 0.01 foot per second to 0.2 foot
y

per second; varies frog as little as 0.1 foot per

second to as high as 2 feet per second near burnout.

These accuracy capabilities #re, by design, to extend over

the following volume of covqrage and range of velocity and

acceleration.

Volume of Coverage

Azimuth: 360 degregs

Elevationt 1. 5 to B& degrees

2. zero %9 90 degrees, decreased accuracy.

Range: 1. 20 to 000 nautical miles, full accuracy.

2. 20 to 1000 + nautical miles, decreased

accurggy. (Range is signal-level
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limited$ and full range depends J

upon the application.)

Velocity and Acceleration

Range velocity: zero to 50,000 ft/sec.

Range accelerationt zero to 750 ft/sec 2.

Rate of change of

range acceleration: zero to 60 ft/sec 2 par second.

Range difference velocity: zero to 45 degrees/see.

Azimuth and elevation tracking

rates zero to 45 deSrees/sec.

Azimuth and elevation accelerations zero to 250 degrees/s3e 2 .

B. The Observed Accuracy Performjee

The Histram system was originally intended to be subjected

to an orderly evaluation based primarily upon aircraft

tests before it was committed to tracking live missiles.

Unavoidable delays, however, 6teated the situation in which

the system tracked several midbile tests before the aircraft

tests were flown. The evaluatLon, therefore, has been that

of appraising system performabde on both missile and air-

craft tests concurrently.

The summarized results appear Ln Table S.

The estimated accuracies of the system parameters are within

a factor of two of the predicted values except for the range
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parameter which is about 3 1/2 times the predicted value. When

these errors are propagated into a nominal trajectory, the re-

sults are as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The observed accuracy

estimates are not too different from the predicted values.

In addition to the accuracy performance of the system, some

information has been compiled concerning the length of time the

system provides data useful for post-flight analysis. The number

of seconds of data characterized by the accuracy figures just

presented is illustrated in Figure lt for five missile tests.

The loss of data in the last two tests was caused by loss of the

transponder signal, though the transponder itself may not have

been at fault.

C. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE AIRCRAFT EVALUATION

1. Statistical Design of the Elperiments

Last year I had the privilege of presenting a paper at

this meeting whose title was "System Evaluation Philo-

sophy and Its Application". This paper discussed the

statistical design of experiments. Two general types of

experiments were described; (1) those in which the

factors believed to be producing deviations (errors)

in the data can be controlled and (2) those in which

they cannot be (or, at least, are not) controlled. The

analysis of variance was presented for an example of the

first type, and the basic principles of regression

analysis which are used to extract results from the

second type were set forth. The current aircraft tests
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are based upon these principles.

The original experimental design concept for the HISTRAN

aircraft evaluation is shown in Table 6. This is a

factorial arrangement in which the effects of each of

four factors [camera complex$ flight direction, target

(beacon plus aircraft), and test (night)] as well as

their interactions can be quantitatively assessed for

statistical significance. This design required sixteen

aircraft runs each night to achieve complete orthogo-

nality, and this was considesed to be too expensive from

both the financial and time points of view.

The design finally agreed upon is shown in Table 7.

It is based upon the characteristics of a Latin square,

but it is not a pure Latin square design. The Inde-

pedent variables to be assegged for their significance

in producing unwanted deviations in the output data were

camera complexes (not shown)$ flight directions, signal

levels, and altitudes. The Offect of different beacons

cannot be dete-rmined from this design because only one

beacon is used during each test (i.e., each night). The

flight plans are shown in Fijure 17.

The orthogonality shown in either of these tests was

not realized in the results 4hich are to be discussed.

The reason for this is, of coUrse, the many practical
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STATISTICAL TXST DESIGN BABID UPON A LATIN SQUARE

GMiRAL EMtIC -OOMPA'Y

TEST LOOP RUNS DIRECTIOv SIGNAL ALTITUDE B3ACOF
WUMR WUMu C"CLOCKIIS LUVE (THiOUSANDS

CC-CQVNTfl-CLo(WI BZ Or F•M)

I 1 5 and C HIGH 25 1

2 6 and 7 CC LOW 40 1

2 8 and 9 CC HIGH 25 2

2 1 and 2 C LOW 40 2

3 1 4 and 5 C HIGH 40 3

2 7 and 6 CC LOW 25 3

4 1 9 and 8 CC HIGH 40 4

2 2 &and I C LOW 25 4

Table 7
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difficulties of conducting & test. The factors of

weather, equipment operation, and coordination of all

personnel and equipment almOst precludes the successful

conduct of such a design. It is for this reason that

one finally resorts to the method of analysis called

regression analysis. The *Xercise of designing an

experiment as shown in the previous slides, however,

is of great benefit because it brings out those factors

that are likely to be most Significant, the manner in

which the test might be conducted to the greatest

advantage from the point of view of obtaining orthogon-

ality, and allows estimates to be made of the nature

and number of flights necedlary to estimate a given

number of parameters with a desired confidence.

The degree of success in attaining the planned design is

shown in Table 8. No variation In signal level or

altitude was introduced so there is no information on

the effects of these factots. Of the 21 runs producing

usable data, 12 fit the concept of the original design

(with exceptions noted aboVe) and represent three

tests, two camera complexes, two directions, and three

beacons. The data from the remaining nine runs con-

bined with those of these 12 provide other possible

comparisons.
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A

The principle method of analysis, however, is that of

regression which allows all Of the data to be used

whether or not orthogonality exists. The results of

this analysis are not complete at the time of vriting,

but they are expected to be atailable by the time of the

meeting and will be presented.

2. The Error Model

In order to conduct a regression analysis on a set of

data one must decide upon a set of independent variables

which are believed to contribute to the deviations in

the data. Each of these independent variables is mul-

tiplied by a constant and it is these constants that

must be determined from the data.

Before a choice of independeftt variables can be made

one must have some degree of Understanding of the nature

of the system producing the data and the possible

sources of error. It is for this reason that it is

highly desirable to have what is often referred to

as an error model for the syltem under investigation.

The term "error model" means different things to dif-

ferent people. I specifically refer to an equation

which relates the deviation in a system parameter

(range, for example) to the parameters of the system

that enter into its determingtion. On a system as

complex as Mistram this equation can be extremely

complex if all factors are tAken into consideration.

We do not have this equation at this time. We do have,
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however, a regression equation that is based upon

physical considerations of the system behavior. The

five major sources of error and the form of their ap-

1 (pearance in range, rangg differences, and range rate

differences are illustr.ted in Figure 18. The repre-

sent timing, both internal and external, propagation

(this is, refraction), the uncertainty in the speed

of light, the change in frequency of the master oscil-

lator, and the zero-set,

The regression equations for R, P, and Q are as

follows:

aRa , A + a 2[ csc EJ

A P, bo + b 1 Pi + b3  0 + b3 ýo (csc2 E0)-'W2 (CSC 2 E2)A

S C+• : co + 01 +• * c2 AO + c 3 [io (csc 2E0 ) -1l (CSo 2 E1 )]

4P 2  do + di P2 + d2 A 0  d3 ['o (csc 2Eo) -' (csc 2 E4)J

A Q2 e-0 4 el 02 + A-2 A0 + e3 [Ro% (csc2E0) _lr3 (csc2 E 3)]
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RA, P Q are the 4Lfferenaes between the MISTRAN

measurements in R, P, an4 Q and the corresponding measure-

meats of a comparison stopdard.

Re , gos the range refpoctLon correction and elevation

angle measured from the *gntral reesiver.

RT , ET is the range relpactLon correction and elevation

angle measured from the jentral transmitter.

E l is the range regraction correction and elevation

angle measured from the pntennae at the end of the North-

South baseline.

R2', E2 is the range refraction correction and elevation

angle measured from th# antennae at the end of the East-

West baseline.

t is the time of measUreme1t.

Each regression equatt.n contains one or more terms

representing each of Those main effects and in addition,

some other terms to tgjt for possible statistical sLgnL-

ficance. If the stabtlLty of the coefficients can be

demonstrated over several tests, the equations can be

used to correct flig•t data, or at least yield an in-

sight into the behavior of the Nistram system.

3. Treatment of the Datg

A brief-description of the data treatment is presented
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in Figure 1.9. The data from both MISTRAM and ballistic

camera systems were reduo*d by normal procedures, but

the large number of ambiguities in the MISTRAM data

necessitated special con|ideration.

A special search program was quickly prepared to detect

the existence of ambiguitLes and discontinuities In

the MISTRAM data. Once they were located by time points,

a team of analysts and enaineers made an on-eight inspec-

tion of the analog record# to try to identify physical

causes system transfer, albiguity and equipment mis-

behavior. With this infoPmation eorrections were made

to each point. Mean diff6rences were corrected by hand

calculation and regressioft analyses attempted. The

results of these analyses are not nearly complete at

the time of writing. They will be presented if they are

available by the time of the meeting.

4. Results

At the time of writing thl only results available are

bias estimates of the MISTRAM system with respect to

the ballistic camera systli. They are shown in Table 9.

The only two which arl statistically significant

at the 95% confidence levik are these In range and P1 .

D. OUTLINE OF MULTIPLE-SYSTEM COM•tARISON

1. Methodology

Multiple system comparisons have been made primarily
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with data from live misaile test@. The procedure is

shown in Figure 20.

Data from several system$ are acquired and subjected

to geodetic transformat4ons appropriate to the system

being evaluated. Differtnces between systems can be

computed and subjected %o a Simon-Grubb's analysis

which, under certain assUmptions, permits estimates of

errors for each individu&I system. Other types of

analyses can be performe# according to the purposes of

the investigation. If fro* fall data are available,

residuals can be computed between the system data and

a theoretical trajectory fitted to the data. A very

powerful analytical tool for estimating rate biases is

that of fitting a theorelLcal trajectory through two

measured end points (one, up range; one, down range)

using the time-of-flight as a constraint. (This method

was brought to the authors' attention by the Staff of

Space Technology Laboratories.) Residuals derived by

computing differences between the system under investi-

gation and this trajectory yield such information.

Most of the noise error estimates presented in this

paper have been derived from applying the Simon-Grubbs

analysis to multisystem differ'ences.
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SUMNARY

Five missile tests and twenty-one aircraft flights over 36 camera

complexes have been analyzed thUx far. Our analyses would suggest

that the system is approaching $ts "specification" values, especially

in thb range-difference and velggity parameters. No determination

has been made yet of the existenge (or non-existence) of rate-

drifts, though there seems to bg some indication that they exist.

The MISTRAM system has at least two serious problems at the time

of writing: (1) drift of the zero-set, and (2) ambiguities. if

these problems can be overcome, the system would seem to be poten-

tially capable of producing dat4 of excellent quality.
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THE OGTRAC SITEM

Aketract,

The GLOTRAC System is desuribed together with Its gqograpWloal c-
figuration. The types of electroniq equipment involved are Woven in 40At.

The system is described w4thematically, its meaurats are defied
and the a~nt~icipated significant error sources are discussed. A detailed do-
scription of mathematical formulatigo to be used in processing thM GWRAC
data is presented.
" The application of the method of maximum likelihood adjustsent to

the processing is briefly examined. Va

The Global T Network was designed and developed for AIXTC by
General Dynamic7s-'ronaut ics.

OGLRAC measures doppler range rates, unambiguoas ranges and direc-
tion cosines referenced to a land slArveyed baseline using continuous wave
techniques. By measuring range and range rate from three or more statlons,
the position and velocity components for a flight vehicle can be determined.
To obtain this information, Azusa instrumentation, pulse radars and a doppler
type system are used.

The development of a progrp to make optimum practical use of least
squares procedure in the reduction of the tracking data was part of GDA'a
contractual commitment for GLOTRAC. $inoe GLTRAC Gwas system-engineered about
the assumption that this program or 4pother like it would be used to reduce
GLOMRAC data, any evaluation of GLOWC capability made by means of an error
analysis should correspond to both the hardware components of MXRAC mA to
its data processing program. Thus an error analysis was performed by ODA on
the 01I0RAC system which incorporated the optimum processing of data. The
inclusion of an error analysis of thq system was also a contractual comIt-
ment for the GLOTRAC system.

The OLOTRAC System is often described as one containin both pulse
radar equipment and continuous wave rdio equipment. Although the data from
the pulse radars is used in the processing of the GLOTRAC data, there is no
electrical connection between the tw systems except for acquisition and point-
ing purposes.

The continuous wave equip•int of the GIOTRAC System operates at a
nominal transmission frequency of 5058 m per second. All of the equipment
operates in conjunction with an airborne transponder which maintai phae
coherence between its input and its output signals. More precisely, for eaOk
97 cycles received by the transponderl 96 cycles are re-transmitted. The
ground equipment in the MLOTRAC System has been dividdd into five groups.
This grouping is based on the area of coverage of the system for certain
particular trajectory types.

GLORAC 'STIM INBTRUM ATION

Segment I. There are seven different geographic locations associ-
ated with Segment I. The first of thie is Cape Canaveral. The existing AUSA
tracking equipment at Cape Canaveral forms part of the GLWTC equipment. This
equipment contains a CW transmitter plus ground equipment capable of asesuring
range differences, often called cosizngg, and an unambiguous range to the trans-
ponder, as well as an ambiguous range formed by integrating the CW range rate
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measurement. The multiple modulation ringing system provides tho no•-• abipo
ran~ging system. In the first portion of the flight the transponder will avW
be excited by transmissions from the Cape Canaveral system. On the island of
Bermuda the OLhbRAC equipment consists of a transmitter, & non-ambiguous rang-
ing system and an ambiguous ranging system. The San Salvador system conteaStw
the sam type of equipment as the Bermuda Station. At Cherry Point, North
Carolina, at Grand Turk, at Antigua, and possibly at Puerto Rico the GM 0C
equipmsnt will consist only of ambiguous ranging equipment. All GLOTkAC
equipment operates with frequency standards of the atomieron type. Clearly,
Segment I is for use in the launch phase and must provide the most accurate
data possible.

Cape Canaveral (Main Station) Modified Asusa Mark II
Cherry Point, North Carolina Range Rate Station
San Salvador, BWI Range Rate Station

(with transmitter)j
AN/FPS-16 Radar

Antigua, BW1 Rame Rate Station)
AN/FK-6 Radar with
28-foot dish

Bermuda Range Rate Station
AN/FFS-16 Radar

ZRORS ESTD(ATED B! ODA FOR INSTFOJMENTAIU1

An error analysis for the GLIRAC system to be used on a typical
CENTAUR trajectory has been based on cePtain error estimates in instrumenta-
tion.

Errors estimated for the Asusk, Radar and CW Doppler systems ar, as
follows:

Azusa
Bias in range measuremetit w 2.8 ft.
Bias in direction cosine measurement - 8.0 ppm.
Noise in range measuremelit - 3.0 ft.
Noise in direction cosirA measurement - 3.2 ppm.
Noise in direction cosiAS rate measurements a 0.657 ppm per sea.

Pulse Radar
A, E, Bias - 0.1 mil

A, X, Random - 0.1 mil
R, Bias 1 10 ft.
Random = 10 ft.

CW (Rate Stations)

Error in R - 0.1 ft/sec (Transmitter with Receiver)
Err3r in R 0.144 ft/94G (Radar with Receiver)
Lrror in R = 0.51 ft/seO (Receiver alone)

CW Range
Error in R * 10 ft +(5 x 10-6 )RSurvey
u rror in short distance Survey = •2. x 10") lieasurement

Error in Hiran Survey u (L0 x 10-0) Measurement
Error in long distance * 1000 ft

Timing Error
Error 1 10 me
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10Q MD T&CKING ACCUCY DATA aO1 . gA-

A mathematical error analysis is required to satisfy the Contrac-
tual obligations of the contractor that these following accuracy requirements
are met. The accuracy required of the GLOTRAC system for trajectory data is
as follows!

Time Accuracy (I Sigma Values)
(Seconds of flight) Position X, Y, Z Velocity X, Y, Z

1 225 - 500 100 feet 0.5 ft/sec

In the error analysis, the optimum practical use least squares pro-
cedures in the reduction of tracking data was employed. Since GWXRAC was
system-engineered about the assumption that this program or another very much
like it would be used to reduce GLOTRAC data, any error analysis of the sys-
tem must include both the hardware components of GLOTRAC and its data proc-
essing program.

MATHEATICAL DESCRIPTION OF TH S-TE4B AND IT ME&ASVUENTS

Clearly, all of the CW GLOTT40 equipment actually makes measure-
ments of phase differences between pa• of signals. The geometrical mean-
ing of this measurement, of course, depends upon the origin of the signals
whose phase is being continuously compared. While the phase comparison in
actually a time difference measurement , it is much more convenient, due to
the near constancy of the velocity of pmpagation of the radio signals in-
volved, to think of the phase measureaMts as actually being distance measure-
ments of some type. In particular, if We disregard the fact that there is
actually a frequency shift within the transponder and again at the receiving
point, we can describe the various phase measurements as followei comparig
the phase of a transmitter with the phse of the signal returning from the
transponder provides us with what may be called a range sum measurement.
That is, we have a quantity which is related to the total time required for
passage of a signal from the transmitter to the transponder and back to the
receiving point. If we compare the phuae of signals received on the ground
at two different points we are making a time difference or range difference
measurement. That is, we have formed a quantity which is proportional to the
difference in distance from each of the receiving antennas to the transponder.

AZUSA. When the AZUSA System is acting as a transmitter, the signal
leaving the AZUSA site consists of the continuous wave carrier as well as a
modulation signal which is on the carrier. The AZUSA System operates so as
to control the exact frequency of the continuous wave signal being transmit-
ted, so that the received signal at the AZUSA site does not deviate from 5000
mc per second. This is, of course, known as an automatic frequency control.
The frequency of the modulation transmitted from AZUSA is held constant. If
we continuously measure the phase difference between the modulation returning
from the transponder and that being trasemitted, we have a measurement of
the range from transmitter to transpond@r to receiver. This is the range sua
measurement. By the use of lower frequency modulations we can actually re-
solve the ambiguities in this measurement. That is, we can determine the

precise number of cycles in this transmission path. If we also measure the
phase difference between the transmitted carrier and the received carrier,
we are also making a range sum measurement. Since this particular measure-
ment is not initialized and is not resolved, our measurement is actually an
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integration of rate information with the constant of integration missing.
In order to initialize or zero set this ambiguous range information* we must

provide this constant of integration from some other source. The range d±1-

ference measurements made by AZUSA aro often called cosines. This is true
beca•ise the quotient of the range difference and the baseline length is very

nearly equal to the direction cosine to the transponder. Although, strictly

speaking, this is only a range difference measurement. This measurement is,

of course, made by comnparing the phase of the signal from the transponder
being received simultaneously at two different points on the ground. The

AZUSA System contains actually three sets of baselines - a 5 meter set, a 50
meter set, and a 500 meter set. Pointing information from a tracking antenna

is used to resolve or find the proper cycle in the 5 meter range difference

measurement. Once this is found, it can be used to find the proper cycle in
the 50 meter measurement. The 500 meter measurement is not initialized nor

resolved; hence, it is an ambiguous range difference measurement. It must be

initialized, as the ambiguous range, from some outside information.
Range Sum Stations with Transfdtters In describing the range sum

measurement, it was shown that a comparison of the phase of the transmitted
signal and the signal returning from the transponder provides a range sum
measurement. That is, the total distanee from transmitter to transponder to

receiver. In order to make this measurement it is, of course, necessary that
the phase of the transmitted signal be Available at the receiver in order to

provide sufficient electronic information for comparison purposes. I the
transmitter and receiver are at the samr c0eographic location, this type measure-

ment is, of course, possible.
RPane Sum Stations Without Transmitterp Clearly, if the trans-

mitter is not at the same geographic location as the receiver, it is impos-

sible to directly compare the transmitted signal's phase with that of the

received signal. We can approximate this measurement though if we can syn-

thesize the actual phase of the signal being transmitted. We can approxi-

mate this condition if we use an ultra-Stable, very accurate oscillator as

a substitute for the transmitted signal. If this oscillator is at the same

frequency as that of the transmitter, we simply measure its phase minus that

of the received signal. This provides us also a range sum measurement pro-

vided the actual transmitter is operati2lg at a frequency equal to that of

the accurate oscillator being used at the receiver.
Associated PuIse Radar Measur.nenty The data measured by pulse

radars is range information derived froM the two-way transit time of the radar

pulse. Also angular information) that is, azimuth and elevation angles are

derived by a monopulse tracking system which causes the antenna to automati-

cally track the line of sight to the target. The angular measurements are

taken by measuring the position of the ahtenna mount.

DESC.R, Ice OF EM ScUR

Biases Almost all trajectory measuring equipnent is sub~ect to

bias errors of some sort and from some oeigin. Oftentimes, bias errors are

due to imperfect or inaccurate zero setting, initialization, or calibration
procedures. Errors of this type are present in the GL RAC data. These

initialization errors can obviously be Very large In cases of uninitialized

measurements. As an example, wc might examine the measurement made by the

ambiguous ranging equipment at Cherry Point, N. C. Since this measurement is

simply a phase difference between a local oscillator and the signal coming

from the transponder, and no electronic method is available to measure the
actual number of cycles in this transmission path, the measurement is com-
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pletely uninitialized, These very largq error sources must be reymovd In the
processing of the data,

Ambiguities Another type of error which is not infreqouet in con-
tinuou, wave tracking systems is that kn1ow as ambiguities. This is simply
a loss of count of the number of cycles in the range suw or range diffrenco

measurement. This type error appears often as a step function in the date.
Since an ambiguity can have only a fixed size, that is, the longth of one
cycle, it may be detected and removed by simple editing methods.

Time Dependent E;rrors In systems making measurements using a local
oscillator instead of the actual transmitter there will be some, hopefully
small, difference between the frequency of the transmitter and the local
oscillator. This frequency difference wtll lead to what might be described
as a time dependent error. This descripion is meaningful in that if the
transponder were stationary, the data would appear to be moving as a Linear

function of time. The rate of this motion is related to the amount of the
frequency error. Since this error is not insignificant, it also must be
accounted for and removed in the processing of the GLWTOAC data.

Timinf Errors It is hoped that, the transmission of timing signals

through the transponder to the other GLOTRAC receivers will eliminate all
significant timing errors.

Survey Error Due to the remoteness of many GLOTRAC locations and
also due to the fairly stringent accuracy requirements placed on the system,
the survey measurement errors present a problem. Since there is redundant
information available, particularly in Segment I of the GLWRAC System, it

is reasonable to think that some of the survey errors may actually be de-
creased with the use of the GLOTRAC data, For example, if we continuously
track a target from a point with an acciracy of approximately tan fseet, we

can determine, if we know the position ot the target, the location of the
tracking station also to approximately ton feet. Hence, it is likely that
for the stations having large survey errors we may actually be able to re-

position these stations in the processing of the GLOTRAC data.
Geodetic Errors Another error source which appears in the GLMCRAC

data processing is related to the earth model being used as well as to the
accuracy of our gravitational force equations. This should not be a signi-
ficant error, although some improvement in our knowledge of these constants
may result from processing of long spanq of GLOTRAC data acquired from orbit-

ing transponders.
These errors and observations are described mathematically as

follows-

4

m(t) W aj IX-Sil .s 5A(X, S3) *a E (X, S6 )
i,'l

4a7 +a8 1 (t) * a9t +

m a measurement at t
aI - arbitrary coefficients needed to describe measurements

t x time
A - azimuth of X from S
E - elevation of X from S
G - =random error
X . missile position vector
S - station location vector

Here the a's and S's may be adjusted and the X is to be estimated.
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In order to convert the raw cLCRAC data into a form which is
useable by the missile contractors, cert•ain mathematical operations are
obviously necessary. The de-coding of the raw data format transmitted from
the GLOTRAC sites to the Cape is the first basic operation which is required.
The data must also be combined into a single group on magnetic tape, which
is more easily processed and manipulated by the electronic computers involved.

The principle underlying processing of the GLOTHAC System data is
that of maximum of likelihood adjustmnet. This method is very much akin t6o
least squares adjustment. Aere we have a set of observations from which we
would like to estimate the true position ;&nd velocity of the transponder as
a function of time. We will make this estimate subject to the constraint
that the weighted sum of squares of the differences between our estimate and
the measurement be minimized. In this mathematical formulation if we have
redundant information, that is, more than the minimum necessary number of
measurements required to derive the basic position and velocity measurements,
we extract from this additional informatiom regarding systematic errors. In
particular, we may seek to improve the surveys of the stations involved and
to estimate the previously mentioned frequency and timing errors.

Measurements. Random Error and ftoothing Our basic measurements, as
previously described, are range sum measurements, range difference measure-
ments, azimuth angle measurements, and elevation angle measurements. These
measurements are accompanied by random error. There are other errors in
the measurements also, which we will describe shortly. Sometimes the noise
or random error on a measurement is large enough to make it necessary to smooth
this measurement before further processing. Since smoothing actually removes
some information from the data, this is aVoided when possible. In the system
which I have described, all measurements are actually position measurements.
Since we are interested in velocity and often acceleration, as well as posi-
tion, it is necessary to produce derivatives of the basic measurements.
These derivatives in general are provided by numerical differentiation of
the basic position measurements. We will refer to these derivatives of the
position measurements as measurements themselves. In order to make the maxi-
mum likelihood adjustment, it is necessary that we have estimates of the random
error content of these measurements. Various methods will be used to produce
these estimates, such as numerical filter techniques and variate difference
schemes.

Error Model Certain systematic errors have been described as being
present in the measurements. In particular, we must describe this systematic
error with some mathematical formulation. The three systematic error sources
mentioned before, that is, biases, frequency errors, and timing errors, can
all be described rather simply, mathematically. That is, biases become un-
known additive constants, frequency errors become first degree time functions,
and timing errors may be well described by velocity functions, that is, an
error proportional to the first derivative of the measurement which is in
error. Any other systematic errors which may be detected as present in the
1LOTRAC data, which are describable, mathematically, may also be included in
future error models.

Constraints In addition to our knowledge of the nature of the basic
measurements and the error sources, we may have additional information about
the trajectory itself. A very simple and frequently ercountered trajectory
constraint is that of free-fall, That isj the motion of the vehicle when it
is not in powered flight. We may use our information about the trajectory
in order to reduce significantly the number of unknowns vhich must be estimated
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the data processing; since only sai initial conditio arns wdd to fully
uescribe free-fall, assuming we have Upowledge of the gravity and dM_ orces,

we mýy literally have thousanlds of obgervations from which to determine only
six parameters. These parameters art often taken as the initial poti+on and
velocity of the free-fall or orbital potion. Statistically spea , w have
greatly increased the number of degrees of freedom possessed by the fozwa-
tion. We canrot apply these constraipts during periods of powered fi .
although the extension of the data frpm powered flight into free-f all and the
increase of the amount of freedom of the formulation in this period win
actually lead to better determinatioq of systematic error which applies to
powered flight as well as free-fall; thus the use of the free-fall constraint
can improve powered flight data. There is also additional information which
we are not presently using in the prooessing. This is information which would
describe the motion in powered flight pe a series of connected points. We

are presently werking toward a manageable mathematical formulation which will
make use of this additional physical gpnstraint.

Assumptions and Weak~nejee In a complex mathematical formulation of
a physical problem it is generally neaggsary to make certain assumptions. The
validity of these assumptions strongly influenceD the validity of the solution.
Basic assumptions which allow the max$Aum likelihood adjustment to be done in
a reasonable amount of computing time 4nvolve the assumption of no serial
correlation among the errors on the bu•ic measurements. Also we must assume
that the non-random part of the error is adequately described by the error
model used in the formulation. In order to make this first assumption more
nearly valid we simply use only points In the processing which are separated
by one, two or more seconds for detery4pation of the systematic error model
coefficients. We must examine each soltion in order to attempt to determine
the validity of the assumption of the o4equacy of our error model. We intend
to test the validity of these assumptigne and we also intend to determane the
effect of the violation of these assumtions on the data reduction method
for GLOTRAC. This test will be made by simulating errors of the serially
correlated variety as well as undescrbed systematic error sources; thus we
may determine the response of our processing techniques to these assumption
violations.

CCNCLUSIONS

Expectation Since I have beon describing a system which is not yet
functional, essentially all I have said could be described as expectation.
If we examine the philosophy used in the design of the GWCRAC System, we see
that the system lends itself well to maahematical processing schemes of the
maximum likelihood variety. It possesges two basic essentials for a formula-
tion of this sort; the first of which to redundancy; the second is geometry.
In this first respect, redundancy, the processing is very similar to that
known as the Best Estimate of Trajectory and the mathematical methods are
very similar. In the second respect, ggometry, we have gone beyond the systems

which have In the past been used in the Best Estimate of Trajectory project.

We have very precise tracking systems down range. We have been studying the

formulation of the OLOTRAC data processing mathematics for some time, and we

can say that we are encouraged by the results to date. We believe that the

major error sources are adequately described by our error models and that the

assumption of minimal serial correlation will indeed prove valid. The primary

error source for which we have no real feeling at the moment, as far as its.

behavior and its effect on our solutionp is what is best called the residual

refraction correction error. Since the GLOTRAC System is so widely separated

geographically, many of the stations are operating at elevation angles which
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are below 100. Those familiar with tropospheric refraction effects know
that this leads to range errors of about 300 feet or more. Our ability to
remove this systematic error from the available atmospheric information along
tze ray paths involved may present a problem, This problem is also undsr
investigation at this time. The final answer will not be available until
actual MOPRAC data is available. The adequaay of the presently knoun
refraction correction methods will be clearly indicated by an examination of
the residuals from our adjustment.

Plannins Schedule Present plans call for testing of this system's
(Segment I) equipment to be conducted in late spring and early summer of 19631
Segment I is to be operational by late summer 1963.

The preliminary test program calls for four GLO1RAC vans to be in-
stalled and tested at temporary locations from time of arrival at Patrick APB
until permanent sites are available. Vans will be installed and operated at
MX II Azusa site, the Technical Laboratory sites Jupiter site and NK I Azusa
at Grand Bahama Island site. Teat directives will be written for aircraft
and missile tracking tests and these tests v41l be conducted to obtain the
necessary data for GLOTFRAC network preliminary evaluation. These tests will
include chassis tests, sub-system tests and domplete van tests preceding
qualitative aircraft tracking tests with three and/or four vans operating
simultaneously.

When the GLOTRAC equipment is installed at permanent sites, all
tests up to and including the complete van tests will be conducted again.

Missile tests will be conducted at the permanent sites and an evaluation of

the performance characteristics and accuracy of the system will be made.
Results of the evaluation will be used to comit the GLOTRAC network on an
operational basis.

Future Applications If our hopes for the GLOTRAC System indeed

materialize and the adjustment possesses the power which it appears to have at

present, we may actually use the GLQTRAC data to improve positions of many of

our down range tracking sites. Also, the use of the GLOCRAC System with an

orbiting vehicle could possibly provide us imroved geodetic information.
Since the GOTRAC equipment is easily transportable, it is not unlikely that

this equipment or some similar to it may be placed on board ocean-going
vessels to provide this extremely accurate coverage in geographical areas now

inaccessible.
In closing, I will say that the redundancy of the GLCIRAC System,

when combined with the other existing range instrumentation, can lead to the

improvement of all precise range data. Undoubtedly, at some future date com-

binAtions of the GLOTRAC methods with the Best Estimate of Trajectory methods

will lead to extremely good quality trajectory information.
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ADVANCED RANGE INSTUMENTATION SHIPS

ABSTBACT

A brief description of the past and current use of instrumented
ships on Atlantic Missile Range (AMR) will be given. As new
requirements were placed on the Mange, it became necessary to
provide more advanced ship capab$lities which led to the develop-
ment of ARIS 1 and 2.

The ARIS 1 equipment configuration and operating concepts are
briefly described as is the proposed method of picking up data
from the ship at sea.

The reduction of data at AMR from a typical ARIS mission is
developed and finally a description of AMR Plans for the ships
evaluation is presented. • 7 //•'g-'

PAST AND PRESENT UTILIZATION OF SHIPS ON AMR

The use of instrumented ships on AMR started with simple te-
lemetry ships operating in the 200-megacycle band. (Fig. 1)

The Twin Falls, a converted Victory ship came on the Range in
1961 primarily to support the Pershing program. It was de-
signed to acquire accurate radar trajectory data which could
be transformed to a known point in a land-based coordinate
system. (Fig. 2) This required a high precision radar and
stable reference system as well as an accurate means of locat-
ing the ship. (Fig. 3) Experience in the use of this system
has shown that the radar itself Will perform with essentially
the same precision on a ship as on land. Additional errors
are in the neighborhood of 100 roet in survey while the ship
is in LORAC areas, and a peak of I 1/2-milliradians radar error
caused by ships motion induced lag eri.ors. Post-flight cor-
rections to lag errors are about 85% effective. When the Twin
Falls is operated out of the LORAC area of coverage, survey
errors up to three miles may be expected. Fig. 4 shows the
accuracy experienced with Twin Falls data during 1961.

The DAMP ship equipped with a "C" band and UHF radars was de-
signed primarily to produce cross-section data and has had very
limited AMR usage.

NEW SHIP REQUIREMENTS ON AMR

More advanced programs coming to the AMR.have dictated new
requirements for instrumented ships. Among these are:
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1. Accurate trajectory information on small targets at

long ranges.

2. Accurate cross-section data at several frequencies.

3. Simultaneous data on more than one target.

4. More advanced telemetry.

5. Accurate survey information in broad-ocean areas.

MISSION OF ARIS 1 AND 2

In 1961, a contract was let to the Sperry Gyroscope Gompany to
instrument two advanced range instrumented ships. The primary
mission of these ships is to gather terminal data on ballistic
missiles in areas where land-based instruments will not provide
coverage. This will provide data for evaluation of overall
missile system performance as well as penetration aids studies.
Secondary benefits will be nose-cone recovery and teuminal area
weather data. These ships will haVe extended cruising ranges
and the ability to remain on station for long periods of time.

Fig. 5 shows a possible deployment of ARIS 1 and 2. One ship
is about 10 NM from the intended iMpact point while the other
is about 100 NM uprange and offset 50 NM from the plane of the
trajectory. This deployment provides side-aspect angle and
nose-on tracking coverage. If another tracking ship is avail-
able, it could be used to, obtain mid-course metric data.

ARIS 1 and 2 are converted c-4 ships, 520-feet long and with a
beam of 72 feet and a draft of 25 feet. Maximum sustained speed
is 17 knots and the cruising range is in excess of 5000 miles.
The ships are equipped with large tracking antennas and a navi-
gation system which will be used to measure accurately the
trajectories of ballistic missiless The reflection character-
istics of various types of bodies reentering the atmosphere will
be determined at frequencies in thO C, L and X bands. They will
also receive and track telemetry signals. All functions which
are necessary for the gathering and recording of signature and
trajectory data are provided.

Instrumentation EQuipment and operation

The ARIS ships can be easily identified by their radar and
telemetry antennae as seen in Fig. 6. The primary tracking
device is a C-band radar set utilizing a parabolic reflecting
antenna 30-feet in diameter. A dull frequency L and X-band
antenna 40-feet in diameter gather* signature information while
slaved to the C-band antenna position. The 30-foot telemetry
dish tracks passively in angle and if it starts tracking before
the C-band radar acquires the missile, it will provide master
designation angles. Other distingUishing features above decks
include the navigational star tracker and the meteorological
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balloon tracker. Not visible from outside, but suspended from
the supporting base of the star tracker, is the ship's Inertial
Navigational System (SINS). Thq radar electronics, communi-
cations equipment, operations control center and data handling
equipment are located below deQis. The data handling equipment
consists of a UNIVAC 1206 Compuer and the Central Data Con-
version Equipm.ent (CDCE).

The C-band radar will provide trajectory data on a primary and
two secondary targets simultaneously. The X and L radars pro-
vide signature data on the priary and two secondary targets
simultaneously.

The stabilization/navlgation sub-system provides inertial navi-
gation information updated frorA star fixes and sonar beacon
fixes as well as data stabilization against ships motion and
accurate heading and vertical prferences.

The telemetry sub-system is an acquisition aid. It receives
and records telemetered data from the test vehicle and retrans-
mits recorded data to near-by aircraft for transportation to
the data reduction facility,

The flexure monitor sub-system measures ships flexure between:

1. Star tracker/SINS and V-band barbette

2. C-band barbette and LX.band barbette.

This data is used for both real-time and post-flight data cor-
rection. The sub-system inoludes a two-axis monitor for pitch
and yaw and a twist autocollimator for roll.

The data handling sub-system consists of the Data Prooessing
Equipment (DPE) and Central Dat& Conversion Equipment (CDCE).
The functions of the DPZ are to provide:

1. Shipboard calculations of designate and navigation
information.

2. Real-time displays and position/velocity solution for
transmission.

3. Computer aided tracking Information.
4. Data formatting.

The CDCE functions are to

1. Provide communications control between the computer
and all other equipm,,.

2. Make necessary data conversions for this communication.



3. Record primary data, such as cross-section and
trajectory.

"The timing b-system is designed With a basic accuracy of five
parts in 10 u/day in real time and Will remain correlated with
Cape Canaveral timing to better than 10 milliseconds.

The communications sub-system provides the following capabilities:

High Frequency - Ship-to-Ship

Ship-to-Aircraft

Ship-to-Shore

Very High Frequency - Ship-to-Aircraft

Ship-to-Recovery Vehicle

Ultra High Frequency - Ship-to-Aircraft

Very Low Frequency - ShOre-to-Ship

Plus intercom and PA systems

The meteorological sub-system providts the standard weather
observations and includes an Arcus i~oket launch facility.

The Operations Control Center (OCC) Provides centralized control
and consists of the following:

1. Trajectory plotter

2. Designate control console

3. Master control console for the Ships Operations Manager
and the Ships InstrumentatiOn Manager.

Some of the OCC functions are:

1. Select master sensor

2. Monitor system status

3. Control ships course and podition

4. Coordinate all activities with AMR.
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Instrumentation System 0perational Procedures

The general operational procedlxre of the ARIS ships is as
follows:

1. The ships sail prescrloed courses in the vicinity of
the expected impact p;1nt, measuring position accu-
rately with reference to surveyed sonar beacons.,

2. The communications sub-system receives post-burnout
orbital parameters from Cape Canaveral via teletype.

3. The computer integrates the equations of motion of
the missile faster than real time to determine an
acquisition point prior to the missile's arrival.
Using measured values of latitude and longitude from
SINS, the result is a continually corrected stable
acquisition point reigtive to the ship.

4. SINS supplies heading, pitch and roll through CDCE
which the computer co0bines with the acquisition
point to produce designation orders in deck coordi-
nates at a rate of ten samples per second.

5. CDCE converts digital designation orders to synchro
voltages for position&Vg the antennae.

6. The tracking antenna which first acquires the missile
signals the Designate Controller who designates that
antenna as master.

7. The other antennae are slaved to the master through
CDCE with corrections ror ship's flexures.

u. wzen Lh Ci-band radar gcquires the ml.uie, C r
converts trajectory a4nd signal strength data to
digital form and records on magnetic tape.

9. The computer smooths trajectory data by providing a
least squares fit of 31 points to a cubic curve.

10. Based on the predicted missile trajectory, up-to-date
position orders are maintained at ten samples per
second in case the radar loses track. To assist in
tracking through reentry, a computed angular velocity
term allowing for air density and ballistics is
supplied to the tracking servos.

11. The missile path is plotted from acquisition to impact.
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ARIS 0perating Modes

"Houtine operating procedures aboard ship specify periodic
celestial or SONAR fixes and inStrumentation checkout. Most
of the time the data handling system will be in the navigation
mode. During this mode, the CDOE converts latitude, longitude,
heading, pitch and roll synchro data from SINS to digital form
and enters them into the computer. Time from the ship's time
mode generator is buffered in also. Using these data and star
coordinates manually selected from a stored table, the computer
generates star tracker designation angles. CDCE converts the
star designation data to synch'O form to position the star
tracker. After acquisition, CDOE reads digital star tracker
angles into the computer for prOcessing position fixes. SINS
reset orders are supplied by CDOE as voltage levels whose
duration is determined by the Computer. The procedure is
similar for SONAR fixes except that SONAR readings are entered
into the computer manually.

Periodically, but always prior to a shoot, the instrumentation
equipment is placed in a checkout mode. For the most part, the
sub-systems perform their checkouts independently but final
checks are run with the computer, ODCE and the other sub-systems
tied together. Pro- and post-shoot radar calibration runs are
made recording data on CDCE tapes. After a mission, the computer
and CDCE receivers are used to translate recorded data into a
format suitable for transmissiot or transportation to the data
reduction center.

During a mission, the computer program is in the Designation-
Acquisition-Track mode while CDCE is converting SINS synchro
angles, AC flexures and DO sigtal strengths to digital form,
entering them into the computer, and/or recording them. The
sample rate, sequence, and sylohrc-imaticn are eont-.r'lled by
CDCE. AC analog outputs are provided for flexure corrections
and regenerative tracking termS, and DO for plotting. Various
interconnections are effected by CDCE on command of the Desig-
nate Controller in the Operations Control Center. The con-
troller determines whether thd computer, C-band radar, or
telemetry should be master by evaluating sub-system status indi-
cators, intercom information Ahd the trajectory plot.

In summary, the shipboard data processing for navigation, check-
out, formatting, designation, acquisition and tracking are
accomplished by the Computer. All communications between the
computer and the other instruMentation sub-systems (with the
exception of teletype) and dat8 recording are controlled by the
Central Data Conversion Equipiftent.

DATA PICK-UP
The introduction of data pickatp by aircraft on the AMR,
particularly from ARIS I and ij follows the successful evaluation
of this system by SSD in cooperation with PMR. Fig. 7 shows a
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JC-130A aircraft picking up a dc1a package from an ARIS oper-
ating 4000 to 5000 NM downrange,

Data preparation aboard ship for aircraft pick-up will take
about six hours. Aircraft data delivery mission time will
take four hours, with one hour gr low altitude flying time for
the actual pick-up. Thus, the JC-130A pick-up range will be
1150 NM. Once delivered to a r~oge station, the return to
Patrick AFB depends on the data processing schedule urgency.
Normally, the data will be returned by a MATS scheduled air-
liner which makes three weekly trips. Earlier delivery may
be made by non-scheduled flights, Or, if priority permits,
special aircraft may be used, since the average flying time
is 17 hours from Ascension to Patriok APB.

After splash or loss of target by the ship, all recorded tra-
Jectory and nontrajectory radar data, telemetry and pro-flight
calibration data can be picked ip within one hour. Under these
conditions, on-station telemetry aircraft can make the plok-up
without schedulinS a separate mission. In the case of extensive
post-flight data, or if there i$ no need for telemetry aircraft,
a flight will be initiated after splash; this will depend on the
ship's preparation time.

For a typical test mission, weigt of the data tapes will be
small compared to that of the water-tight pick-up container.
This results in a weight of abo1t 85 pounds. The master tapes
will be kept aboard ship for tape reproduction as needed.

Pick-up is achieved by launching a balloon kite to an altitude
of about 200 feet and attaching it to the package to be re-
trieved. The balloon has a loop which is caught by the arrest-
ing gear aboard the aircraft. The aircraft's friction brake
wit-juls an " .?.6c no- line radije nackaxe' ac-
celeration and the balloon station Increases vertical lift rrom
the deck of the ship. The reverse transfer may be made with
the aid of a parachute, allowing the package to be hauled to
the ship's deck. This allows a transfer in which the package
is always in physical contact with the aircraft or ship.

OPERATIONAL DATA PROCESSING

Data Processing for ARIS will oonsist almost entirely of
techniques already familiar to AFMTC Data Processing people.
The computer routine for ARIS oan quite properly be described as
massive; it will be unique in size but not in technique. The
proposed processing scheme will be virtually automatic as re-
gards a standard output of trajectory data, impact location, and
radar cross-section (magnetic tsipe and tabular output). (See
Fig. 8)



The following pre-processing programs will be used:

Input - (raw data on one-half inch magnetic tape from ship)

1. Missile trajectory data, signal strengths and e-ror
signals.

2. Pre- and post-calibration navigation data.

3. Pre- and post-calibration radar data.

4. Missile signature data.

Other inputs will be:

1. AMR processed weather data.

2. Station constants.

3. Digitized boresight film dkta.

The first job of the program will b* to edit and summarize the
data by determining such items as:

1. Amount of data.

2. Time history of switch conditions.

3. Rough estimate of variance and the number of bad
points replaced.

Editing can be performed on all of the trajectory parameters by
obtaining outnut of the number of Points edited, and making a
rough estimate of variance to indi~ate quality or data. Pre-
and post-calibration SINS data will be treated by comparison with
SONAR. Program option allows printout of any parameter with
first and second differences. The output of the pre-processing
program will be magnetic tape containing the necessary constants
and edited data.

The flow of data through the Redudbion Program may be described
as follows for trajectory data:

1. Magnetic tape input containing all trajectory parameters
and necessary supplemental information such as filtering
parameters and weather data.

2. C-band radar will be combined with error signal data
to produce A, E, R data of each object being tracked.
The error signal data is klso saved for signature
processing.

3. Correction of all parameters (removal of known errors).
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Transformation of radar data to required coordinate
system, utilizing navigation and flexure data.

5. Computation of impact point and error ellipse.

3i,;naturc data p.roceo3inZ consists of' determining the effective
radar crozs-setacton area o. the target for the C, L and X-band
frequencies, relative to that of a calibration balloon. Antenna
beam pattern attenuation, atmospheric attenuation and slant
ran' :data are utilized in the calculations.

A- avcrage mission will produce two to three 7200-foot reels of
mantic tare, plus four to six rolls of strip-chart recordings.

""' r. is 35-mm movie film; the quantity will be small.

DE.T•,,;J 7V,':LUATION PLAN

General

' e pogram has been planned to encompass the testing of
irstrumentatlon system. The acceptance test program,

h.nz.uies both f*-nctional and quantitative tests, began as
t.:c .n .-ivua", sub-systems were in their final stages of manu-

-- 're. These factor:' tonts included complete acceptance tests
-r some comnonents and limited tests on others. All sub-system
testing will be zonmp~eted after the individual sub-systems arc
..n.t...ied on the ship. At the completion of the individual
tests, -ocksilc system inte;ration tests will be performed.

The evaluation program wi] 1 commenZe as each ship sails from the
s~hpyard enroutc to the AMR. At this time, all acceptance tests
"will have been performed. The evaluation program will perform
• metric evaluation of the capabilities of the ship's instrumen-
"tatlon system based on a working and integrated system. The

S......on e'fort, has been planned to encompass a period of
. or each sh.p. This is known to be a "tight"
-I will require an efficient and coordinated program

- z.: o-ne derec of range priority to have a reasonableS...c... .om.pleti.. on -;chedule.

_ere are basicall: .i~:•c-c objectives in the evaluation program.
nfý5e a~re:

1. To demonstrate the capabJ lity o!" the system to operate
w.thin the specified accuracies.

'. To provide data wiiich wl:U serve as a basis for the
system calibrati.on.

3. o roveI- ^ ½:is for developing a long-term a.ai--.
and evaluat.on r.'oyram a'ter ccmmitment o.' ships to
range support.
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7...e calibration of the system and the check on the accuracy are
inte:'dependcnt objectives which result from the manner in which
the accuracies are specified in the Air Force Technical Exhibit.
Thia exhibit states that accuracy values refer to reduced and
corrected data. Therefore, the evaluation program will first
determine the systematic errors by means of statistically
selected data runs. These errors will be removed by proper
corrections to the operational data reduction program, thus
calibrating the system. The data will then be reprocessed,
using the corrected calibration of the system. By this means,
the evaluation program objectives of calibration and accuracy
determination will be met.

The planning effort for the evaluation period was divided into
two phases: the experiment design and the evaluation plan.

Evaluation Flan

The initial phase of the planning program consisted mainly of
mathematical work designed to determine the basis for the
preparation of the evaluation experiments. The mathematical
work included consideration of the three-step data handling
process: operational data reduction, data differencing, and
regression to determine the error model coefficients. These
three steps will provide a closed-loop handling of the data
from the evaluation experiments. The experiments, in turn,
have been designed to produce data of the type and quantity
required for the application of this three-step data handling
process.

The operational data reduction will correct and adjust the raw
experimental data. This effort will provide inputs to both the
data diffcrcncing ad re"' -non steps. In the data differenc-
Ing, the reduced data will be compared with data from a suii,ýli
standard instrument. The difference data, when statistically
analyzed, will provide the logic necessary to demonstrate
compliance with the specified system requirements.

The regression will effectively close the loop by determining
the error model adjustments to be made on the raw data during
the operational reduction effort. The adjustment procedures
have been designed to correct the raw data for systematic
errors in the instrumentation. By requiring that the difference
data be a minimum in the least square sense, suitable values of
the error model coefficients will be obtained. Froper determi-
nation of these coefficients will result in reduced data which,
in a sense, will have been corrected for calibration type
deviations and which will more realistically portray the accuracy
capability of the system.

To implement the data handling steps outlined above, an error
model has been generated to fulfill the requirements set forth in
the regression procedure. In addition, every effort has been
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made to insure that the data received from the experiments will
be of a type which will allow the subsequent calibration or
adjustment of the error model coefficients. The variation of
data parameters is of essential importance in this consideration.
The statistical basis for the evaluation program has been
investigated to determine the sampling parameters such as length
of data runs, number of times a test must be run and similar
considerations which will result in a relatively high confidence
level.

Experiment Design

The experiment design phase of the planning effort has been
clo3ely coordinated with the evaluation planning program. This
insures that the data produced, as a result of these experiments,
meets the needs of the mathematical and statistical procedures
developed ror the data processing. The experiments which are
planned for system evaluation are based on the use of alroraft,
balloons, satellites and missiles of opportunity. The evalu-
ation program as planned does not necessarily demonstrate all
of the quantitative and qualitative requirements of the Techni-
cal Exhibit. The program is , however, designed to cover those
portions which are not covered by the Dockside System Acceptance
or System Integration Tests. Through a combination of these
dockside tests and the evaluation program, a demonstration has
been made of compliance with all of the Technical Exhibit
requirements whenever feasible.

Due to the limitation imposed by time and cost considerations,
it was not possible to design a program which would provide
test data in every combination of geometry, rates and acceler-
ations, or other parameters as defined by the Technical Exhibit.
In order to complete the evaluation over the Range of the techni-
cal exhibit requirements, it is necessary to extrapolate the data
into values not covered by the particular experiments. The
amount and appropriateness of extrapolation into particular
areas varies between experiments. For instance, It is possible
to track an aircraft over the full range of azimuth angles and
nearly the full range of elevation angles prescribed by the
technical exhibit. But it is not possible to provide experi-
mental conditions which will give tracking at the maximum
angular rates or accelerations required. On the other hand, it
is possible to set up an experiment which will determine the
capability of measuring the secondary target position with re-
spect to the first, at both extremes of target separation.
Satellite and missile tests will be used to extend the range of
variables as much as possible.

Description of Experiments

In order to demonstrate the capability of the ARIS System to
acquire, track and determine the trajectory of a primary target
(e.g., nose cone) with respect to the ship to a high degree of
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accuracy, our experiment utilizes a single target aircraft,
equipped with appropriate instrumentatLon, which is tracked
Si._uultaneously by range instrumentation and the ship's instru-
mentation. The position of the ship during the experiment is
verified by tracking it with accurate optical instruments
located on shore, mr by having the ship at dockside. Data are
then reduced to ccmpare the deviation between the target
position as determined by the ARIS System and by range instru-
mentation, which in this case is the standard of measurement.
This positional data will, in addition, be used for velocity
computation.

The ability of the system to observe secondary targets and
record their positions with respect to the primary target will
also be evaluated in this experiment. This will be done by
flying two aircraft, spaced so that they will both be in the
radar beam for a portion of the flight path. Both aircraft
will be tracked by range instrumentation to determine their
spacing while the ships instrumentation system simultaneously
tracks the targets to determine the position of the second
target with respect to the first. This tracking data will also
be used to determine the ability of the system to compute the
velocity of a se-ondary target.

The ships system is required to measure the radar cross-section
of a target at L, X and C-band frequencies. This measurement
must be made to within ±3 db (reduced data) for primary targets,
decoys and fragments. The standard deviation shall not exceed
3 db for observable secondary targets which are within 0.4 of
the one-way half-power beam width from beam center.

Metallized six-fo3t balloons of known radar reflection charac-
teristics will be used to perform the experiment. Balloons will
be released from the ship, acquired and tracked by the Star
Tracker telescope to a point outside of the minimum range of
the radars and then skin tracked until they reach an altitude
of approximately 60,000 feet. The balloon rise will be limited
to a pressure corresponding to approximately 60,000-foot alti-
tude automatically. Tracking will continue until a slant
range of over 100-nautical miles is reached. This test will
also be run using a six-inch sphere attached to a balloon.

During these runs, data will be gathered at specified range
intervals, by three radars, in two polarization modes, ad-
ditional data will be gathered in a similar manner except that
the radar beams will be offset to simulate the observation of
a secondary target. This will appear to place the target near
the half-power beam width point.

Another experiment is designed to evaluate the accuracy of the
shipboard instrumentation in determining ship position in geo-
detic coordinates. By conducting an actual SONAR beacon sowing
and benchmarking operation and by navigating by means of the
beacons, the Stabilization-Navigation Sub-system will
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determine ship position in astronomical coordinates and obtain
the geodetic position by applying the known gravity anomaly for
the test area.

* The placement of the beacons will be in water depths ranging
from 1000 to 3000 fathoms. The ship will locate the beacons by
measuring the slant ranges to them, at the same time determining
its own position by celestial fixes. From a knowledge of the
water depth and slant ranges at various ship's positions the
position of the beacons will be determined. The ship 0iil then
navigate by means of the SONAR beacons, and its position will be
compared to the ships position as determined by Lorac B to
evaluate the system. The technical exhibit requires that the
system be capable of planting and locating a SONAR beacon to a
vector error of 1340 feet. In addition, the ship must be able
to locate itself with respect to the SONAR beacon to a vector
error of 300 feet rms.

The ability of the system to perform this function will be
evaluated by actually carring out an operation in placement,
location and navigation from these beacons. Por the purpose
of the experiment, the beacons will be placed in the vicinity
of Great Abaco Island in the Little Bahama bank. This area
has water of sufficient depth and is within the range of the
Lorac B net, which can determine the ship's location to suf-
ficient accuracy to be used as a standard of measurement.

Throughout the nine week evaluation period, as scheduling
permits it is planned that the ship will track satellites and
missiles of opportunity on a non-support basis. These tests
will determine the ships ability to acquire and track live
targets under realistic operating conditions. They will be
scheduled as often as possible in order to supplement data
gathered in the previously described tests.

Acqu4.sition by telemetry, star tracker, real-time orbital
elements and classical orbital elements in the case of satel-
lites will be attempted. Lists of useable satellites and
available missiles will be prepared for the period of the evalu-
ation. Some of these tests which might require operation down-
range beyond the Bahamas will have to be conducted after the
nine weeks because of the excessive steaming time involved.

These tests will be primarily operational in nature and will
assist in developing operator confidence and techniques as well
as serving to round out the data gathered in the evaluation.
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THE ERRORS OF INERTIAJ. GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

*: A survey of the activities of the Central Inertial

Guidance Test Facility at Holloman Air Force Base,

New Mexico. Compiled by Dr. Martin G. Jaenke,

Technical Advisor to the Deputy of Guidance Test.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Central Inertial Guidance Toot Facility (CIGTF) of

the Air Force Missile Developmeq Center (AFMDC) at

* Holloman AFS, New Mexico, ser•ve as an inter-agency facility

S* for the developmlent testing of guidemce systems. Among the

many points of view which are relevant in guidance testing, e.g.

the problems of reliability, repealability and environmental sensitivity,

the determination of their accuracy, their calibration or the

evaluation of their errors, is thought to be of most direct interest
to this audience. Therefore, besides giving rudimentary

background information to the unitiated in guidance techniques, V

this paper endeavors to outline a basic analysis of the errors

encountered in the evaluation of th9 errors of guidance systems.

Due to the high quality of present day and future guidance systems,

the provision of sufficiently accurate calibration standards, i.e

range instrumentation or reference systems, is problematic and

thus this point of view will be emphasised.

The mathematics to be used are schematic and simplified and
thus are sufficient only to indicate trends. One must be aware,

however, that the complete matheMatics of this area areS. extremely complex and mostly not amenable to closed forma

solutions. Thus, extensive computer simulation studies are

needed to perform a fine grain error analysis, an effort which

is a continuing important part of the activities of the CIGTF.

I
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The list of references shows a relative abundance of unpublished

notes, internal memoranda and office correspondence, an indication

of the fact that the art of guidance tosting is still under active

development. It shows further important contributions by Space

Technology Laboratories (STL) who, under contract with the Air

Force, evaluate the guidance systerns of the Minuteman and Titan II

missiles. The exchange of information and ideas with STL

was extremely fruitful and it is hoped that this paper will open

the way for such discussions on a wider basis.
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IL. DEFINITION OF THE ERRORS OF INERPJIAL GUIDANCZ SYSTE-S

The basic principle (1) of inertial guideice is the measurement
of acceleration, a function which is perfqrmed by inertial accelerometoes.

To allocate a defined direction to the measured acceleration, thO

platform carrying such accelerometers must be of known and controtlable

orientation. This function is perforipod by gyroscopes, which

maintain the platform in a given reference orientation in space,
and, by application of proper torque# to the gyro gimbals,
allow this orientation to be changed in a prescribed manner.

Due to the integrating action of the gyros, the angular turning rates

of the gimbals are proportional to the respective torques and thse
a measurements of these torques provides information athe.
turning rates of the vehicle carryhsg the platform in inertial space.
These two measured quantities, linear acceleration and angular

turning rates are not sufficient to perform the desired guldance
function. It is rather necessary to know velocity, in particular

"velocity to be Gained" if the vehi;le is going to be injected into ballistic
or orbital flight and to develop discrete commands for temlation

of thrust and correction comman4o for the attitude control of the
vehicle. All these quantities are pomputed from the original

measurements in the guidance computer, in most cases a digital
computer. Thus, an inertial guidance system conists of the

"Inertial Measurement Unit" (IMU), the stabilised platform carrying
the triad of accelerometers and the gyroscopes and the guidance

computer as shown in Figure 1. For purposes of evaluation

of the system, the quantities of interest are telemetered to

ground, the outputs of the computer through POM, the outputs
of the IMU either through FM/Fhi or PCM channels.
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Inertial Guidance Sy-ternu are techalcal systems and as

such limited in their accuracy, Their errors are partially

systematic, i.e., they can be described by functional relations,

and partially random, i.e., they can be described in statistical

terms only. The systematic errors can be compensated for

and thus eliminated, at least theoretically, if sufficient information

about them is available. It is therefore the primary goal of

guidance testing to obtain the necessary information about these

systematic errors to a sufficient degree of accuracy. The most

important systematic errors and the ensuing error models,

where definable, are listed in the figures, in Fig Z and Fig 3

the ones of the basic systems components and in Fig 4 the ones

which are not directly attributable to the components but are

characteristic for the whole systean. Assuming that it is possible

to formulate a comprehensive error nModel in a specific case

either from theoretical considerations or from a careful

analysis of test results, it is then necessary to determine

the error coefficients accurately enough to achieve desired goals.

One of such goals was already indicat6ed, namely, to obtain sufficient

information for the compensation of the errors during a mission

of the vehicle of which the guidance system is a part. In order to

define the necessary accuracy of error coefficient determination,

an "Error Budget" has to be established which is based on the specific

mission requirements. Selecting as a representative example

an ICBM mission, the following condiderations cin be made:

The measure of accuracy in such ft mission is the CEP

obtained at the prescribed range. It depends on the conditions

which prevail at the moment of inja4tion into ballistic flight, in

particular on velocity and flight path angle, both conditions which

are under control of the guidance syttem. The dependency on

velocity is shown in Fig 5. For the present demonstration
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purposes and to keep this paper unclassified, this description is

derived under simplifying assumptions, namely, classical elliptical

trajectory in a central, unperturbed force field, 'non-rotating earth

and identity of injection and launch point. (3) FurthermoIre, the

assumption in made that the flight path angle at injection isa
optimum, i.e., leading to a minimum injection velocity requirement.

In this case, the derivative of range with respect to injection angle'

vanishes and thus it is justified to concentrate in this presentation

on the primarily important velocity errors. However, other

errors than those caused by the guidance system enter in the

uncertainty of the impact point. Examples are uncertainties with

respect to the form of the perturbed gravity field, the geographic

location of the desired impact point and the survey of the launch

point. Since they are not under discussion in this paper, their

effect is considered in a round-about way by allocating half of

the allowable squared impact errors to such non-guidance sources. (4)

Having defined the allowable injection velocity uncertainty it must

be translated into an allowable uncertainty in the determination of

the error coefficients of the guidance system. This uncertainty

is quantitatively described by the covariance matrix , /% k, of the

coefficients and is a characteristic of the test from which the

error coefficients were evaluated, as will be explained later.

Fig 6 shows the relation between this matrix and the admissible

injection velocity error or the CEP of the mission, respectively.

Again it must be kept in mind that sources other than the

uncertainties of the error coefficients contribute to the injection

velocity error. Examples are approximations in computing

processess, in particular the mechanization of compensation

terms, and other hardware errors. Their effect is considered

in a roundabout way by the factor 2 in equation (5) , i.e. by allocating

about 75 percent of the squared injection velocity error as resulting from

other sources.
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Another important goal of error coefficient evaluation is a

thorough analysis of the guidance system during its development.
Thus it is necessary to separate its various error sources, the

terms of the error model. To achieve this, the guidance test must

be conducted in such a way, that the off-diagonal terms of the

resulting coefficient covariance matrix are as small as possible.

Assuming that it were possible to obtain a covariance matrix consisting

of diagonal terms only, it still remains to define the admissible

amount of these variances of the individual coefficients. Again

the flight conditions of the operational missile at injection are

used to weight these uncertainties properly, leading to an error

budget which is identical to equations (5) and (6) except that

the sums containing the off-diagonal terms of the covariance

matrix are omitted (equation (6a)). Since the separation of errors

is the primary goal of guidance testng at the CIGTF, this latter

error budget is used to design the tests. It specifies two

basic testing requirements, namely, to select test conditions such

that the off-diagonal terms of the resulting coefficients covariance matrix

became as small as possible and to make testing errors sufficiently

small in order to keep the terms on the main diagonal of this matrix

within specified limits.

tl DETERMINATION OF THE ERRORS OF INERTIAL GUIDANCE
SYSTEM

Testing of Inertial Guidance Systems for determination of their

errors can be done in various ways. One fundamentally important

approach is laboratory testing. (5) These tests are designed to find

specified individual error coefficients of a theoretical error model

by using special purpose test equipment under carefully controlled

test conditions. But a preconceived error model may not be

realistic, there may be additional error terms under the conditions

of actual missile flight. It is therefore necessary to conduct

tests which exercise simultaneously and strongly all the error
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sources which come into play during an actual missile flight and

provide sufficient accuracy and flexibility of arranging test conditions

in such a way that a separation of the error sources is possible.

This type of testing will be called "operational" testing, but it must

be understood that its conditions are only tentatively identical

to those of an actual operational flight of the missile for which the

guidance system under test is developed. The operational test

methods which will be discussed are: Sled testing, Flight testing

of the completed missile under actual flight conditions and GEM

(Guidance Evaluation Missile) testing. In all cases of operational

testing the velocity of the vehicle carrying the guidance system must

be measured by a ,,reference" system with sufficient accuracy

to meet the requirements of the error budget which was established

above. Fig 7 describes the basic mechanism of estimating the

desired error coefficients and in particular spells out the propagation

of the errors in the observation of the guidance systems error function into

the errors of the coefficient estimates, or, the coefficient coauaarice

matrix. To clarify concepts, Fig 8 shows a chart of the complete error

flow from its sources in the test reference system to its final effects

on the mission accuracy of the missile of which the guidance system

under test is a part. The present discussion will be restricted to

define the admissible effective velocity error of the reference system as

represented by K,•. and no attempt will be made to perform the

complicated error analysis of the reference system itself. 2 is now

of interest to compare the effective velocity error which is admissible

for the various types of operational tests in order 'to achieve a specified

testing goal. In doing this, it is assumed that this error is serially

uncorreleated and stationary, an assumption the Justification

of which will be discussed later. Fig 9 gives the resulting accuracy

requirements for a representative example. The other important

requirement, separability of error sources, is discussed in Fig 10.
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In order to obtain one figure to describe this separability

quantitatively, it is suggested to use an overall correlation

factor derived from the ratio of the sums of off-diagonal and

diagonal terms of the A k nratrix, weighted by the respective

coordinate functions at burn-out of the operational missile.

However, other descriptions are possible and the feasibility

of this - factor has not yet been proven in practical use.

Inspection of Fig 9 and 10 shows clearly the superiority of

GEM testing under the given points of view. In interpreting

the quanititative accuracy requirements one must keep in

mind that they were derived primarily for comparing the various

test methods under equal and simplified assumptions. A

thorough error analysis leads to higher requirements in all cases.

One must further keep in mind that the correlation factor
becomes critical only for values greater than 0.9. A

comprehensive operational guidance test program which
yields the desired results in the fastest and most economical

way must use all three test methods and their respective

merits: Sled testing as an economical means for shake-down

testing in a severe environment and preliminary error evaluation,

GEM testing for fine-grain error evaluation and flight testing

for fnal CEP verification. (6), (7).

The error analysis above was simplified and it is of importance

to obtain an understanding of the impact of these simplifications.

One of the assumptions made was stationarity of the errors.

Presently, there are no conclusive results available about

the consequences of this assumption in an error analysis.
Thus, this aspect will not be pursued in this presentation. The

other assumption was that the errors are uncorrelated. Again,

a systematic investigation was not yet performed and thus it

is possible only to demonstrate with representative examples

how much a serial correlation in the effective velocity error

of the reference system, which was assumed to be uncorrelated,

will affect the results of the error analysis obtained above.
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The correlation structure used in these examples ts derived

from a special filtering process (8) for the output of which the

inverted covariance matrix can be described analytically.

(See Fig 11) The consequences of assuming uncorrelated

errors in such an analysis while the error actually is correlated

j1 iare shown in Fig 12. (9) Depending on whether the correlation

leads to peaking of the error power spectrum at low or high

frequencies, the accuracy requirements for the relerence.

system can be significantly higher or lower than those

calculated for the uncorrelated case. If no prior Information

about the expected character of the error spectrum is available

for the error analysis, the estimate based on the assumption

of uncorrelated errors thus leads to feasible results.

To describe the practical problems connected with the

evaluation of operational guidance tests, the example of sled

test evaluation will be used, for which considerable experience

has been accumulated at AFMDC. Fig 13 shows first a-typical

vehicle which is used for this purpose and Fig 14 a typical sled

trajectory in terms of its acceleration and velocity profiles.

An important characteristic of sled motion is an extremely high

vehicle vibration. (12), (13) Fig 15 shows a plot of total

vibrational power in the longitudinal direction, demonstrating

the non-stationary character of these vibrations and Fig 16

their spectral composition. The ,,Space-Time", system (10)

serves as reference system. It produces electrical pulses when

the vehicle passes precisely spaced markers (13 & 1.3 + 10"4 A)

along the track. (11) These pulses are transmitted thru

telemetry to a ground station and are precisely timed (* l/- 0).

yielding the basic reference information: time as a function

of distance. This information is available on a digital data tape

for further computer processing. The signal outputs of the

guidance system under test are transmitted primarily thru
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FM/FM telemetry and after first demodulation are available

as a composite signal on magnetic tape. Before computer processing,

these signals have to be decommutated and digitized. A special

digitizing process is required for the outputs of the accelerometers

which produce discrete signals at the times at which certain

velocity Increments are accrued. The accurate determination o

theme times and their presentation on digital data tape is performnd

by the "Event Time Reader", a custom-built device which is

Incorporated in the "General Input Converter". (19) Fig 17 shows

a flow chart of the digital computer programs required for the

evaluation of sled tests. There are about 35 of them and they

are designed in such a way as to permit any desired intermediate

outputs of data tapes, tabular and graphical information and to

adapt to special situations caused by inferior data quality. Fig 18

describes the main operations in this chart in a schematic form.

Of special interest are the following areas:

Editing Processes

Their basic purpose is to improve obviously wrong

data points by removing such points which are due to

noise alone, inserting improved estimates for highly deviating

points and filling in ,stimates for missing points. This is done

by extrapolating an expected point from an edited stretch of data,

by defining a region of acceptability and finally making a decision

about the actually observed point. Extreme care must be taken

not to bias the data in this process. Such editing programs must

be closely tailored to the specific type of data, employing a

thorough knowledge of the physics and the logic of the instrument

which produces the data, the properties of the data tranmission

channels and of the data conversion processes. The systems

analyst who evaluates the computer results in many cases

can allocate error trends to erroneous editing decisions and a re-run

of the computer programs is frequently necessary.
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Linear Operations
This heading includes two fundamental operations

which are necessary to obtain the desired results, namely,
differentiation of Space-Time data and integration of accelerometer
data to obtain velocity. Both operations are non-ideal, i.e. they
"are accompanied by a barid=limiting (smoothing) low-pass filter action.
One has to keep in mind that the same smoothing process has
to be applied to the Space time and accelerometer data and to
the coordinate functions to maintain the validity of the error
model equation which will be solved for the error coefficients.
If this is done properly, then the accuracy of the coefficient
evaluation is independent of the smoothing process. Two practical
approaches for data smoothing were investigated: moving polynomial
arc smoothing and velocity averaging. (14) The first is applied
to the space time data which are functions of distance and thus
necessitates inversion of the results to obtain velocity on a
function of the independent variable, time. t leads to time -
variable, velocity dependent filters which are difficult to duplicate
for application to the accelerometer data and coordinate functions.
(15, 16, 17) The smoothing process which leads to velocity averaging
is particularly easy to mechanize on the digital ccompater in
all three applications, Space Time data, accelerometer data
and coordinate functions. It is therefore presently used for guldane
teat evaluation.

The third area of interest is the least squares fitting to
obtain the error coefficients. The process presently employed is non-
optimum, leading to non-maximumn likelihood coefficient estimates
because the error in de- is handled as uncorrolated and stationary,
represented by a covariance matrix which had only constant diagonal

terms. The reason for this simplification is the fact that the
actual structure of the covariance matrix is not known and even
if it were, its inversion would constitute a formidable task.
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But fortunately simulation and analytical studies have show

that the process is relatively insensitive to these simplifications.

Fig 19 gives a representative example. However, one must be aware

that this is an area of possible improvement. One promising

approach which avoids the computational complexities of

inverting large matrices would be to remove the correlation

of the errors, or to "pro-whiten the noise, by applying a

suitable equalizing filter to the Space-Time and accelerometer

data and to the coordinate functions. To design such a filter,

the actual structure of the error must be known. Thus, one can

define a linear operator to be applied to the observed data and

the coordinate functions of a maximum-likelihood estimation

process which is "optimum" in the sense that it minimizes

the computational complexities of the process. This approach
was brought to our attention by Dr. A. J. Mallinckrodt of

Communications Research Laboratories in discussions

at the Inertial Guidance Test Symposium at Holloman AFS

in October 1962; it will be further investigated.

Another important area of interest in the discussion of sled testing

is the accuracy of its reference system, the Space-Time system.

Its basic accuracy is high due to the virtual absence of

systematic errors and its insensitivity to electromagnetic

propagation properties. With the given errors in spacing of

the markers and in timing of the marker pulses an estimate

of the resulting velocity error yields a value of about 0.01 ft/sec

and thus the system would essentially meet the requirements

developed earlier. However, there is one major source

leading to errors in .4•which is independent of the accuracy of

the Space-Time system. It is due to the fact that the reference

system measures vehicle motion on another point of the vehicle than

the guidance system, a fact which may very well play a role
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in the other typos of operational testing also. (18) Thus, the
vibratory motions sensed by the guidance system are dirent f

the ones measured by the reference system and this diffewence

is a major component of the error in The analysis of the
structure of this error, which is of the 0.1 V/sec orcder of magnitude,

is still under way. There are indications that the spectrum of
this error is of the type which peaks at high frequenr/es and has
relatively little power in the critical low frequency area.
This is confirmed by the consideration that a substantial very

"low frequency differential motion can not exist without

endangering the structural Integrity of the vehicle. Thum

this error may not contribute significantly to the uncertainty

of the coefficient estimates.

IV, GUIDANCE, SYSTEMf AS CALIBRATORS FOR RANGE
INST RUUI•NTATION SYSTEMS

In view of the difficulty to provide reference systems of sufficient

accuracy to calibrate inertial guidance systems, it is challenging
to discuss the possibilities of using modern high quality guidance

systems for the improvement or calibration of existing reference

systems. One has to be fully aware of the logical dangers of
such "boot-strap"I methods, but in certain cases this philosophy has
been used successfully. If the errors of the reference system

are clearly separable from the ones of the guidance 'systemw,

then they can be determined by inspection of the 6, 1 function.
This was done successfully to find misplaced markers of the

Space-Time systems in sled te sting. In case of finite correlation

between these two groups, certain error coefficients of the

reference system model can be considered as additional unknowns

and can be estimated together with the ones of the guidance system
error model. Though resulting Initially in a deterioration
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of the c'zvariar.ce rnatrix of the guidanc.! systems coefficients, an

iterative procedure in which the estimates of the respective

reference systems errors are removed from the A 4 function

Smay lead to a final improvement of the test results. Studies are

under way to investigate the applicability of such a procedure to GRM

testing but results are not yet available. A related approach is

described in Fig 20 in which the output of the guidance system

under test contributes to the redundancy of the reference measurement.

The listed equation for the resulting /A k matrix holds for the

assumption that the errors of the guidance system and those of

the reference system are uncorrelated and the measurements

from each group are at least sufficient to determine the unknowns.

The effects of deviations from the first assumption and thus the

feasibility of the approach have to be investigated by a suitable

simulation process. (See also (20) Finally, Fig 20 describes

the possibility to calibrate the reference system of a given

test r.ange with a guidance system which was pretested at another

range. In this case, the guidance system serves as a vehicle to

transfer accuracy from one test range to another. It shows the

error flow from its source , the error covariance matrix

of the original reference system, to the covariance matrix

of the error coefficients A of the reference system to be

calibrated. The efficiency of the process is under control
thru proper selection of the flight profiles in both tests as
indicated by the various coordinate functions matrices: ( .

the derivatives matrix of the velocity errors with respect to the

error coefficients of the guidance system in the original test, 0 .
the same derivatives in the calibration test and M , the derivatives of

velocity error with respect to the error coefficients of the reference

system in the calibration test. No quantitative evaluation of this

approach is available yet, but it will be kept in mind as a possible

tool of improvement of the GEM reference system in the

preparation of these tests.
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V. CONCLUS.ON
If, in addition to providing a basic faml rirtim wi.th th

problems of guidance testing, this piper, will Unae discusionf

and exchange of eoxperience with otlwer useers of toot ranglde it TAU

have served its purpose. To improve eisting aSM dOveJ4 Mew test

m.ethods using all information whiob can be manl availe•bl is oam

of the most important objectives of the Central Inertial Guidance
- Test Facility at Holloman AFBe.
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DATA SMOOTHING

Historically the problem of smoothing or filtering data
as we know it today may be said to have originated abiut 20
years ago. The appearance of radar during World War IT brought
with it the problem of smoothing and differentiating time series
data. A satisfactory solution to this problem was needed so that
electromechanical devices could be provided which would enable
the radar to determine and predict position and velocity of
moving objects in the presence of signal noise arising fzom
countermeasures, equipment, malfunction, or natural causes.

In 1942 Norbert Wiener solved this problem. His assumptions
were that the observing system's characteristics were invariant
in time, that the system operated on all past data, that the
input signal and noise were statistically stationary, and that
the optimum system was characterized by the minimum output mean
square criterion. In 1944 Phillips and Weiss analyzed the pro-
blem of smoothing position data for gunnery prediotion under
assumptions similar to Wiener' s. Zadeh and Rag azzini published
a paper in the Journal of Applied Physics (1950) in which Wiener's
results were extended to permit the input signal to contain a
non-random polynomial component and the observation time to be
finite.

Solutions to this problem have taken the form of an
integral equation whigh must be solved for the system weighting
function. Lees, Johnson, Ormaby, Pavley, Arabadjis, and a host
of others have considered various aspects of deriving the filter
that is optimum in some sense. The concept of a quantity which

* has been optimized is a very appealing one, but one which can
be misleading. The implication is that the ciroumstances sur-
rounding a problem are perfectly understood if the solution has
been "optimized." Since a perfect understanding is not always
possible, certain simplifying assumptions must be made relative
to the physical or mathematical facts, and then acoompany these
by some definition of optimization in terms of some criterion.
Thus, if the probability distributions are Gaussian then the
minimum mean squared error criterion leads to optimization.
If this assumption is not realistic then other standards are
needed, and the output of the filter will depend in some way
on the underlying assumptions. Accordingly, the design of the
filter will, therefore, depend upon the use which is anticipated
for it.

The digital data obtained from a missile trajectory
measuring system consists of a desired signal, i.e., the actual
,osition of the missile as a function of time, and unwanted
noise," which represents errors due to atmospheric effects,

thermal noise in the electronic circuitry, servo jitter in the
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tracking system, and so forth. In order to reduce the effect
of the noise, some type of digital smoothing technique can
often be employed. One technique which is often used is the
moving-arc linear midpoint filter. This class of filters can
be represented as follows:

@n

I h.x,+.(1)

where x represents the unsmoothed data, i represents the smoothed
data, h represents the filter weights or data multipliers, and
the subscripts denote successive data points in the time domain.
The frequency response H(f) of such a filter can be obtained by
taking the Fourier transform of N as a function of k.

In missile trajectory work the usual assumption is that the
desired signal consists mainly of low-frequency components,
whereas the noise is more or less evenly distributed throughout
the spectrum with perhaps local concentrations at certain fre-
quencies. The filter therefore should generally be some type
of low-pass filter. That is, it should have an amplitude
response of approximately 1 at low frequencies and approximately
0 at high frequencies, with a gradual cutoff at some frequency
chosen by considering the nature of the signal and noise. For
purposes of comparison, I shall define the cutoff frequency of
a low-pass filter to be that frequency at which the amplitude
response of the filter is 0.707 of its response at zero fre-
quency.

Since the signals occurring in missile trajectory work
normally have a very large zero frequency component, the response
of the filter at zero frequency should be exactly 1. This
condition can be met by establishing the following constraint on
the position data multipliers:

~h~l (2)

In addition to a constant component, the signal may contain a
significant trend in the form of fairly large low-ofer deri-
vatives with respect to time. To insure that the r derivative
does not bias the smoothed position data, the following constraint
is necessary:
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h. = k 0(

In terms of the frequency domain, this is equivalent to:

d r H~fdf r 00(4)

provided that

d r-1 H(f)
dfr= I is everywhere continuous,

If the condition of equation (2) holds and the condition
of equation (3) holds for all values of r from 1 to p, the
filter can be said to be .onstrained to pass a pth order poly-
nomial, since if a pure p order polynomial with no noise is
fed into the filter, the output will reproduce the polynomial
exactly with no error.

"Last year at this conference Pavley described tw types of
moving-arc linear midpoint filters. These were the least-squares
polynomial filter, and a filter first described by Ormsby, de-
signed to approximate a linear rolloff in its frequency response.

The least squares polynomial filter was designed by
establishing constraints given by equations (2) and (3) for
values of n up to and including the desired degree of poly-
nomial, and by establishing the additional constraipt that for
a given span (2n + 1) in the time domain the sum Zh' must be
minimum. The cutoff frequency of this type of filter is deter-
mined by the span and the degree of polynomial chosen. Te
frequency response of the 31 point 2n , degree version is shown
in Figure 1. It can be seen that an undesirable property of
this type of filter is that it has a significant response to
high frequencies which we usually assume to contain mostly
noise. An advantage of this type of filter, however, Is the
fact that, to achieve a given cutoff frequency, the time span
of input points which influence a given smoothed point is
minimum.

The Ormsby filter which was described last year was
designed to have an ideal frequency response as followst
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H(r) i (0 f fl)

f2 1 ff 2 " fl f

H(f) =0 (f f)

The above frequency response cannot be achieved exactly unless
an infinite time span were used- Taking the Fourier transform
of the above function and truncating it to produce a set of data
multiplier with a finite time span produces a filter with a some-
what altered frequency response. Pavley then showed how this
filter could be constmined to pass a polynomial of desired degree
by adding additional terms to the above derived data multipliers
so as to satisfy constraints (2) and (3). The frequency response
of such a filter is also shown in Figure I. The example shown
was chosen to have the same cutoff frequency and the same degree
of constraint as the least squares filter also shown in Figure 1,
so that they can be directly compared. Note that with the Ormsby
filter an improved frequency response is obtained at the expense
of a somewhat longer span.

I will now describe a type of filter in which the frequency
response can be improved even more without further increase in
the span.

The reason for the response remaining at the higher fre-
quencies in the Ormsby type filter shown in Figure I is that
when the filter was truncated in the time domain, data multi-
pliers of significant amplitude were discarded, thus introducing
discontinuities in the time response of the filter. These dis-
continuities in the time domain result in the oscillations in
the frequency domain at the higher frequencies. In order to
reduce this effect a function must be chosen which decays more
rapidly in the time domain, so that truncation at a reasonable
span length will discard data multipliers of much smaller
magnitude. Slowness of decay in the time domain is caused by
discontinuities in the derivatives, particularly the zeroth
and other low order derivatives, in the frequency domain.
Therefore, it was decided to use a function in which all of the
derivatives are continuous.

The function decided upon is of the following form in the
time domain:

Sce(2nak)2 sn(2wbk) (5)
2ffbk
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where the constants a and b are chosen as will be described
shortly and o is adjusted to satisfy constraint (2). The
frequency response of this filter is a pair of superimposed
error functions (integral of the normal curve) of appropriate
amplitude arranged symmetrically around zero frequency, as
shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen that this ideal frequency response and all
of its derivatives are everywhere continuous, that its first
derivative at zero frequency is equal to 0, and that the function
rapidly approaches 0 as the frequency increases. For fairly small
values of a the response for positive frequencies is clOsely ap-
proximated-by a single error function. In this case thd frequency
at which the response is * is approximately equal to the constant
b, although the cutoff frequency as defined earlier is somewhat
le ss than this, and the rapidity of cutoff (or rolloff) is deter-
mined by the constant a, since the response drops from approxi-
mately .68 to .32 in a-frequency interval of 2a. For larger
values of a the two error function curves merge together more, and
the cutoff-frequency becomes dependent chiefly upon a. In the
limiting case where b - 0, the frequency response curve becomes
the gaussian function, or normal curves with the response at a
frequency of a equal to .607. This fact can be obtained by taking
the limit of The sums of the two error functions as b approaches
zero, but is more easily derived from the fact that equation (5)
reduces to the gaussian function when b - 0, and the Fourier trans-
form of this is another gausslan function, as follows:

H(f) - e (b - 0) (6)

For reasonable values of the constant a, equation (5) decays
to zero very rapidly as k increases. Therefore, reasonable span
lengths can be used without discarding values of h, that are ap-
preciably different from zero. This act enables the ideal
frequency response described above to be approached very closely,
thus insuring nearly complete rejection of high frequencies.

When values for a and b are chosen in order to pro4uce the
cutoff and rolloff delired,"a suitable valued of the sem4-span n
met then be chosen. A good rule of thumb for most purposes i7:

n1
2a

although best results are obtained if an integral multiple of
1/2b is chosen when b is not close to zero compared to a.

-Next the value of c is chosen so that:
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The filter is therefore automatically constrained to have a re-
sponse of one at zero frequency.

Since the filter is symmetrical in time, the conditions of
equations (3) and (4) are met automatically for all odd values of
r. For even values of r it can be seen that these conditions are
never met exactly for the ideal filter (infinite span). However,
as the constant a decreases and the rolloff becomes steeper, it
is obvious that the response at zero frequency becumea flatter.
This means that the low order derivatives are becoming smaller.
Therefore, condition (4) can be approached as closely as desired
for a given value of r by making a sufficiently small. For ex-
ample, in order to pass a second Iegree polynomial with no
appreciable change, the sum ENk must be close to zero. This
can be achieved sufficiently well for most purposes if a/b - 1/3.
For higher order terms the ratio a/b must of course become even
smaller.

For certain combinations of a, b, and n, the above condition
for any one order can be met exactly due to the effect of the
truncation in the Dime domain. A cabe of partieular interest in
where the following relationships hold:

a .342 b

(7)
n 1

b

In this case, ZN k2 is for all practical purposes equal to zero
for any value of b. Thus, without any additional terms for con-
straining purposes, the filter automatically will pass a second
degree polynomial.

Figure 3 shows the actual frequency responses of the filter
described in this paper with three different rolloff rates but
with the same cutoff frequency for purposes of comparison. The
curve in the middle represents the case constained to pass a
second degree polynomial (and therefore a third degree also) by
satisfying equation (7). It thus can be compared directly to
the two types of filters previously described and shown in Figure
1, since these also are shown for the same cutoff frequency.
Note that its rejection of higher frequencies is superior to
either of the other types. In addition, its span length is
slightly less than that of the Ormsby filter shown, althougn it
is of course greater than that of the least-squares polynomial
filter. The filter in the right of Figure 3 will pass a first
degree polynomial exactly, and the one in the left of the figure
will pass a fifth degree polynomial almost exactly.
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In order to obtain different cutoff frequencies, a, b and
1/n are adjusted proportionally to the cutoff freque y. -When
the same ratios are kept among these quantities, the shape of
the frequency response curve is the same except that It is"stretched" proportionally to the cutoff frequency.

Figure 4 shows a portion of a hypothetical signal which
might be considered to contain both a desired signal and un-
wanted noise. The 17 point and 47 point filters show the
result of smoothing this signal with the species of filter
defined by equation (7) and illustrated by the middle curve on
Figure 3 but with different cutoff frequencies in the two
figures. The last curve on Figure 4 shows the result of smooth-
ing the same data with a 2na degree least-squares polynomial
filter with the same cutoff frequency as the 47 point filter
shown in the same figure. In comparing 47 point filters and
the least squares filter, some of the high frequency components
can be seen in the data smoothed by the least-squares poly-
nomial filter, whereas they are absent in the 47 point filter.
This illustrates the effect of the improved frequency response.
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FORTH JOINT AFMTC/RANCE USER DATA CONFUENCE (:7

oRLmwD, FLORiDA

FEBRUARY 27,1963 .

APPLICATIONS OF DZC=?AL FILTERIaNG T8C IIQS

TO DATA PROCESSING

by

MRCEL A. KtRI

mSIXn & SPACE DIVlISIN

GEMRAL ELECTRIC CMMhiY

PHILADELPRI 1, lINDA.

ABSTRAC3T

Interpretation of digital filters as linear transducers characte
by their transfer functions leads to practical methods for specifying filters
and evaluating their performance. Applications of the theory to filters
used in smoothing, differentiation, interpolation and power spectrum analysis
of sampled data are discussed. During the last six years, these filter-
ins techniques have been Used extensively in the Minssile and Space Division
of General Electric Company. Classical method, as polynomial least square
fit, Larange Interpolation formula, are evaluated as particular cases of
filtering techniques. Quality of the information provided by filters de-
signed from frequency domein considerations and precautions to take in the
use of these filters ar pointed out.
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For the last six (6) years, filterJing techniques have been extensively

un.d in data processing operations at what is now called the Missile and

Space Division of C. E. I would like to discuss some es,,ential character-

istics of the filtering techniques, the power and limitat'ions of those

techniques and the precautions which have to be taken in the applications.

It Is veil known that a cet of sampled data, that is data taken at

constant sampling rate or sampling freauency, define a continuous function

only if the two following simultaneous conditions are met: First, the data

must cover times which go from -a to + oo; secondly, the data must not

contain any component of frequency higher than half the sampling frequency.

If these two conditions are satisfied, the defined function can be consid-

ered as a sum, finite or Infinite, of components hiring each its ma

frequency.

0/

FIGURE 1
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Each component can be defined by its frequency f, Its amplitude A(f)

and its phase angle qo-'(f) at time zero. The value of the contribution of

the component at a time t is a complex number vhich can be represented

by a vector OM (Figure 1) of length A(f) rotating at angular rate W. - 27ff

and which makes at time t a 0 an angle qo' with the real axis. Since to

each component Pf frequency f can be associated a component of frequency

-f represented by a vector w' which, at all time, is symmetric of

the sum of the contributions of these two frequencies can be represented

by a vector which Is twice the projection of the vector an the

real axis. Consequently, when ve consider a range of frequencies from

f to , the contribution of each frequency component Is the complex

number

A(f) eJ W'(f) + 21tft] .

AM Ijcos[V*Cf) + 27VftJ + j si4,140) + 2lrftJ]

When vs consider a range of frequencies from 0 to !A, the eontributioc
2

of each frequency component is the real number 2A(f) cosl'ti(f) + 21rftJ.

A numerical filter, or dinital filter, we will say simply a filter

it a set of weights Bk (k varying from an integer IN, to an integer

which can be applied to the successive sampled values g8(ku) at times

t - kv, where '" is the samlina interval, so that ý• weighted average

go(mv) Is obtained and assigned to the time t - mu, where a Is any

specified umber (Figure 2).
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That is:

go N2 V ag(k-t)
k-N1

Filterin& a set of sampled data consiits in performing this weighted

average on the first N2 - N1 + 1 data poLits, then moving the filter over

the data displaced by one sampling Intervals and so on until all the data

have been processed.

When a sun of functions is filtered, the output is the sum of the out-

puts obtained by filtering each individual function. Since the 1mpu: famctfon

g1 (t) can be considered as sum of frequency components, the effect of filter-

ing a function g1 (t) can be analysed by tValuating the effect of filtering

each of the frequency components.
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It is convenient to normalte the. frequency f by considering the

freauency ratiratratio of f to the 8gppling frequency fS

r -. 6 (2)
f8

If the origin of times li at time of application of the weight BO,

that is at the sampling time oorrespon44pg to k - 0, and if the frequency

component of frequency f - r f8 has amt amplitude A(Mr fs) - 1, and zero

phase W#(r fs) - 0 at time zero, the output of the filtering process,

assigned at time t - mc, is called the transfer function Y1(U, r) of

the filter for the time ratio m and the frequency ratio r, that is

(Figure 3a)

kN
S1, )-• 2 SZIe'lcr (3)
I k-N1

This can be written as

Y,(z, r) - i(mr) a' 11 (MT) (4)

vhich shows the gain 01(a. r) and the Woes ejift 0,(U, r).
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I It

r '

0 f0

a) b)

From (3), it can be seen readily that if r is charged to -r, the

transfer function Y1 (m, r) is changed to its conjugate. The representa-

tive vectors are symmetric with respect to the real axis; consequently,

we will often consider only positive values of r.

If the filter is applied to a frequ~flcy component of amplitude AeEr9ell

and phase 4(r fe) at time zero (time at Which the weight B. is applied),

the effect of filtering is to multiply th6 amplitude A(r fe) by G1(m, r)

and to introduce a phase shift 0l(m, r). If the filter is moved along the
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sampled points of the input frequency component represented by the rotating

vector OMj (Figure 3b) the output of the filter is represented by the

vector rotating at the same rate. The filter acts as a linear trans-
I

ducer characterized by its gain and phase shift for each frequency.

The design of a filter consist# in #eleeting the limits N1 and N2

and in determining the weights Bk (k from N1 to N2 ) so that the actual

transfer function Y1(m,r) of the filter apprcximates a transfer function

Y(m, r) desired for a fixed value of m and a selected range of values of r.

41~ ~ _r-'+

-- ----

o

PIGURE 4
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i'gure 4 is a generalization of Figure 3 which shows the desired and

actual transfer function and the desired and actual effects on a frequency

component of amplitude A(r f ) and phase Y (r f ) at time of applica-

tion of the weight Bo. It can be seen that if E(m, r) is the complex

error in transfer function

E:(m, r) - Y1 (m, r) - Y(n, r) (5)

the error on the contribution of the frequency component is A(r fs).E(m,r).

If the magnitude of Y(m, r) is different from 1, it is usually more

convenient to consider the relative error

E Cmr.r) (6)

I Y(mr)I

If we associate the components of frequencies f and -f, the contri-

b,•tion of the pair of components is as explained previously, double the

projection of OMi on the real axis. Since the transfer function of the

filter exhibits the same property of symmetry with respect to the real axis,

the desired output of the filter for that pair of components is twice the

projection of OM on the real axis, the actual output of the filter is

twice the projection of Ol on the real axis and the error in the.output.-

is twice the projection of MM, on the real axis. Since all the vectors

OMi, OM and 0 1 rotate with the same angular ratio ci, the maximum output

occurs when OC1  is parallel to the real axis, and the maximum error in

the output occurs when M is parallel to the real axis.
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The maximum error in the output is equal to the magnitude of E (m, r)

multiplied by twice the maximum amplitude A(r fe) of the input complex

frequency component.

1MI

r.2
If,

Sa) b)

The maximum error occurs at the time of the maximiu output only if the

vectors O and OM1  are colinear (Figure 5), that is when the desired and

actual phase shifts are equal or differ by 1800. Tm order to avoid this-.0
ambiguity, it is convenient, when CH and are colineax, to con-

aider phase shifts always equal, and algebraic gains: if the vector OT1
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--epre.;.nting Y,(m, r) makes the angle O(in, r) with the real axis, the gain

is pc-itive; if OTI makes an angle 0(m, r) + 1,80 with the real axis,

the gain is negative.

There are usually constraints (relations between the weights of the

filter) which have to be satisfied. Mien these constraints are taken into

account, the problem of designing a filter consists in determining the

coefficients ai of a linear combination of known functions 4 'i(r) to

approximate a desired function H(r), that is

n2 (r) = H(r) (7)

i~ni

The coe•ficients a. represent SCAIC of the weights of the filter;

tre nther weights are subsequently determined by the imposed constraints.

i.'hr. the reýrmissiblo error L(m, r) on YI(m, r) is known, the permissible

error on H%') is knowm. At the Nisnile and Space Division of General

Electric, we have deloped a r1etlhod (the min-m.x technique) which minimizes

the absolute error on B(-). This nicthod requires sl'eition of discrete

values of r. It is b1sically ail itoerative prncess of weighted least

squares, the first it,"ration being a regular least squares fit (all weights

equal to one); the weights ior ati iteration are proportionai to the residuals',

that is the errors o, 11(r), obtained in the preceding iteration. The

z,;al3od apnlies to cc,,i, it.t, C. ý. OUTLS 4?1i(r) and H(r) as weli as to real

functions. In the case of real. functions, some systematic procedure permits

usually to speed up the convergence of the process.
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So far I have talked about general methods of evaluating the performance

of filter& and of designing the filters, Now I would like to discuss briefly

a few specific types of filters we have found useful in out data processing-

investigations.

The first category of filters I went to talk about Is what I call the

cosine type filters. They are symetric filters in which

W; -N N2 - N 1-k •k (8)

and the output is assigned to the time of application of the weight BO

The actual transfer function of sUch filters is a real function, in

other words the phase shift is sero, and the transfer function Is equal to

the algebraic gain, that is

01(0, r) 3 0

N
YI(O, r) - 0(0, r) - + 2 7 Bk cos 2lrkr (9)11 Kai.

Such filters do not change the phase, but alter the amplitude of the

frequency components of the sampled input. Filters of that category we

are going to discuss are the low low-poss filters for very strong smoothing

detemination of mean and trend analysis, the cosine'type sampln filtC r

for frequency analysis and the low-pass filters for smoothing.

The low low-pase filter, ideally passes the DC component without alter&-.

tion , passes the very low frequencies with an attenuation which inreases

with the frequency ratio, and does not pass any frequency beyond a frequency

ratio rd.
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For the design, we specify the conatraint G (0,0) = 1: this condition

is necessary so that a constant input is unchanged by the filter. As a

consequence of the symmetry of the filter, any straight line is preserved

by the filter. Also for a certain number of values of r from rd to .5,

the desired gain is zero (Figure 6a). No specification is necessary for the

downcurve (for r between 0 and td), but it is hoped (and this is

effectively the case) that the actual gain of the designed filter will drop

monot~mically from 1 to about zero in the dovneurve. In the mmn-max I

methol of design, for a specified number N (the filter has 2W41 weights),

the value rd is selected by trial and error so that for r between rd

and .5, the error E (0, r) on the gain does not exceed .01 in absolute

value. That is, such a filter does not pass more than 1% of the maximum

amplitude of any frequency of frequency ratio higher than rd (Figure 6b).

It has been found that for N between 5 and 50, the product Nrd if

approximately equal to the constant value .85.

G(Or) C (0,r

1.00 1.00

.99 nin-Max N a 10

.98 re 0 rd - .084

.03

.02

.01 .01

0 r 0 A
-.01 rd a) -. 01 V V V Va) b)

FIGURE 6
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Consequently, the larger the number of weights in the fliter, the lower

the maximnm frequency which can be passed by the low low-pass filter, hence

the closer to the mean the output of the filter remains. At one extrea.

if we have P sampled data, if we could design a 1ow low-pass filter

P-1
having P weights (N a -), we would have only one possible output: the

mearn. In order to determine a trendj several output points are required.

The smaller N, the larger the number of output points available, but also

the more wiggling the trend curve can have, because the low low-pass filter

passes higher and higher frequencies. At the other extreme, a filter with

N-0 (B - 1, and all other weights zero) passes all the frequencies, does
0

not do any smoothing at all and gives the maximum number P of points to

determine the trend, but with the maximum wiggling. Hence, one must be

very careful about what is desired to determine the trend.

Very well known low low-pass filter is the filter giving the comnmly

called mean or ayerage. All the weights are equal to I That filter
2Nl 1

is also the filter equivalent to least scuare Polynomial fit of deitee zero.

The filter which gives the DC Comgonent in Fourier analysis is a low

low-pass filter having all its weights equal to T except the weights

%N and B which are equal to - . For large values. of N, the-gata
N 4N

of that filter is practically the same as the gain of the filter for deter-

mining the mean.
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Figu"i 7 shows the algebraic gains of two low low-pass filters with

X=50: one designed by min-max, the other the Fourier low low-pass filter.

It can be seen that the Fourier filter drops to zero gain more rapidly

than the min-max filter, but exhibits a strong phase reversal (gain down

to -. 22) and has oscillations which do not exceed .01 only when r be-

comes larger than .20

C(0 1 r GI (O,r)

Min-Pax N -50
.20 =, 0 rd$0 .20 Fourier N - 50

r 0O rd~ .017

.10. .10,

.05 .10 .15

-. 10 -.10

-. 20 -. 20

a) b)
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If we multiply the weights k(LL) of a low low-pass filter by

2 cos 2Lik rs r being a selected valM9 of r, the algebraic gain of the 22
obtained filter is the sum of the algebWfic gain curves of the low low.

eMer lowpass filter centered at frequency ratios re and -t o

• " ~Sinces for frequency ratios departinp from zero by more than r'd the ,•,

i/ ~oscillations of the low low-pass filter gre negligible, the rasultlr8i4

filter has & gain which is practically the gain of the generating low ...

low-pass filter centered at frequency rtioi rs( and -To, since all the

cosine type filters have algebraic gains which are even functions of r).

The resulting filter is then a narrow balpd-pass filter centered at fre-

quency ratio re. It is called the cos8pe tvye samplina filter. Usually

slight corrections to the weights are nuqded to satisfy the constraints

Gj(O,O) - 0 and G 1 (O,r) 1 .. In case of the Fourier filters, these con-

straints are satisfied automatically when re is one of the multiples of

which are the values always used in Fouiqer analysis.

The sampling filter can help us in understanding something I consider

fundamental in the interpretation of the filtering techniques: this is the

frequency content of a finite set of sampled data. When I started this

expose, I assumed that the set of sampled data was infinite, hence the

various frequency components were defined and the effect of a filter on

the input function represented by this $nfinite set of sampled data could

be predicted by analysing the effect of the filter on each Individual fre-

quency component. But the filter has only P weights (or if we want all

the weights for k outside the range -NI to N are zero), hence the output

of the filter depends only upon the sanpled values to which these weights
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can be applied. On the contrary, the function defined by the infinite

series of sampled data depends mostly upon the sampled values not used

by the filter. Consequently, it can be said that there are intrinsic fre-

quencies in the finite set of sampled data which are filtered, and properties

of these frequencies can be shown by moving sampling-filtering along the

data. A few examples will illustrate this point. If the sampled data

have all the same value, the sampling filter with r. = 0 (this is the

low low-pass filter) will produce a constant output equal to the input

value; sampling filter with any other value of r. will produce an output

identically zero. If a pure sine function is sampled, t., output of a

sampling filter is a sine function of same frequency and v, amplitude equal

to the amplitude of the input sine function multiplied by the gain of the

sampling filter for that frequency ratio. A third example: after sampled

aata have been passed through for instance a low-pass filter or a band-

pass filter, some frequencies have been eliminated; any sampling filter

centered on any of the eliminated frequencies produces an output which is

practically zero. Consequently, we can say that in a finite set of sampled

data, there are frequencies, but we cannot separate them, because the avail-

able tools (sampling filters) have a finite bandwidth. The larger the

number of weights of the sampling filter, thi narrower the bandwidth can

be: if the number N becomes infinite, the bandwidth becomes zero and

each frequency can be isolated; such a filter is the Fourier filter with

N infinite.
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But nad, we come to the critical problem in frequency analysis. If,

"we move the sampling filter along a sgt of data, we can notice that the

amplitudes of the approximate sine functions obtained as output vary. The

spectrum is not constant. Hence compromise must be made between frequency

analysis over a small number of data with relatively crude tools, but suffl-

ciently accurate to detect the spectrum variations of interest, and frequency

analysis over a large number of data points which provides a fine, but possi-

bly useless, average spectrum.

It is the beauty and power of the filtering techniques that, through

an algorithm as simple as a weighted average with a moving strip, it is

possible to operate with great precision on a very complicated combination

of frequencies.

I would like, now, to talk about the low-pass filter. This is a filter

which, ideally, passes without alteration, all frequencies for frequency

ratio from 0 to rc (the cut-off frequency ratio), and does not pass any

frequency beyond a frequency ratio r. + rd. In the downcurve, for frequency

ratio r between r. and r. + rd, the gain should decrease monotonically

from 1 to 0.

As for the low low-pass filter, the constraint, Gl(0,0) - I isa jpMje4

and, in the min-max method of design, rd Is selected by trial and error to

limit E (0,r41 to .01. It has been found that for N between 5 and 50,

the product N rd is approximately equal to unity.
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" .r'.e ,, n--r.ober of wei-..{s iTr the fiiter, the

I ~t 15 ? posibic LO c h*! fi-Wurve. Th..s is a vanta,-eous in

s,-oot%,0in, beca6sc rne :.rc.uervcy vor :rcquecy ra.oo smaller than r is

altered, all frequencies ,'eyv.t-,d frqcjvn:ny tatio" + rd arc eliminated,

but the frequencies in the di..ncnrve. aro only at.tenuated. When smoothing

is performed, it Is aissti:-wd t-'.At all th.e information of interest is con-

"tained vitthin frequencies ;ier thai, r. .f and that the downcurve contains

a negligible amount of in[-orztlon. At-haughh a low lcv-pass filter can be

considered as a loy-rasp filtcr with rc . 0. It dffers fundamentally from

rho low-pass filter in t:.. -1a:r. t*-i al( thy intotmr.ation of interest is

ý.nzntain-d in the cwnc,.v'.

The cit-oftL re' ; ode !lecrd larga enough so

that nct !n•-, on of interc.-s i .,,1 ;, sbut asý ýtal' as possible to reduce

t!* t.-c I, a ninimt,.. Th1.44 ve',cron =.y ba viiy difficult and only the

engineer or physicis-t ,E-- i:i 4.sc. , d,1a .s ustally in position to make

the decision. The dara T r,-,.ns.--an van . oxi;r-atlely what frequencies

are prese.t in the data, f.,r tinstnc1- cnut.s;€ t*..C M1 rI,!ber of data points

in a period (either in •e Z"--inc, ia ha'-mnomnic i,- {n..ane. ot the ripples):

the correspondi:ng Lre A'c;: ratio is tie ,,rcc •l of tb,',t rn~br of voints.

But, kth~u .nc~wladý.ý......!'nanoi't*1., under s~utdy, the data processing

ran Ino.- -tat.- w"'it. '" 1 .... .... ' oo to t:•i piie'cmE-non, and which are

noise. incidently, .:. P n, •;;e or.,•.ieer or physicist cannot either

and processing with vavicvus values t..' nrazy be useful.
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T lý.ast square polynomial fit of sampled data is equivalent to a

low-pass filter whose weights and algebraic gain can be determined. For

instance, Figure 8 shows the algebraic gaihs of filters equivalent to least

square polynomial fits of degrees 2 and 4 over 11 points (N=5) and two low

pass filters designed by min-max with the Same number of weights. It can be

seen that beyond the first zero crossing, the least square polynomial

"ilters exhibit strong oscillations. For instance, the least square quad-

ratic filter still pass6 '10 3', f .1-.z amplitude of frequency components of

frequency ratio .30. The least square polynomiai fit of sampled data is

just a particular case of filtering techniques. Conseque'atly, there i. no

sense in taik*Lg of least square polynomIAl tit vertu" ý .... t"'.

The question is: Do we want a filter with a gain curve like the one corres-

ponding to a least square polynomial fit? Personally, I do not think this

is -" very good choice as the Figuire 8 shows for instance. The degree and

number of points of the least square polyniomial fit determine the gain curve.

On the contrary, the great advantage of the general filtering techniques is

that the same gain curve can be specified for any number N: the larger N.

the closer it is possible to approximate the specified gain curve, that is

all. In our data processing of flight test data, we commonly use low-pass

filters with N=50 (101 weights) and a large variety of cut-off frequency

ratios.
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I would like to say a few words about another category of filters,

the sine type filters. They are skew symmetric filters, in which

N" -N N2"N - -kN'' B 0 0

and the output is assigned to the time of application of the weight Bo.

The actual transfer function of stach filters is a pure imaginary

function; in other words, the phase shift is +900, and the transfer func-

tion is equal to the product of j by the algebraic gain, that is

S1(0, r) 3 900

Yl (0, r) - j G1(0,r) (11)

N
with G,(0,r) - 2 X Bk sin 211kr

k-l

We will discuss two examples of sinie type filters: the differentiator

and the sine type sampling filters.

A differentiator is a filter used to determine the derivative at the

central point of a set of 2N+l sample4 data. The gain of an ideal dAff-

erentiator Is

G(O,r) - 21rf - 2Yr fe (-.5<r- .5< (12)

For r - .5 and -. 5, the respective values ok the ideal gain are

7"fe aand - Te fa. But for r a + .5, the value of the gain of an actual

differentiator is 0, hence an actual differentiator can approximate an ideal

differentiator only for a limited ranEe,-r 2 to r 2 , of values of ".
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Siiice, when r varies from 0 to r 2 , the ideal gain varies from 0 to

2flr 2 f., the performance of the actual differentiator can be best evaluated

by the relative error

I (O,r) a O (13)

G(O,r)

In order for the relative error to remain small in the neighborhood of

r - 0, the derivative of the absolute error L(O,r) for r - 0 must be zero.

This provides a constraint between the weights of the differentiator. When

this constraint is satisfied, the actual differentiator yields a constant

value for the derivative of a sampled linear function.

When differentiators are designed by min-max technique, it is found

that only a few weights are needed. For instance N=2 (5 weights) gives a

relative error not exceeding .1% for r up to .10, and 17. for r up to .18.

Wjher differentiation follows smoothing by a low-pass filter, it is

assumed that the frequency components in the downcurve of the low-pass

filter gain are negligible per comparison with the components of frequency

ratio smaller than the cut-off frequency ratio. If this is not the case,

the results may be grossly in error, because the gain of a differentiator

is proportional to the frequency ratio. As a consequence, since all._t. l

information passed by a low low-pass filter is contained in its downcuwe,

results of differentiation after smoothing by a low low-pass filter depend

very strongly upon the selection of the low low-pass filter.
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Incidently, a simple algorithm permits to compute the weights Qf a

single filter producing the same result as the application of two filters

in succession (for instance, low-paso filter followed by differentiator)

but this does not have much practical interest.

If we multiply the weights Bk of a low low-p&ss filter by

2 sin 27rk ra, the obtained filter is of the sine types and its algebraic

gain is the difference of the algebra$o gain curves of the low low-pass il-

tar centered at frequency ratios rs *pd -ra, The resulting sine type

samnlini filter is a very narrow bandepass filter which behaves like the

cosine type sampling filter that we h&ve discussed previously, except that

it introduces a phase shift of 900 instead of 00 on all frequency com-

ponents. The comments we made on the cosine type sampling filters can be

applied to the sine type sampling filters.

The last category of filters I want to talk about is the generalised

filters, which have no symmetry, hence have complex transfer functions. I

will discuss only one type: the intergolation filter. This is a filter

which ideally, for all frequency components of frequency ratio not exceed-

ing a selected maximum value t2, has unit gain and phase shift equal to

m.3600 , where m is the fraction of the sampling interval correspondpj;i

to the time at which the interpolated value Is desired. Each value of m

requires a separate filter. Usually t'jo constraints are added so that a

linear function is not altered after being passed through the interpolation

filter.
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1n;erpolation filters have been designed by min-max technique. It

has been found that for r. = .20, filters designed with N1 = -3, N = 3
2 2

and various values of m from -. 5 to .5, have transfer functions for which

the magnitude of L (m, r) does not exceed .0004 for values of r not ex-

ceeding .20.

For any value of m, there is a generalized filter equivalent to the

Lagranze Interpolation Formula using sampled data points for k from N1

to N2 . Hence it is possible to evaluate the Lagrange interpolation formula

by determining the transfer function of its equivalent generalized filter.

It can be shown that when N1 and N2 go respectively to -L and + , the

Lagranpe iner [i.-.vl ciuLa u£lhL1iCa'htzu ~
is E (m, r) F 0 for all values of r from 0 to .5. It is good practice

to take N1 = - N2 = - N.and have m between -. 5 and .5. For given m

and selected permissible maximum value of the absolute errorlE (m,r)l , r2

increases monotonically as N increases. For instance, for N - 50, and

m not exceeding .5, I (m,r)1 does not exceed 10-7 for any value of r

not larger than .30.

It must be remembered that, for a finite set of sampled data, there is

no such thing as the value of the function at any time other than at the

sampling times: a function is defined only if k goes from -0- to -#to 0

But it is possible to consider the sequence of approximations of that unknown

value obtained by Lagrange interpolation formula with increasing values of

W. Beyond a certain value of N, the successive approximations are equal

for all practical purposes. Care must be taken to limit the round off errors:
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for large values of N, each weight must be defined with enough sipificaht

digits, hence double precision may be necessary for computing the inter-

polation value.

It is often said that "wiggling" ingreases when the degree of the

Lagrange interpolation polynomial increases. If the wiggling is not-pro-

duced by the skewness of the filter (Nl riot close to -12), an'bye being'

larger than .5, the wiggling really exists in the data, and is shon when

N Is sufficiently large. Eliminating this wiggling is a smoothing opera-

tion, which can be best performed by first smoothing the sampled data points

by a low-pass filter as discussed above, then interpolating with a Lagrange

*u**,.* .4.11fragj nod

in the data have been eiimnLnateu.

I would like finally to say a few words about various methods of fre-

quency analysis.

We have discussed the Fourier method, which is computer time consuming

when applied to a large number of data points, an# is of poor accuracy when

applied to a small number of data points, From the result of the cosine

type and sine type Fourier sampling filters, estimates of the npoer spectral

density A2 (rs fs) can be computed by the square root of the sun of the

squares of the output of the sampling filters for r - ra. Estimate of the

phase. i (r. f.) can be obtained also.
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T'-he power spectral density can also be determined by averaging the

squares of the outputs of one sampling filter (cosine type or sine type).

Trhis is the digital equivalent of a classical analog filter technique. The

digital operations are quite time consuming and the resul depends upon the

compromise between the bandwidth of the sampling filter and the number of

outputs available for squaring and averaging.

In brief, frequency analysis by filtering techniques is not very effi-

cient. On the contrary frequency analysis by Fourier transform of autoco-

variance (average lagged products) is vety fast. The accuracy is limited

by two facts: with a finite set of sampled data, only estimates of autoco-

variance can be obtained, and only a finite number of terms of the Fourier

series are available. The result is a noisy spectrum which has to be smoothed.

Tukey uses i very w.eak low low-pass filter ha~ng N - I. We have obtained

re,•i.ts which appear more satisfactory by using a low low-pass filter hav-

lug N-5. However, one always wonders how the information is altered by

smoothing, In addition, as explained previously, any frequency analysis

involves a compromise between a rough but varying spectrum defined by a

small number of data points and a fine average spectrum defined by a large

number of data points.

Filtering techniques can be used advantageously in power spectral anal-

ysis of very low frequencies contained iii extremely large sets of sampled

daLa. The data are passed through a lryV-pasn filter so that the sampled

frequency of the filtered data can be reduced considerably; in that manner,

the number of calculations necessary in the determination of autocovariances

is not prohibitively large.
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In this expose, I have attempted to stress the importance of the -notion

of frequency content of a finite set of sampled data, to show how this can be.

Used to develop filtering techniques and apply them intelligently and with

caution. I have limited to a minimum the number of equations. Hathematical

developments in the theory and design of the filters, and mumerical results,

for instance the weights and performnce of specific filters, som of them

which have not been discussed here, van be found in a report (*) which is

available upon request.

(*) M. A. Martin -- Digital Filters for Data Processing, TIS NO. 62SD484,
General Electric Company, Missile and Space Division,

P. 0. Box 8555, Philadelphia 1, rpsylvania,
October 1962.
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&AAR M ALYSIs P MS a s
-RESEITATION TO DATA USER'S CONFERENCE 1963

1. Introdtion

The presentation on radar topics given to the 1962 Data User's Conference

familiarized the audience with the philosophy of RCA•,4TP radar accuracy

evaluations and characterized several associated projects. In continuing

the program outlined at that time, the radar systems evaluation activities

during the past year covered studies of the operational accuracy of several

AN/FS-16 radars which not only permitted oonsolidation of the present

accuracy capabilities but also revealed areas of errors and tracking prob-

lems which require continued efforts towards adequate solution.

In supportinG the AXR radar activities, a variety of problens in the cate-

gories of Syoteas Application, Data Utilization and Operational Techniques

were dealt with. To illustrate these efforts in improving the AML radar

utility, h!ghllghts are presented on the subjects of reflectivity meezur-

zentz as the "4th dsta coordinate", refinements in ter•rinal trajectory

covernee, n.nd experience froma MhCURY radar operations. QH1

Ž. Accziracy Evaluation

To bain n retlijtic nicvoy of the accuracy of the uprani~e A1/FI--16 rida:rs

Sdurinr live ýiLsile operatLion, the radnri at Ovpe Canaveratl, Grand Brhaia,

carter C-y and Zan Snividor were exnilned in Lreat detail, and nti f.ericpl in-

vestlgaton. were extended to the radaro at 1atrick A.F.B., East Island (i.R.)
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ant, cnsion. For the uprange radars, the AZUSA HK II system's position

da'• served as reference, and typical ballistic missile tests were

selected to obtain overlapping lata coverages well in excess of 100 sec,

duration.

The common objectives of the evaluations consisted of determining the dis-

persion and bias values in the radar data under the conditions charaoteris-

' teal for the investigated tests. Furthermore, efforts were devoted to the

identification of errors of unexpected nature and magnitude which were

Sdetected frequently and stresied the importance of the station-by-station

analyses. In selecting miosile tracys for radar accuracy

evaluation Durposes,

a long data time span is of primary importance and, secondly, it is desirable

tz o•over Zsvorable as well a.3 problematic tracking conditions in order to

di;1-2; 1,1he resulting variations in data quality. It should be noted that

only few vehicles are equipped with beacon antenna systems which provide con-

tinuously good signal propagation for the uprange and midcourse radars and,

therefore, almost every missile type reveals tracking peculiaritities which

exert some degrading effects upon the quality of radar track.

The random errors in the radnr data which are customarily evaluated by the

sriate difference method over short (2 sec) time spans, have not revealed

new information and agan confirmaed good correlation between their magnitude

ana the predictable receiver noise effects. For this reason, checks on

consistency between predicted and observed random noise are a valuable tool

for detecting departures from nominal performance as they may occur due to

imperfect systems alignment (radar-dependent causes) or due to target glint,

beacon pattern effects, or signal scintillations (target-dependent causes).

As examples for this type of checks, Figs. 1 and 2 display estimates of
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random errors in radar angle data vs %Ite-eoincident weolieer S/N-fatio, and __

.. the straight referen.'e lines a th(S/N) represent the nominal relationship

A between random errors and signal-to-notse ratio predicted on the basis of.

the technical radar operating parameters. Whereas Fig. 1 tesotifiea

remarkably good agreement of the expertmental data and a somewhat better than __

expected radar performance, Fig. 2 portrays the situation when thekrwdar vas t

in basically good alignment but encountered severe disturbances from beacon

pattern irregularities and associated shifts of the radar balance point.

In general, the AM experiences with AN/FPS-16 radars show that the random

noise can be held close to the thermal noise predictions, and the guide

value - 10 ft n o.l are considered as a conservative

standard for track under fairly stable signal conditions. There are condi-

tions where the random noise rendera lower thw. predicted values. These

lcpart'arci usually coincuide with tracking conditions which approach the

static case, i.e., when the dynmtic servo requirements are small or negligible.

Necessarily, any stictlon effects produce the net result of no noise during

the time the antenna Is held stationary, and conversely, the appearance of

zero noise during track at low angular rates is a good indicator for the

existence of stction.

The combined random-and-oyclic errors, which are evaluated from the radar/re-

ference differences and expressed in terms of standard deviations about a

constant mean, displayed values larger than the random arrors. This is as

expected since the AZUSA/Radar differences reflect the error spectrum down to

virtual zero frequency components (constant bias) and, consequently, reveal

the radar's low frequency errors which are excluded by the variate difference

evaluation.
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4hen inoring those tracking portions where multipath interference or veri-

fied ýarget-dependeut disturbances produced excessive tracking Jitter, the

grand average of the dispersions obtained from a total of several thousand
seconds tracking time yielded the guide values - 20 ft and C=

AA AE~
0.2. These estimates necessarily include the noise contributions by the

AZUSA reference data and a slight inflation due to the fact that the parallax

* ,ween AZUSA and Radar tracking reference on the vehicle was not reconciled.

The errors originating from this cause are most pronounced in the radar range

data and even permit to reconstruct the magnitude of the apparent parallax.

It is worth noting and testifies for the general performance status of the

radars that there are no drastic differences between the average data quality

of different radar stations. Test-to-test vsria-non.- are certainly notice-

able and largely related to target type, tracking Leowetry, and signal

quality.

In the class of radar bias errors, the accurncy evaluations failed yet to dis-

play consistently small magnitudes of the elevation and ruIge bias although

the field radar orientations and any corrections are carried out most

diligently. The problems in this area are more deep-rooted, and continued

investigations are necessary to assess the stability of the orientation tar-

vets, consistency of radar alignment, effects of propagation between radar

and tracked vehicle, and .he errors which may be hidden even in the reference

data and their transformation. To illustrate the bias problem, it was found

that the AZUSA MA II/Radar data comparisons yielded average negative range

bias in the radar data from all stations, and that the test-to-test disper-

sions were smallest for radar 1.16. Whereas the general tendency cannot be

explained at this time, the display of a particularly small spread in the

radar 1.16 range calibrations appears to be the result of zero settings on
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an uncluttered range target (located in the Indian River) and of he t ah t• •

that this radar can usually measure the range to the missile already prior

to its launch and align the range tracker's beacon delay correction aocording

to the surveyed radar/pad distance. At several downrange stations, the range

calibration targets are less favorably located. Since the beacon delay

adjustments need to be made on the basis of reported uprange measurements,

zero-set bias introduced by the local reference target remains in the data.

Ms~de of the examination of the radar accuracy under field operating con-

lit'ons, the station-by-station studies proved quite beneficial with regard

to the detection a:t tracking problems peculiar to the physical and tracking

environment of individual radare. A few of these unforeseen problems and

the actions taken to their solution are presenteds

a. The radar 3.16 displayed unusually large Asimuth errors when track was

acquired on ballistic missile launches at low elevation angles, and larger

than typical overwater multipath noise persisted in the elevation data up to

about 2.50. The compilation of data from a numbeA of similar tests and their

normalization with respect to Azimuth-dependent errors A A(A) formed a fairly

well behaved pattern which proved that the radar's Azimuth data in the

direction of Cape Canaveral contain errors with magnitudes between -l'and

-3"as long as E,<.5 0 . Figure 3 displays the results from four tests in the

form of plots ofA A vs.A with accompanying curves E(A).

A plausible explanation for these phenomena consists of the radar 3.16 sur-

roundings by high trees some of which are cut off to form an aisle in the

direction of the launch area. The tree formations alone the aisle are well

capable of generatin. r•ultipath interferonce, parti(nlarly when high humidity

raises their reflection coefficient. Since the errors are beyond control and
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yt~air oeit-to-test variations are rather sizeable, no satisfactory error

Scorrection can be accomplished and it was found preferable to limit the pub-

2lication of radar 3.16 flight test data (xyz) to the condition where E<2.50 .

b. During tracks on particular missile types, the radar 0.16 and 3.16 AZUSA

data comparisons evidenced temporary systematic Azimuth and Elevation errors

which occur time coincident with the passage of strong cross-polarization

between beacon and radar antenna. The errors represent a special version of

target-dependent angular scintillation noise such as commonly known as glint

and also encountered in conjunction with the passage of beacon pattern

;t.nima. In these particular cases, the angular aberrations reached magni-

tudes of up to approximately 2"at Radar 3.16 and of up to more than 10 at

Radar 0.16. The significance of this kind of disturbances which were observed

occasi.onally also at other stations, lies in the difficulty of their identi-

ficat'on and in the great problem of their correction. Of particular

interest io the situation at Mdsr 3.16 (Pig. 4) where the shift proEresses

quite slowly and gives no other indication than a barely noticeable decay

and recovery of the signal strength. By compsrison, the error development

takes place far more rapidly at Radar 0.16 and, consequently, manifests

itself by servo errora proportional to the dynamic torque requirements.

Regardless of thi3 indication, only a knowledgeable observer is able to

properly interpret these recordings in real time (Fig. 5). To avoid that

this type of errors inadvertently enters the flight test data publications,

several approaches are taken:

a. On the basis of AZUSA/Radar data comparisons, the radar tracking

quality is examined and spans containing position differences in excess

of 200 ft. are rnot published.
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b. The data spans missing from a certain atationlon ao~ount of~editinl
: , (a. above) are replenished if data from another radar are available.

• ~o. In the case of polarization - depandept errors, it is attempted to

!•i•obtain undegraded data from a radar circumventing the prcblem by using •

circular antenna polarization.

d. As a long-term solution, improved vehicle/radar antenna compatibility

is pursued.

e. If a solution (d) cannot be accomplished and the trajectory/radar'

geometry permits, skin track can be selegted as alternate mode to bridge

the time portions during which beacon track is disturbed. Even a moderate

degradation of data quality by increased noise Js preferable to the un-

certainties of disturbed beacon track, particularly in real-time data

utilization for present-position and Impact Prediction displays.

In pursuing the instrumental solutions, the operation of the Carter Cay

Radar with circular antenna polarization has rendered quite satisfactory

results, demonstrated by apparent immunity against balance point shifts

which were experienced simultaneously at the Grand Bahama Radar under closely

similar tracking geometry. To gain better insight into the parameters

governing this particular problem, a cross-polarization/tilted phase front

simulator is engineered to permit tests under controlled conditions.

Fig. 6 shows the results of a cross-polarization run which demonstrates the

radar's Azimuth and Elevation axis shift at cross-polarization angles above

700.

3, Radar Cross-Sectional Area Measure m1 nts

In the past 1-1/2 years, the AMR received an increasing demand for reflei-

tivity data on various vehicles; e.g., entire missile-, r-entry bodies,

ind space vehicles. To meet these demands with adequate accuracy adr.'
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e efficiency prior to the availability of the AN/FF4-6, AN/TP*-16

a•o• tj r-axrýr, several Ai/EPM-16 radars were suitably instrumented and

Sprocezaing routines developed. The chart (Fig. 7) shows the extent of

present facilities by listing the AMR C-Band radar stations and their equip-

ment for signal strength recordings. Aside of the standard strip chart

recording, four radars are equipped with DC/FM converters, five radars with

iual channel recording capability, and one radar offers video film record-

ing of the output of a fin-log receiver for multi-target registration.

The dual channel modification is noteworthy for the reason that it permits

collection of echo data by means of v saparate (non-tracking) receiver

channel which is gated at echo arrival time while the radar tracks the

vehicle's beacon. In this manner, echo data can be obtained from opera-

•ional targets without interference between the objectives of high-quality

..et:_,ia collection and reflectivity measurements.

4t1ile the reduction of reflect7vity data from analog and film recordings

requires tedious hand reading of the individual iaeaa-are.nents, at the

desired sampling rate, the DC/fl.: converted AGO voltage measurements are

suitable for automated processing of large and densely sampled data

quantities and thereby offer higher time resolution and fine-grain ampli-

tude quantization. For these advantages, the necessary computer programs

were established and radar calibration methods finalized which deliver

high-grade cross-sectional data as a side product of the radar missile

tracking operations. The flow diagram (Fig. 8) shows the principal steps

of the program which yields C-Band reflectivity data in plotted and tabular

form at a data rate of 10/sec (filtered AGC) or 100/sea (unfiltered):

The radar's analog AGO voltage controls a telemetry-type DC/FM converter

the frequency of which is recorded on magnetic tape, uring a spare
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channel of the standard digital data recorder. To provide the required

frequency discrimination, a tape speed of 15 ips is employed. The EM re-

cordings are linearized and quantized in the Automatic Telemetry Reduotion

(TAME) process and yield numerical values S/N (t) at a sampling rate of

"100/sec.

.Radar cross area data Ae (t) are derived iq the "RACO" program vhich filters

the 100/sec S/N weasurements, accepts the radar range data R(t) and solves

Ae C db/m 2 ) = S/Ni (db) * 40 log RI (yds) C C
ei

where C is the station constant describing the radar's RF lo@o Wain, de-

rived from track on a target of known radar cross-sectional area (usually

the standard 6" diameter aluminum sphere), The computer results A. (t) are

presented in tabular foria as exemplified by Fig. 9, consisting of a machine

plot with time-coincident tabulation of the numerical reflectivity values.

The amplitude resolution of the maching plot is usually selected to display

0.5 db/step, whereas the numericalvalugs are rounded off at the 3rd

decimal place. To aid the data interpretation by 'he user, the GEPL display

contains in addition to the data Ae Wt) a machine plot and tabulation of

ýhe values S/N(t) recorded by the radar, These data permit easy recog-

nition of conditions under which the re~lectivity data become of questionable

value or invalid; e.g., when S/N = 0 or when the S/N ratio exceeds the

dynamic range of the DC/FI converter, thus resulting in clipped reflectivity

data.

To demonstrate the reproduction of signal strength measurements by the DC/74

conversion process, Fig. 10 shows a brief interval of analog echo AGC record-

ing and the time-corresponding unfiltered "TARE" data. Note that the

limited response of the analog recording obscures details of 'he signal

structure, particularly when large amplitude variations alternate in
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In rapid sequence.

When reconciling the field measurements, radar AGC calibration, sphere

track, and computer processing required for producing reflectivity data,

the question may be raised why the data manipulation does not resort to

the somewhat simpler nethod of comparing test vehicle measurements directly

with sphere track measurements. This method which lends itself to a

solution requiring only a relative rather than an absolute S/N calibration

of the radar's AGO voltage has been considered but was bypassed for reasons

which are peculiar to Lhe Alofl radar operations philosophy.

In order to monitor and docuaent the radar RF systeias performance, sphere

tracka are made at regular intervnls, And furthorr~ore, the post-flight ;er-

forriance evaluations require dependable S/N calibrations which permit

comi-arison between predicted and observed signal strength and investigation

ihenomenn such ai flme attenuation and reentry propagation losses. For

these pur.oseo, accurate S/N calibrati6ns are a matter of daily routine,

and any sphere track is used to re-check the radar's RF performance. With

these field procedures being a natter of course and delivering the cali-

brations S/N vs. AGC and the constant 0, it is most expedient to design the

reflectivity data processing as initially outlined.

The quality of reflectivity measurements produced by the described program

has been analyzed from the viewpoints of absolute accuracy, disperason,

and dependency on signal level. For this,sphere tracks were conducted

and the routine processed data compared with the nominal results. The

tabulation (Fig. 11) lists the numerical results of such an evaluation in

terms of the mean error in a 10 sec. data span, the standard deviation of

the data in the same span, and finally, the grand totals for runs performed

by three different radars. Each set of measuremen W belongs to a certain
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target distance, and the range difference between successive sets is

2,000 yds. Fig 12 displays the error distributions from the same data

e•ets and stressea the small station-to-station variability as well as the

relatively small dispersions and their nearly uniform station-to-station

profile. On the basis of these anlyses, it vas found safe to state that

the measurements collected by any one of the radars would produce reflec-

tivity data with errors of less than 3 db at a 95U confidence level.

A separate factor entering the reflectivity data quality is the influence

of the S/N ratio 1pon dispersion and bias, since at low S/N the effects

of receiver thermol noise become pronounced, and small systems instabilities

.Wy cause bias errors. To checR this problem, sphere tracks were carried

out to low S/N values, and Fi, 13 illustrates that the bias and dispersion

behavior for the range between 50 db Fnd 17 db does not reveal any charac-

teristic changes. These were found, however, as soon as S/W E- 5 db and

lisplayed a rapid growth of the dispersions and also of larger bias

fluctuations. (It i• to be noted that the tests conducted for this type

of studies necessitate careful control even over the sphere launch. In

cases where high humidity results in spurious reflectivity of the carrier

balloon, the measurements have shown to beiome severely contaminated by

target-dependent tignal flucluations).

In. conclusion of the topic on radar cross-sectional measurements, it may be

ztated that the efforts in using Mi/FPS-16 operational echo signal strength

n.eciurements have resulted in n production program which furnishes cross-

sectional dnta with quite satisfactory nccuracy and with a resolution well

suited for signature, ipectrnl and stati:-t-cal analyses by the Data User.

The calibration techniques developed in support of th- r r-ram permit

checks on the r-dar's W1 loop gain to with>n : D.5 db, and the radnr
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..rej1e.ol? clibrrtion3 were found to be reproducible to wi.thin Z 0.25 db.

RxrFr rtk

ca_4 qr da:t from reentry vehicle coverages were nnalyzed to determAne their

utility for iLnpact location purposes. If the radar tracks the vehicle to

splesh, Lhe location is determined by the siant range and azimuth Leasure-

aents coinciding with the t'.he of' the reentry vehicle's signal disappear-

ance, and the geodetic impact location merely requires trannforwqtion of the

radar i;easurer, ents. The splash event is to be determained from the radar

signal strength recoraing or from video signil docuiientation. The analog

strip chert record of the receiver AGC voltage was found to render the

instant of teacon signal failure to approximately C.05 sec., whereas pulse-

to-;ulse video photography produced tiraing accuracies to approximately C.OC3

sec. 7`1g. 14 illustrotes the beacon signal failure at splash as recorded

!v oth of the above methods, end emphasizes that the analog recording may

introduace sorue timing, urerti.intM; ,!ue to limited pen roý;ponse and also as

the result of .3ignsl trend variations which nre not rel.hted to the splash

event.

Using the final tIL2 impact locatoon- as reference, several Radar 12.16

i.~nct meas'irenent; were evaluatel aniq rendered the scatter Ciiplay of

kig. !:. it is noteworthy thmt all radar-ioea3ured impacts agree to better

than 150 ft. with the :>ILS data Rnd indicate an apparent radar range bias

:n the order of +120ft. lie radar's angular accuracy in measuring the

Azimuth to Lapact is shown to be bettrw than 0.3 mils rnd, consequently,

well within the dispersion to be expected under these tracking conditions.

The accuracy of this rather simple methodi the independence from other

systems, and the ease of processing the radar data make the procedure

attractive for impact outside the :UILS net and, furthermore, offer the
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possibility for rapid processing; e.g., for quick-look purposes, More

experiences need to be jained to asse"s the linmitations of the uethod R!d

to define the *.oot suitable data handling. Of particular importance is a

definition for the ability of the radar in measuring impact range and

nz:Uauth at distances near and beyond the radar horizon where Lultipatb ond

ducting have strong effects upon signal propagation and data noise contert.

.5. ,QRCJRY Sup~ort

The mnn~ed orbital missionz during 1962 gave the opportunity to examine

the radar tracking performance and techn:-cal/operational radar problems

associated with launch phase, orbital passes, and re-entry. Of special in-

terest were the effects of pattern wobbulatlon, the usefulness of the

automatic range acquisition systeJ;i, and the C-Band propagation cond".tions

during the capsule descent.

The pattern wobbulation, ayiplied to two sectors of the cal:sule's C-Band

antenna coversgc for the purpose of pktterr zi,.ooth.ing, was utl. szed on

all :aRnned testo. A detaileCd evalustion showed that the syztem provided

exactly those coverage and trackjnl iizirovenqents which were predicted on

the basis of theory and preceding sifrulations. FiG 16 illustrates the

reduction in zignal Variations by showing the power level spread which

was experienced by hrdar 1.16 when looking into the modulated and into

the unmodulated pattern portions. The significance of the reiuced anpli-

tudes is to be seen in a drastic flattening of pattern nulls which

otherwise give rise to increased tracking noise and balance point shiftz,

and forthormore, in the improved signal detection probability by a radar

which shall acquire the cap.sule while looking into the interference rAttcrn

portion. Numierically, the pattern smoothing rod:co,! the level spread

(worst conditions) from between 23 and 30 db down to approxis-at ! . db.
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m to lick of external reference, no analysis was conducted. of te total

0 er-rorz e:zerlenced duSrin lobe psasges. On the basia of the experiences

ith .aora 0.16 and 3.16, however, it is likely that thc radar track,

when nposed to the urmodulated p'ttern portions, contained sizeable teon-

porary error3. The increased data noise shown in Pig 2 s indicative

F for these events.

SThe autonat'c range icquisition systei, (ARAT), developeA for the purpose

of expeditious radar acquisition under adverse signal conditions, was

incorporated At radar 1.16 and employed during 1UIRCUAY orbital passe3.

SFig. 17 ezciplifio• the ranzge track position as a function of tiMe for

a typioal high-upeed target acquisition, and T'!5 15 coiasnreu the

acquisition delay-; of .1,RAT with those which are Lyic',l for manual range

tracker control by ;k l1e4 operators. The main features of this acquisition

, r•, to be seen in the well controlled logic and in the alnLost perfect

irLunity to rei;.otely triggered beacon replies as they are present in rulti-

station operations. The latter was achievod through "bilateral coding'e

which permits the radar to acquire only that target signnl which appears

with a special locally generated pulse-spacing, %nd relinquishes the need

for the operator to determine which one of the receiveC ;ignals represents

the local reply.

Valuable experiences :ere ýined during the 1ý,RCURY re-entries along the

A;.R. The s lgnal sorength :,.easurements during this flight portion rendered

data on the C-Band propagation losses due to re-entry ionization which

showed to be in the order of 20 db nox, and pern•itted to sustain

continuous radar track luring the capsule's descent. The fact that the

C-Band beacon loop as the only ftY link remained operable, prompted an in-

veatigation of its use as nn auxiliary conurunication means. IlAse position
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:Lodulation and the characteristic range modulation caused by thq pattern

wobasatIon were considered as carrier for two-way narrow-band comnunicaIto-

and telemetry purposes, and checked during ground tests and live capsule

track.

in the proposal of this syatem, special care wau taken to ascertain full

compatibility between the coiunications function and the pulse-sequencing

required for multi-station radar track, and furthermore, that no degradation

of the radar tracking performance could arise with this additional utili-

zitlon of the rrdir beacon looi.
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THE CYCLIC ERROR A,", AN ATMOSPHERIC

RHEFhfC'rI ON PHENOMENON

Examplcs of the cyclic error in missile free-fall data col-
lected by AZUSA MK ii are di;'cussed. A suggestion'that anomalous
atmcspheric refraction is the 6ouirce of this error is offered.
In support cf this suggestion two possible causes are presented:
(W) Turbulent, mix.n of the lower atmosphere can lead to dif-
ferential refradtion effects in a phase comparison tracking
system and can lead to temporal changes in the zero-set of the
'nzt--axent. (2) A wave-like perturbation on the interface be-
tween two :ifferent-density layers of the atmosphere can lead
to apparent cyclic deviations of a missile from a ballistic orbit.

ire effects of time variability of the index of refraction
crn t'he zero-set ,of AZUSA 14K II is analyzed. It is shown that

-uio-z phcsc differences are introduced into the data that are
-'_ne.rly proporzlonal to the variability of the index of refrac-
l,.• alon.. the pat}, bctween the instrument, and the target pole.

%:2f ofdonce of the turbulent nature of the atmosphere,
o- patoulnr fr-equonciec of concern, precludes one from mak-

an anyc::arso: betwen the periods and amplitudes of the-. ,:nule•.u ann tho:"..."- of thý." data.

A much .!.pl1fied model of a sinusoidal wave on the inter-
face of a two-layer atmospnere is also discussed with regard to
its effect en a rhase com-crarison tracking system. It is shown
that such a mo-iel can lead to quasi-periodic oscillations in the

.ta cciecte by, the inetrumont. The periods and amplitudes
c.; the ncisý,.gcn'erated by rtuch a model ar: ".n geheral agreement

what i- cb"erved. A 7 e4

iNTRODUCTION

For practical purpcies, after the thrust of a ballistic
-1soile is terminated, the missile will travel in an ellipti-
zal orbit which intersects the surface of the earth at some
-o'n' down range. The routine evaluation of the AZUSA track-

system includes fitting post-burn-out data to an ellipse*
'zn4 differencing the individual data points and this computed
Keplerian eliipaz.

*S t'rl sc,1. n , since therc are perturbl'rg 'ffects, the or-
bit Is ne xctly an ellipse. A poWer' S.r.es. r:.lution to the
ezuatIons cf motion is a.s..:ie d, and the coefIici.,ents of the series
,.-,:ch is t:rneated at th. fourth, power) are determined by a

. .. . . .c . .. . . f i t o f t h e d a t a .
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kr.o:g the deviations from the ellipse that have been noted
Zaie:%a;!on or nctse which appears to be cyclic in nature.

rericdza of this cyclic noise are on the erber of seconds. The
7oertds are obtained by a power cspectrum analysis of the Keplerian
differences.

The amplitude of the noise is not constant, but rather
varies from day to day. It has been noted that on the days when
the noise is most pronounced we find several associated facts:
In the first place, during the zero-set procedure, while AZUSA is
looking at a target pole, the apparent motion of the target pole
is not zero. In addition, on the days when the noise level is
high the pre-flight calibration, or zero-set, differs considerably
from the post-flight zero-set. It has been noted in a very sub-
jective manner that the days on which high noise levels are observed
the weather in the vIcinity of the launch site is of a particular
type; ,hereas, on days when the noise level is low the weather
situation is considerably different.

A great many hypotheses have beeni advanced to explain the
cyclic deviations from the Keplorian elliptze during missile free-
fall. For one reason or another, most of the hypotheses have
been abandoned. It appears at the present time that the data
error has its souueVQ In the atmosphere. Today we shall look in-
mc ants matter from the standpoint of psclsblc ateespheric effects,
In particular, we shall considejr two possible hypotheses and in
-v '.% •'~:" ects -nne r attempt to show that these hypotheses can

. ]. .• least a part of the low-frequency or cyclic noise.
x.til recently, lack of adequate instrumentation has prevented us
from a.... r.g...•. oroul test of the hypotheses. The necessary
instrnmentation is now available, and we are in the process of
collectInC the necessary data.

W'here are at leant two ways in which toe atmosphere can
affect a tracking systom szuch as ASUSA. Firstly, the level of

* turbulence, that is the mixing of thv air, can distribute water
vapor in such a fashion as:, to create anu::!alons refraction zones
in, which the s~ignal arriving at one antenna i:; affected in a dif-
ferent nanner from :t gnal arriving at another anlt-nna. Secondly,
we ;hall consider thio po,'ibility of perturbations un a (dcnsity
interface in the Jower atmosphere.

2. EXAMPLES OF THE PIOBILEM

Figure 1 is a -i.aph ichwing tho Koplerian differences of
the direction cosines. . and a and the range R as functions of time
for Range Test 101. The procedure used to construct this graph
is as follows: The data taker after final burn-out, that Is after
all engines havc shut down, are fitted by least squares to a trun-
cated power series oolution to the equations of motion. Once this
orbit has been constructed each individual data point is then dif-
ferenced from the orbit and these differences are plotted In Figure
1. Several features, of the graph can be noted, and these will be
discussed as time proceeds. 'Ino first feature to be notice( is
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f,; ray path. One signal ill, fr example, be retarded more
t•-. ar e other •ignal. This anomalous refreztlve effect will ap-
p: [ as a spurious phase difference in the tracking equipment and
will lead to an erroneous position determination. Moreover, If
tne differential refraction of the two signals changes with time,
any target velocity measurements or calculations, will be dele-
teriously affected.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the atmosphere is
not horizontally stratified with regard to index of refraction so
that anomalous propagation effects are to be expected. The tur-
bulent mixing and movements of high refractive index air in the
tracking environment should and do introduce noise into missile
trajectory data.

Unfortunately, it is a physical impossibility to be able
to monitor the time changes of index of refraction throughout the
entire region of space to be traversed by tte radio signals. We
can, however, measure the index of refracti(n and its time varia-
bility at a point or a series of points on the ground. If we then
MAke some assumptions about the spatial var.!ation of the index, it
becomes pcssible to aay a little bit about !he effects of the tur-
bulent mixing of the atmosphere on the tracking system data.

At the present time the AZUSA zero-.ret is corrected by
xising an index of refraction obtained by osonventioisal meteorologl-
cal means. Since the zero-set is corrected only at the beginning

- test, any changes in local index during the test will result
in error:; in data recorded during the test.

Recently a recording refractometer has been installed at
the AZUSA site, making it possible to chcok the variations in
index of refraction during tests. Of the recovdings made during
several recent tests it was noted qualitatively that the differences
between pre- and post-calibrmJ1..ons of the direction cosines t and m
and the range R on thc var!•us targct polev. were correlated with
the variability of the refractometer recordings. Figure 3 shows
two examples: In Test 3P, the refractometor vecording is relatively
smooth and the differences between pre- and post-caflbrations are
small. In Test 2683 the refractometer recording is quite variable
and the differences between pre- and post-calibration ape, in
general, large.

The principle on which AZUSA is based is shown schemati-
ially in Figure 4. The phaue zingle between two signals is given
by

-- ---r -D (1)

where n is the average index of refraction along the ray path,
is the wave length of the slgnni in a vacuun, and D is the geometric
path length difference.
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The phase angle between the reference signal from the
c¢cillator and the received signal from the target transponder
is contained in the signal out cf each of the mixers. We may
thus express the phase angle out of each mixer respectively asi'mi ~21rnls8

and

whe-e S d : ,, arc the dltance;, between the target and each

antenna. Let 2n/, = K, I.hLn

0i = KI) 8 (4)

•2 = Kn 2 s2- (5)

If W'.'e a~sSR that the signal from the reference oscillator
introduces no additional phape difference, then the difference be-
t*,r 4•nd •,,. out ,c. th•e phase detector expresses the phase

diffe.ence between tte -signal traveling path sI and that traveling

path s2 (4) and yields

802 - a5 = K(n 2 s1 - n2s9.) .6)

Let us consider tww enses: Case I where n. n, and Case

II where n2 / i1.,.

Case I: n 1 = 11.

Equation (6) ima'y now be written as

50 = Km- S - Q2)= KnD. (7)

Since K and D are invariant, the error In 60 is a function

of the eror in n:

6t + AC = iKnD + KDAn (8)

A\ = KDAn. (9)

Equation (9) shows the relationship between the error in the phase
difference (consequencly the direction cosiune) and the error in
determining the Index of Vruction.
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It is immediately apparent that A÷ decreases if D is de..
S•reased. In fact, if D is made equal to zero, no error in the
mhaae d±fference will occur regardless of the error in index of
S•efracticr.

Case II: n 4 n2.

Let n 2  nI + 6n. Equation (6) may now be written as

60 = K [nls - s,,(n, + 6n)1. (10)

Simplification yields

6= K(n D - 6n))

Since, in the reduction of the AZUSA data, 6n is assumed
to be zero, the difference between equations (7) and (11) repre-
senta an error of -Ks 6n. If we now consider an error in the

determination of n,, (11) can be expressed as

64' + A' = KnI D + KMID - Ks 2 6n; (12)

A( = K (Un D - sa6n), (13)

where AnI is the error in determining the mean index of refraction,

and 6n is the difference between the true indices of refraction
along the two ray paths.

The first error tcrm in (13) can be reduced by letting D
approach 0. For a vtatlonary target the second error term will
average to zero ovrci a reasonable time period if 6n behaves in a
random fashion.

Consider the time changes in the index as bting caused by
a spatial distribution of index passing across the observation point.
It can be sec.t that, in 0.1 probability, the 6n in (13) does not
behave in a random fashion. As a matterof fact, evidence gathered
by the National Bureau of Standards and others tends to indicate
that it does not. Power spectra of turbulent wind data and turbu-
lent index of refraction data show marked peaks at various fre-
quencies in the spectrum. Unfortunately, little if any data are
available in the region of interest to us; that Isin the region

of about 10l cycles per second. The National Bureau of Standards
is undertaking a contract to study this problem along with the
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!(,!, I ol' v:i'I:hI' :1•:1,'- 11, .'11:. IO J I Cooiicentrate their
''',II,:;; I 1 .1 w• I'' -'i;': ,lh 'I" lb•,l . iV -'l - ,ye l. .s jw' 3' uteCorid ,

PE.RTUIBBA'il ON II' POTHHl [H:

For mnany years v-,it!c .] i-soundings ot the atmosphere over
the AMR, both by r:.iwinsomies and by airborne refractometers,
have revealed the persistent ox.Istence of a virtual discontinuity
in tne vertical distribution of index of refraction. Through
the lowest layers cf the at.r,,,.here the index decreases moderately
with increasing altitude as is to be expected. At an altitude
of about 3000 to 500') feet, however , the.:re appears a sharn de-
crease in index of zome 32 to 50 parts per million thogn a
relatively shallow layer :2 n rhaps 10D to 300 feet. Above this
point the index agcin ex 1 .:.vls a moderate decrease w.Jith altitude.
A typ.cal profIl.. of rc v.c.-.. index for Cape Canaveral is shown
In Fng-are 5. The ordiiintc is W ticude In thousands of' feet and
the abscissa is the, t'fr'aeti vii v N wI'±I: is related to the index
of refraction n by

where T is the Kl, -.. c:,',':1,ire I: ,lcg''c, Kelvin, y' Is the
atmospheric DI'c'8.!½i'-" '..2..;r'., -' -J!,1 the x::)oi pee nu'e in r:;ll -
bars, and A = 77.thie-.pn."' 11.bat' r.nkd B e'I1 dog art emplrically
determined constants.

The ANR, along .ith other sub-tropical regions, lies in
an area which is cbhareayt ''~i by a _"ge scale subaldsn,. of air
aloft. As this upper ,-. il...'iid" , .. s warmed dry adiabatically
giving a layer of '.- Alt r ,f:' quite dry -" ý.s:;ewhere atrein
3000 feet. Since the r'',c . at vity i: 'nver:,sely proportional to
temperature, and unine *'r. ,r'op-,prti '.al to moistuv:re content, this.
subsidence Inveraion - . the a ervcd refractivity profile.
The marked plateau in -1s vt-'!.al 'istbut.or. of N observable
in Fgfre 3, between '1.' cf ,08 and 3500 feet. is a
,m.antfestation of' tit ..- ix"'i

If one l.'''*V i cu , he finds that li In-
version exis ,t '!: ovi.,rn et :ou":'' Ie-'opiev. In
reality then, one ci. ,n,, t 't he Iowei. i soptcal tropospher'e as
being composed of tv, 1l,., '" i ower "nol Is chi.ar•.cteo.'i.ed
by relatively cool, i:ol; (I'in • ',ttve index) nli' si'-
mounted by warm, d:'y (.l Lv,' ' nd' Ncx) air extendinc
upward. The interface I-p:''t I b"g tU p , to AD. Y ayers is auite aip,
approaching a zero or0e2' ats0 r -i( .It,, in. :'i.sity (or index of
refraction(.

Students 0' hyft,''.. will '.;! att e"s, the fact theesuch a swtution . '. r'- ' - .ons or. s interface very
much like t.- vr .".' t .. u''' are ':. '" th' Interface bet...
the atmosphere and th: , an. In 4thz' ,ore., "- not surpris-
ing that or.- finds warc en:.. .n the atmozpher .. '"-
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If one considers a phase comparison tracking system look-
in.z through such an atmosphere and slewing downward as the
baillatic target travels down range he should anticipate that
the pairs of ray raths will be differentially affected by the at-
mospheric wave phenomenon. As one ray is passing through a wave
crest the other ray may be passing through a trough. At that
time the former ray will travel through more of the high-index
air. At a later time the reverse will be true. The question which
is raised is: "Can such a ph-yaical model explainthe quantitative
properties of the observed data noise; i.e., period and amplitude?"

In a preliminary attempt to answer this question let us
suppose the following:

Suppose the target remains in the vertical plane contain-
Ing one of the baselines of the tracking system. Such an assumption
does not compromise the analysis, it merely offers simplicity.
Let the baseline length be b, and the angle E a cos- 4, where 4
is the direction cosine relative to the baseline under considera-
tion. In this simple, co-planar model E is also the elevation
angle. The radio ranges to the target are being determined simul-
taneously from antennas A and B (Figure 6.) Assume the rays to
be parallel. Also, for the purposes or the present discussion,
neglect the bending which would normally take place at the inter-
face.

Within the atmosphere, postulate the existence of a sur-
fac.e of discontinuity in refractive index. Further postulate
;Phat the shape of tho surface can be simply described as an in-
finitely long, stationary, siitusoidal wave. In particular, let
the altitude of the surface auove its equilibrium altitude be
given by

(X) = a cos • (x + 6), (15)

where a is the amp]itude, L is tho wave length and e is a dis-
placement between the first uprange crest of the wave and the
antenna.

The total radio ranges to the target from each of the
antennas can be writton

RI R2  R R + AR

RA = f dS ,! n11dS + f n 1 1do + ,. n'1 (16)
0R]l R 2 R

and

.H1  H2  R

RB a f n ds -+ J2 n1_da + f n1 ds, (17)
0 R1 R2
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• .:eCrenan'(i ani are the indiceu of refraction below and above

the discontinuity, respectively, ds ±3 an increment of length*

along the ray path; an R ad R are explained in Figure 6; and

A.i Is the true .anoe diflevreliee, (Normally AR is taken at the
bottom of the atmosphere; but for simplicity it is taken here in
the vicinity of the target.)

If the a-sxunption io, made that the atmosphere is hori-
zontally homogeneous .ithlin ecch layer separately, the radio
range difference from the two antennas is

R 2 R*+ AR

A - RB J (n - + f nids,

in which the second integral represents the desired or noise-
free range difference. The first integral in (18) is the term
which introduces noise into the data, and it might be called the
anomalous refraction error and denoted by 6R.

Ass iming

n11i(s) - nl(s) = An = constant, (19)

one finds that

6R = An(R 2 - R1 ). (20)

For the purposes of the present analysis one does not make

a significant error if he makes a flat earth assumption:

R = z c sc E, (21)

where z is the altitude of the wave surface above the horizontal
plane containing the base line. In (21) we have neglected the
bending at the interface. if the equilibrium altitude of the
wave above the base line plane is denoted by Z, one obtains

+ a con: (x + c)]csc E (22)

for each intersection; whence,
"R R] .CE CQ P X"- " o-

H2 - = a eac H cos r(x., • ) - ( l) 1 (1,)
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Consider the trigonometric identity

cos U - cos v - -2 sin 1-(u + v) sin ±(u - v). (24)

"Applying this identity to the brackets of (22), one gets27r•

cos 7 (x2 + - cos -2(x 1 + EI) =

-2 sin T, ( 2 + x + F2 + e 1 )' sin (x2 " xl + " El).

(25.)

Let x + x , and e, + e1 = 2r, where the bar de-

notes an arithemetic nverage. From Figure 6 one can see tiiat
e 2 - b. Now x 2 -x will be variable between the limits

b/2 x,, - x, b. (26)

with an average value of 3b/4. As a result

X2 - xI + e2 " e1 = 7b/4 Z 2b (27)

xurthermore, from Figure 6 one can see that

S= Z cot E. (28)

Using (23), (25), (27), and (28), one can write (20) as

6R--2aMn sin( j-)csc H sin -E(ZcotE 4- Z), (29)

of, if b is small compared to L,

6 = - rb cscE • sin 72r(ZcotE + ;). (30)

Equation (30) descr'ibce the anomalous refraction noise as
being periodic in E as indicated by the sine term, with an ampli-
tude which is a function of the cosecant of E among other things.
If the tracking system is slewing downward such that B is a simple
function of time, (30), can be thought of as being a cyclic func-
tion of time.

Strictly speaking, (30) Is valid only for

E :. tan"I(27 ), (31)

since at smaller angles the rays can begin to cut through the tops
of the waves. The result of this is a decrease in amplitude of
the noise and an additional cyclic term modulating the data.
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Since for the AZUSA System, at least, the direction cosine
is the range dIfference divided by th_- base line, the noise in Z
is

2-T (ZcotE + i). (32)

Figure I is a giaph of (32) in which 64 is plotted as a
function of E. For the purposes of the calculations the results
of refractoneter flights made by an AFCRL aircraft were used.
The values of the various parameters are listed in Table I.

TABLE I. Value of Quantities in Equation (31)
Used to Plot Figure 7.

Parameter Numerical Value

a wave amplitude) 100 ft.
An refractive index difference) 3 x 1"
L wavelenlth) 6000 ft.
Z altitude of wave) 3000 ft.
i phase of wave) O ft.

It should be noted fri,om Figure 7 that 6 .is very definitely
cyclic. Further, it oihould be noted that the amplitude of 5A in-
creases with decreasingq E as a resulu of the cosecant term, and
that the period decr'easee because of the cotangent term. The root-
mean-square amplitude fcr the span 15 •- E :6 degrees was computed
to be 26.8 pp!... 01 course, owing to the term cosecant E the r~r,
amplitude will depend on the sopn ef data used.

To get a feel for the period as a function of time, eleva-
tion angles from a live tcEt were used in -' additional computation
of (32). Most cf the ann]des were below the angle noted in (31)
so that a critical evaluation is not Justified; however, since
only gross results were being sought, it was not felt that this
fact would be of great importance. The small angles would intro-
duce additional periodicities.

Computed values of S• in ppm are also plotted versus time
in Figure 7. The time span cho. ;n one in which the target
was presumably In free-fall. The ES 5t was calculated to be 32.3
ppm for this time span. In 1'igure 8 we see the Keplerian data of
Test 5460 for which the prevlous annlysis was done. The cyclic
noise is evident In the Urapli of Al and th' power spectrum.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is of inte.xc,t to note that roe '.62) independently
performed a regression analyisie of 32 r1sz:!'Ie 4e; ts in an attempt
to determine what parame tern. were impcrtant ri the Keplerlan-dif-
ference noise. He found that, of the five quantities studied, the
amount of low clouds, the cosecant 'levation angle, and
the span length of f -- - ]l data x i In '_._ : •. erian calcula-
tions were signif-1ant *. 

t he two nuannltitis wPie;.. •i upn a
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i•e ... cant were signal strength and surface index of refrac-
tion. in Figure 9 we see the regression equation used by Greene "
and the coefficients computed from the data used by him. In
addition, we see also the variance analysis and the correlation
matrix.

The importance of cosecant E and span length have alread'Y
been mentioned with regard to the present analysis. It should
also be mentioned that the wave phenomenon considered here is
intimately related with low cloud occurrence in the sub-tropical
atmosphere. In addition we should also note, with interest, that
the surface index of refraction appeared insignificant. This
should not be surprising, since a single observation of the sur-
face index has no relationship to the noise. As was pointed out
in Section 3, the time variation of the surface index is what is
significant.

Presently the necessary instrumentation to measure the
atmospheric parameters in (32) is being installed in aircraft.
It is intended in the very near future that simultaneous track-
Ing and atmospheric data be collected and utilized in a more
rigorous test of the hypothesis.

Since both of the preceding hypotheses show promise of
at least a partial solution to the cyclic noise problem, it is
strongly urged that additional analysis and experiment be under-
taken. On-range analysis should continue, and off-range experiment
• mslyA!; ashould be strongly supported by AFSC through re-
•=areh and through contractual arrangements.

A step in the right direct Vn has been taken by AFSC,
through the Electronic Systems Division, in the support of two
parallel approaches to a solution to the problem. The National
Bureau of Standards will investigate the turbulence hypothesis
discussed earlier, whil] the Goophysics Research Directorate will
study the perturbation hypotheCsis for both clear-air and cloudy
atmosphere s.
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INSTRUMSSBTATION ARRORS

DUB TO

ATMOSPHBRXC REFRACTION

by David K. Barton

Missile and Surface Radar Division

Radio Corporation of America

Moowestown, New Jersey

February k7, 1963

(This paper is a summary of the Report of the

Ad Hoc Panel on Alectromagnetic Propagation,
National Academy of Sciences, to be distrib-

uted during March, 1963.)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Ad Hoc Panel on Flectromagnetic Propagation was
convened as part of a continuing effort by the National
Academy of Sciences - National Research Council on behalf
of the Atlantic Missiles Range as requested by Headquarters,

Air Force Systems Command.

The Ad Hoc Panel on Basic Measurements discussed in its
Report how well we can measure, at the present time, such
fundamental quantities as length, time, and the velocity of
light. The Report notes that there are fundamental limita-
tions to tracking accuracy imposed by our inability to meas-
sure these basic quantities with more precision, but it points
out that the state of the instrumentation art has not yet ap-
proached these limitations. There are, however, other funda-
mental limitations to tracking accuracy which today are be-
ginning to restrict the capability of our instrumenta. One
of these major limitations is that imposed by atmospheric
refraction. Consequently, the Ad Hoc Panel on Electromag-
netic Propagation was formed to consider this problem.

This Panel met on 11 May 196k in Washington, D. C. and
heard discussions as to how tracking accuracy requirements

were arrived at for one particular program, of the current
tracking capabilities of the AMR, and of various research
work which instrumentation and atmospheric physics people
are conducting. Due to the quantity and divergence of the
material presented, the Panel coulý not arrive at a con-
sensus regarding a report. Consequently, Mr. David K. Barton
was appointed £ditor of the Panel's Report by the Chairman.
Mr. Barton drafted the Report of the Panel from material
contributed by Dr. Robert S. Fraser, r.r John 3. Smyth, Mr.
Preston Landry, and himself.
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In the Raport of the Ad Hoc Panel on electromagnetic
Propagation, the objective was to state the current extent
of our Knowledge concerning atmospheric refraction and its
affect on tracking accuracy, for the benefit of range users
as well as range operators. The Panel also made recommenda-
tions which, if followed, should lead to increased accuracy
both in the near and in the more distant future.

1. Current Status of Report

During January of 1963, the report was reviewed by the
entire panel, and a number of suggested changes were incorp-
orated. The final version of the report is scheduled for
distribution during March.

The Panel Members who participated in the original dis-
cussion and who reviewed the report are identified in the
following list&

Mr. David K. Barton RCA, Moorestown, N. J.
Mr. John Berbert Goddard space Flight Center
Mr. Charles F. Chubb Sperry Gyroscope Company
Dr. Warren A. Dryden RCA, Patrick Air force Base
Dr. A. B. FOCke, Chair•man, Dept. of Physics, Harvey Mudd

College, Claremont, Cal.
Dr. J. J. Freeman J. J7. Freeman Associates, qilver

Spring, Maryland
Dr. John B. Garrison Applied Physics Laboratory, Johns

SHopkins University

Mr. Dean Howard Naval Research Laboratory
Dr. Henry P. Kalmus Chief Scientist, Diamond Fuse Lab.

Mr. Preston Landry Chairman, Electromagnetic Propaga-
tion working Ground, %RIG,

qglin Air Force Base

Dr. Robert B. Muchmore space Technology Laboratories
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Dr. Louis Seelands General Electric Co., Syracuse
Dr. Henry Plot9in Goddard space Flight Center
Mr. C. W. Querfeld white sands Missile Range
Mr. Joseph Salerno MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Dr. John B. Smyth Smyth Research Associates, San

Diego, Cal.
Mr. Robertson Stevens Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Dr. A. W. Straiton University of Texas
Dr. Moody C. Thompson National Bureau of Standards,

Boulder, Col.
Mr. S. W. Bullington Executive Secretary, Advisory

Committee to ASC, National
Academy of Sciences

3. Contents of Report

The Report of the Ad Hoc Panel contains discussions of

the following subjects$

a. Tropospheric errors
b. Ionospheric errors
c. Tropospheric correction procedures
d. Effects on typical instrumentation systems

Conclusions and recommendations are also included, and these
will be presented in full below. First, we will present the
tables and figures which summarize the Information on atmo-

spheric errors. The various effects were classified as
shown in Table I.

a. Tropospheric errors. Figures 1 and k indicate the
magnitude of errors in range and elevation angle encountered
by systems with tracking antennas. Figure 3 compares the el-
evation angle errors measured by trackers and by horizontal
interferometers. The curve for the short-baseline system
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is also indicative of the residual value of error in a tracker

after subtraction of the term N• cote0 (see right-hand scale

on Figure i). This correction is unnecessary in the inter-

ferometer.

Fluctuating errors in angle and angle rate, which affect
both tracking antennas and interferometers, are shown in Fig-
ures 4 and 5, for the special case of a target which remains
fixed in angle relative to the tracking system. These errors

are due to variations in the refractive index of the tropo-
sphere, which have a spectral distribution shown in Figure 6.

Measurements made by the Bureau of Standards have provided
data on spatial correlation of errors as well as on temporal

c rrelation, and these measurements suggest that the two

effects are closely related. In fact, as shown in Figure 7,
the two correlations agree if the troposphere is assumed to

consist of a "rigid" pattern of refractivity variations which

1dýzt over the surface of the earth at a speed near 10 ft/sec.

The relative velocity of the troposphere with respect to the
measurement ray will also depend upon the angular rate of the
target, and a fast-moving target will lead to more rapid var-

iation in the angular errors measured by the instrument. Fig-

ures 8 and 9 show the position and velocity errors caused by

refractivity variations which are described by Figure 6. The

velocity vw represents the average crosswind v4locity with

respect to the measurement rays, and vb represents the'vel-

ocity of these rays relative to the troposphere when tracking
a moving target. Thir velocity is averaged over the portion

of the troposphere which contributes the refractivity var-

iations, and is approximately that applying to-an'altitude
of 10,000 feet.

b. Ionospheric errors. Figures 10 and 11 show the errors
in range and elevation angle introduced by the normal, daytime

ionosphere, indicating the dependence upon operating frequency.
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An estimate of the fluctuating component of range error is
shown in Figure Is, while Figure 13 shows the error in the

angle at which the measurement ray passes the target, at an
altitude of 300 km. Unlike the tropospheric error, the error

due to the ionosphere is largely unpredictable, even when the
ionosphere has been measured by radio backscattering. A
typical monthly scatter of elevation angle errors at three
different sites is indicated in Figure 14. Further measure-
ments carried out on the California coast indicated that the
errors could not be predicted on the basis of ionograms any
better than by using average monthly forecasts of electron
density profiles, and that the residual errors after attempted

* correction were almost as great as the original error values.
* The inability to predict the error encountered at a given

time indicates that accurate systems must operate at fre-
quencies high enough to reduce the initial value of error to

a tolerable level. For the accuracy requirements described
to the panel (velocity measurements in the order of one ft/sec

or better), this would imply operation at frequencies above
3000 Mc. The only known exception to this applies when two
frequencies are used in a system which makes redundant meas-
urements to cancel out the ionospheric error.

a. Tropospheric correction procedures. The correction pro-
cedures used at the ranges to compensate for tropospheric er-
ror are discussed in the report. These are based on ray-tracing
computations carried out in a digital computer, using refract-
ivity profiles calculated from radiosonde or refractometer
data. Table A gives an estimate of the minimum residual er-
rors, after application of such a process to tracking data.
Surface refractivity would have to be measured with the best
available instruments to meet these accuracy figures when
using a tracker. Residual angle bias in an interferometer
system might be somewhat less, since alisolute refractivity
data would not be needed for correction.
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The values listed in Table k have been criticized by some

as being overly optimistic, and by others as being too pessi-

mistic, It is believed that they represent a fair statement
of the performance attainable using accurate readings of sur-
face refractivity in combination with radiosonde profiles for
higher altitudes.

d. Effects on tyrnical instrumentation systems. The in-
formation on atmospheric errors, including both bias and var-
iable components, was applied to a specific target examples
a satellite or missile in horizontal flight at an altitude
of 160 miles. This case was chosen because it represents a
number of the actual tracking problems which are met by the
tast ranges, and because it illustrates the procedure for ap-
plying the error analysis developed in the report. The results
are given in a series of Tables, which describe the errors
encountered by three different types of tracking system.

4. Description of error Analysis Example

Three different equipment configurations were assumed,
with two operating frequencies compared. The results are
sumaarized in Tables 3 through 5. in each case, the target
was assumed to have the following characteristicso

60

Target altitudes h-160 n. mi.-106 ft
Target ranges Ru660 n.mi.=4xlO0ft
Tangential velocitys Vt=10,000 ft/sec
Angular rate of beam motions W k. 5 mr/seC
Effective tropospheric velocity

relative to beams Vb k k5O ft/sec
Beam elevation angles so = 6 W 105 mr

The errors are given for "average" weather conditions, -cor-
responding to the median curves of Figures 4 and 5, or to a
condition where small amounts of cumulus clouds are present.
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The errors for heavy cloud cover would be about twice those

listed, whale for clear sky they WOuld be about half as great.

Similarly, the ionosphere was assumed to follow the daytime

model used in Figures 10 and 11, without extreme sunspot or

other disturbed characteristics. Where ionospheric errors

are important, the variation in their magnitudes may be as-

sumed to range from a factor of three above those listed to

about one-third of these values, depending upon time of day

and portion of the sunspot cycle.

The velocity errors for the tracker and interferometer

systems have been found from Figures 4, 5, 8, and 9, taking
into account the measured spectra of tropospheric errors.

For the trilateration system, the prediminant error has been

calculated from the uncertainty in the ray-bending component,

accoraing to Millman's study. Total error has been found as

the rms sum of all bias and fluctuating components, and has

been expressed in terms of range, angle, target position,
and target velocity. In each case, the components due to

angular measurement (or equivalent) are seen to govern the

accuracy of the system, and of these the elevation component

is of greatest importance. The results - % not consistent

with some of the published figures for interferometer systems,

but are helseved to represent the most accurate values for

buhs traklng problem. The primary cause of the difference

lies in the fact that tha aatulliLe may have appreciable

tangential velocity, causing the measurement beams to move

through the atmosphere at rates which greatly magnify the

frequencies in the atmospheric error spectrum. if similar

calculations were made for targets which had little or no

tangential velocity (as, for instance, missiles traveling
directly away from the instrunmentation site), the errors

would be appreciably lower in magnitude, at least insofar

as velocity data is concerned.
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'I5, Tropospheric bias Orrors a ir highly predictable using

radivsonde or refractometer pro.-iles. residual errors from

l to 3,, of the liAtial bias levelz ar: commonly attained

using procedires described in. the Panel Report. Data to

within one-half foot in range and 40 to 70 JAradians in

angle can be expected at elevation angles above five degrees.

5.2 Tropospheric fluctuation errors are not correctable

using any known procedure, and will amount to a few tenths

of a foot in range, arid LO SO 50 •;radians in angle (depend-

ing on the baselintu cr aperture used for measurement),

under normaL weather conJitionm.

5.S The relationiship c. temporal and spatial correla-

tion of tzopos,,:iriv 2.luetiatliQ&u' has been investigated,

based ot data obtA4,itu,. by 1:no Pjitional aureau of itandards.

The effect. of r•-•,aiod : Luccuations is described in

•rres 4 and 5, arid is r,'n:-,s1.er~n with a drift of tropo-

jpneric anomalies ac:ross i vixotd measurement path at the

speed of thN krevail1lng wier-.,.

5.4 In range instru:Aenta'1on ,ppJ.•,':.c'n*s, where the beam

is not fixed, tha residue[ "i~:. anct lonq-term error com-

ponents will chang.t as the hoam mV arid additional atmo-

spheric rata errors wil.l b, gJernerated, as shown in Pigure

9. These errors wili ve proportional to the tangential

velocity of 't'? L" , and will typically be five to

fifty times th., rY,':-s moa.tur._-i, for a fixed beam.

5.5 The uncertainty ýn tropcspheric paths leads to errors

equivalent to motion ot the instruznert on the ground. The

motion of the "v2.rtual soct,-" typically amounts to several

feet normal to the path and i few tenths of a foot along

the path.
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5.6 Ionospheric errors are essentially unpredictable, and

-WHI ex×ceed the residual tropospheric errors when operating

fri;-u4ncies below 3330 Mc are used. •ven in the 5000-6000
mc i.anrd t.ie ionosp-h-ric errors will contribute to overall

atmospheric error during daytime operation.

5.7 Redundant measurements performed at two frequencies
below 3000 Mc can be used to correct for ionoqpheric
"error in both range and angle.

5.8 The lowest atmospheric errors are found in trilatera-
tion systems using verj long baselines. Total position and

velocity errors for a typical eatellite track (660 miles
range, 160 miles altitude) through average weather, are
as follows$ RMS Position RMs Velocity

arror (feet) irror (ft/sec)
Range-angle tracker 310 16

at 6000 Mc

Interferometer at 100 i.4
10,000 Mc (Mistram)

rrilateration system

at k000 Mc 19 0.9
at 6000 Mc k.5 0.15

The above errors may be increased or decreased by a factor

of two or three for different weather conditions (and at

&GOO Mc for different ionospheric conditions). The tri-
lateration errors shown are dependent upon perfect survey
of station location, as well as instrumental errors below
one-half foot in range and 0.0, ft/sec in range rate.
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6. Recommendations for Achieving Increased Accuracy Today

6.1 Since ionospheric refraction cannot at present be pre- .
dicted to within better than about 50 of any instantaneous

value, the use of microwave bands or of dual-frequency meas-

urenbents is necessary in precision tracking of targets above

100 miles. Single-frequency systems requiring velocity data

better than one foot per second should operate above 3000 Mc

to minimize the ionospheric refraction effect.

6.k A continuing program of data analysis at the various

ra.nges should be instituted to evaluate and improve the

atmospheric correction procedures described in the Panel
Report. some of this work is being done at AMR now (and

perhaps at other ranges) in connection with other activities.
However this work is so important that it should be supported
as a separate functiony this is the only way it will receive
the attention which it deserves. Data is available at all
the rangesl it is only necessary that qualified people be
assigned to an analysis of it. This work should be fully
supported by all the services at their respective ranges.
The data analysis conducted at each particular range should
be fully coordinated among the ranges and with the NBS
measurement program. Other interested agencies, such as
NASA, should also be invited to participate. The Inter
Range instrumentation Group has done an excellent job in
khe past of providing coordination and dissemination of
technical information among the ranges on an informal basis
and is well qualified to do so in this ease. This coordina-
tion of effort, especially among the National Ranges, and
undoubtedly best accomplished by themselves, should receive
the full support of DOD.

6.3 Standard procedures should be adopted for atmospheric
correction of tracking data by all of the ranges and range
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users, and estimates of residual bias errors agreed upon
for each procedure. The methods discussed in the Panel

Report are suggested as a basis for such standards and are

consistent with efforts now underway by the Electromagnetic
Propagation Working Group of the Inter Range Instrumentation
Group. The SPWG is currently working on a range instru-
mentation manual which it hopes will lead to more standard-
ization. The work of the individual members of SPVW on
this project should be given tho full support of each

particular range where they are located and the project as
a whole should have the complete support of DOD on an inter-
range basis.

7. Recommended Research for Future Increase In Accuracy

7.1 Future tracking systems should be designed to tolerate
the unpredictable fluctuations of the measurement ray paths
in the atmosphere. when targets of high velocity must be
tracked with accurate three-coordinate velocity measure-
ments, the measurement system baselines should be as long
as possible and they should be consistent with target alti-
tude. Systems which require that instrumentation sites be
located with an accuracy on the order of one foot or better
do not appear to be consistent with our ability to predict
ray paths in the troposphere.

7.k A specific procedure for measuring and correcting
tropospheric errors on a real-time basis has been proposed
to the panel. A brief discussion of this technique appears
in Appendix B of the Panel Report. Theoretically this
technique appears very promising. It is now a question of
datermining whether experimental verification can be obtained.
This work shoula receive full support from the Air Force.

7.3 The National Bureau of standards (Boulder) has outlined
a program of atmospheric measurements which It -' attempting
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or would like to attempt. This program is discussed in

Appe:ndix C of the Panel Report. These measurements would

provide much needed data on spatial and temporal correlation

of tropospheric range (or phase) errors. The panel recom-
mends that this program be pressed an rapidly as possible
and fully supported by the Air Force to provide much needed
information for both the interferometer systems and the
longer-baseline systems using range and range-rate data.

7.4 When tracking at interplanetary distances the errors
imposed by the atmosphere become proportionately lses. Con-
sequently one limiting factor to tracking accuracy at such
distances would appear to be the precision with which we
know the velocity of light, currently felt to be about one
part per million. (A discussion of our knowledge of the vel-
ocity of light is given in the report of the Ad Hoc Panel
on Basic Measurements.) The efforts by the National Bureau
of standards to determine this value with more accuracy
should be fully supported.

7.5 With our current tracking techniques for interplanetary
distances an even morae critical need than a better determina-
tion of "c" is that of a better frequency standard. For
Doppler tracking a target over such distances a frequency
standard or clock having a short-time stability of one part
in 1013 is needed now. (At the present time we can measure
time with an accuracy of about one part in l0ol. This is
discussed in the Report of the Ad Hoc Panel on Basic Meas-

urements.) The continuing efforts of the National Bureau of
Standards to develop more stable frequioncy stAndards Rhould
receive full support.

7.6 since the accuracy limits of current tracking instru-

ments and propagation correction procedures are on the order

of about one foot, there is a definite need for geodetic
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systems or procedures capable of locating our tracking

instruments or systems to this same accuracy over inter-
continental distances. It is recommended that a study
:roup be convened to determine what re the most fruitful
areas for investigation which could lead to better determina-
Uton of locations on a global basis and which might ultimately
lead to the accuracy mentioned above.

8. Further Recommendations

6.1 The ranges should make the systems designers and/or
range users familiar with the basic limitations on tracking
accuracy imposed by the atmosphere as described in the Panel
Report. It is futile for range users to request accuracies
which cannot be obtained for reasons discussed therein.
And the Panel does not anticipate that significant improve-
ment over the potential accuracies discussed here will be
attained in the near future, although more consistent use
of correction techniques will improve on past performance.
However, if the research recommended in the report is under-
taken and adequately supported it may disclose means of
reducing the basic uncertainties connected with propagation
through the atmosphere which could be applied within the
next decade.

8.k In order to make the best use of the available resources
for the development of instrumentation systems and techniques
for propagation, the responsible agencies should arrive at
consolidated requirements for missile and satellite meas-
urement accuracies instead of new and different requirements
for each individual program. The consolidated requirements
should be stated and published in such a manner as to encourage
scientific work on the most fundamental instrumentation pro-
grams, and should not be hampered by.the security restrictions
and need-to-know of any particular we .- n or weapon system.
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'. is a DOD-wide problem and DOD Should take the'lead
in try.~.zg to implement this. However, the Air orcee
could do much along this line with those programs under
its cognizance.
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Table I

Classification of Atmospheric Errors by Type.

There are many ways of describing propagation errors in
precision tracking systems. The four classifications shown
in Table I are suggested to cover the characteristics of
most interest to the developers and users of missile and
space range instrumentation:

a. Source of Error:
Tropospheric
Ionospheric

b. Measured Quantity
Angle of arrival or phase difference
Range delay or signal phase

c. Spatial Correlation of Error:
Across radar aperture (5 to 100 feet)
Across short baseline (100 to 1000 feet)
Across long baseline (1000 to 100,000 feet)

d. Temporal Correlation of Error:
Bias (fixed during one track)
Fluctuation (periods of seconds or minutes)

For each combination of the above characteristics, the
error should be known as a function of operating frequency,
target altitude, elevation angle (or slant range) and state
of the atmosphere. Except in rare instances, the instru-
mentation system may be assumed to be at sea level.
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The present state of the art in correction of range
and elevation data, using combined radiosonde and refracto-
meter data to derive accurate surface refractivity and
profiles, is estimated to provide the accuracy of correction
shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2.

Optimum Accuracy of Range and Angle Corrections

Long-Range Case (R 300 n. mi.) 80= 50 e0 =20 0

Initial range bias &Re (ft) 75 22
Residual range bias orb (ft) 0.75 0.2
% residual error 1 1

Initial angle bias 6 (prad) 3500 900
Residual angle biase eb (prad) 70 20
% residual error 2 2

Short-Range CaseC(R = 50 n. mi.)

Initial range biasARe (ft) 22 7
Residual range biasorb (ft) 0.5 0.15
1. residual error 2 2

Initial angle bias 6 (jrad) 2000 700
Residual angle bias 0Gb (prad) 60 20
% residual error 3 3

(Values shown should be doubled for disturbed meteorological
conditions such as heavy cloud cover, fronts, and inversions;
also for lack of reliable and frequent soundings covering
the entire tropospheric path used in measurement).
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I
Table 3 Typical Atmospheric Errors

Tracking Radar on Satellite Tracking Mission

A. Tropospheric Components (average weather)

Range bias ARe (Fig. 1)s 60 ft
Angle Bias 8 (Fig. k)s 2500 Ahead
Residual range bias Orb (Table 0)1 0.3 ft
Residual angle bias deb (Table Os) 50 prad
Range fluctuation Orf: 0.1 ft
Angle fluctuation 69f (Fig. 8)t 6011rad
Range rate bias Ob=Vt 0b: 0.5 ft/sec

Range rate fluctuation a f=vto:f: 0.6 ft/sec

Angle rate fluctuation % (Fig. 9)s 4 prad/sec

13. Ionospheric Components (normal ionosphere)

Operatin, frequency 2000 6000 mcps

Range bias Ari (Fig. 10)s 10 1.1 ft
Range fluctuation Or (Fig. 1k)j 0.05 .006 ft
Angle bias 8' (Fig. LI)1 8 0.9 prad
Ray error Aci (Fia.13)1 30 3.3 prad
Range rate error VA 0.6 .066 ft/sec

C. Total Error

Operating frequency 2000 6000 mcps

Range error or 10 1.2 ft
Angle error 0 78 78 prad

ELMS target posiLion 4P 310 310 ft
RMS tarjet volocity 7v 16 16 ft/sec

Significant error components:

Residual tropospheric range and angle bias
Ionospheric range bias (2000 mcps only)
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Table 4 Typical Atmospheric Errors

Interferometer System (Mistram) on Satellite Track

A. Tropospheric Components (average weather)

Range bias ARe (Fig. 1)s 60 ft

Range-difference bias (El. b'=1000 ft) 0.18 ft
Residual range bias rb (Tahle % 0.3 ft

Range fluctuation 0rfs 0.1 ft

Elevation Azimuth

Effective baseline b'
(position data): 1000 10,000 ft

Residual range-difference
bias OArb: .02 .06 ft

Residual angle bias 01b: 20 6 prad

Range-difference
fluctuation (Arf (Fig.)0 .014 .06 ft

Angle fluctuation ef
(Fig. 8)8 14 6 Arad

Effective baseline b'
(velocity data): 10.000 100,000 ft

Range-rate difference
fluctuation Aiff: .006 .0014 ft/sec

Angle rate fluctuation
0. (Fig. v)S 0.6 0.14 strad/sec
Of
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Table 4 (continued)
Elevation Azimuth

B. Ionospheric Components (normal ionosphere, f=10,000 mc)

Range bias Ari (Fig. 10), 0.2 ft

Range fluctuation Ori (Fig. l")z .001 ft -

Angle bias 8i (Fig. ll)s 0.16 grad
Ray error Acti iFig. 13)1 1.0 Mrad

Range rate error ai. .01 ft/sec

Ray difference error 0.1 0.3 prad

Range rate difference error .001 .003 ft/sec
Angle rate error 0.1 0.03 prad/sec

C. Total Error

Range error Gr 0.35 ft

Angle error " 25 prad

RMS target position lp i00 ft

RMS target velocity Cr 2.4 ft/sec

Significant error sources:
Tropospber.c range bias
Tropospheric angle bias and fluctuation
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Table 5 Typical Atmospheric Errors

Wide-Baseline Trilateration System on Satellite Track

A. Tropospheric Components (average weather)

Range bias 'Re (Fig. 1), 60 ft

Residual range bias Orb (Table;;)t 0.3 ft

Range fluctuation crrf: 0.1 ft

Geometrical dilution factor: 3

Equivalent angle bias 'a61 0.33 Mrad

Equivalent angle fluctuation ef: 0.11 prad

Ray error bias Mb* 2.5 prad
Range rate bias d..b: .025 ft/sec

Equivalent angle rate bias 47b. .027 prad/uec

Ray error fluctuation OCf: 1.4 Arad
Range-rate fluctuation O'f: .014 ft/sec

Equivalent angle rate fluctuation Bf, .015 Mrad/sec

B. Ionospheric Components (normal ionosphere)

2000 mcps 6000 mcps

Range bias Ari (Fig. iO0)s 4.5 0.5 ft
Range fluctuation Tri

(Fig. l.)s .03 .0033 ft

Equivalent angle biae 69b: 4.8 0.53 prad

Equivalent angle fluctuation
)f : .032 .0035 urad

Ray error bias 4ci (Fig. 23): 20 2.2 urad

Range-rate bias a•b: 0.2 .022 ft/sec

Equivalent angle ratc bias .6b 0.22 .024 prad/sec
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Table 5 (continued)

C. Total Error

Froquency 2000 mcps 6000 mcps

Range error 4.5 0.6 ft

Equivalent angle error Ol 4.8 0.64 Mrad
RMS target position ap 19 2.5 ft

RMS target velocity Cv 0.9 0.15 ft/sec

Significant error compondntes

At 2000 mcps: Ionospheric range bias and ray error
At 6000 mops: Ionospheric and tropospheric range bias and

ray error (Lropospheric is slightly
greater than ionospheric at this frequency)
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METEOROLOGICAL. SUPPORT TO MISSILE TESTS
Lt Col Peter E. Romo, Staff Met, AFN1TC

As background for a discussion of meteorological data on the AMR, I will 6e-
scribe some of the more important relationships between missile testing and
weather. I'll do this for the various phases of the missile's testing, from;1the time it goes up on the pad to the time it impacts downrange.

First of all, a missile may he on the launch pad as much as a year, although
in most cases it's only a few weeks. During the time that it's in an upright
position, it is highly vulnerable to winds. This includes cross-sectional
winds (which might blow it off its pad) and gusts. To explain the latter's
effect, it is necessary to understand that the structure of the missile,
although apparently imposing and rugged, is really quite light and delicate;
this is because, as an example, it would take 60 pounds of fuel to raise into
orbit every pound of structure devoted to rigidity or strengt:-. For that
reason, the bare minimum of weight is devoted to this purpose. Accordingly,
a very thin skin is used and this thin skin can be vibrated by the small-scale
variations in the wind-field. If these occur in a certain manner, it's
possible that a resonance will be set up in the skin of the vehicle and this
could be sufficient to cause severe damage, or even cause destruction of the
system.

While in the upright position there is a threat from lightning strikes, which
could damage the structure and would certainly damage electronic components.
In addition, solid-fuel missiles have a danger from lightning strikes in that
the fuel may be ignited.

Low-level humidity and air temperature affect the vehicle while on the pad
in that certain of the fuels used can operate only within a limited range
of these parameters. Also, certain guidance systems must be kept within a
narrow range of temperature, and therefore temperature measurements and fore-
casts are necessary during the time the missile is on the launch pad.

Once the missile has left its pad in the early stages of its launch, we
find that wind is still important, not only for the structural effects as de-
scribed previously for the stationary position, but also for control and
quidance computations. The vehicle's structure is susceptible to the same
effects that were present during the portion of the missile's launch-pad
testing, due to the usual horizontal-wind gusts and also due to the vertical
wind-shear through which the missile will fly. Beside the effect on the
structure of the missile, wind variation (shear and speed) can effect the
missile's control and guidance systems. To explain these a bit, it's
necessary to point out that in its early fi qht, while it is hovering or -ust
barely beginning to climb, a missile is ini,•" unstable and one would
expect that it would fall over to one side or to the , This effect is
counter-balanced by adjusting the thrust so as to create a , in the
opposite direction. However, in all systems, there is onlv a ceriiih amount
of control available. If the wind-shear or wind-speed appcar likely to overcome
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t!' capabilitv of the thrust components to correct variations in the angle
of atiack, then the test must be postponed until a more favorable time.

Density figureb into this phase of the vehicle's flight in thal. it's really
a combination of density and wind which will decide the overall effects on
the structure and control guidance, as well as on thrust. In particular,
there is an area (which varies between 20,000 and 40,000 feet for the various
missiles) where the most critical Q-area (dynamic-pressure area) occurs, and
density must be measured in order to forecast/analyze the effect of this high-Q
area.

Tn describing the effect of humidity, it's necessary to go back to explain the
( nction of the Range Safely Officer on any missile test. It's his responsi-

bility to decide when the missile is passing beyond safe limits, e.g., when it
might endanger populated areas, and he must destroy the vehicle as necessary
to allow all debris to fall in safe areas, considering the effect of the wind
on the descending debris. To give him the data on which to base these de-
risions, missile ranges are equipped with high-accuracy tracking systems.
These are pulse radar or continuous-wave systems such as the MISTRAM, but in
any case, they are highly accurate and very expensive. However, these systems
do not become effective until the missile has passed through the first 2000 ft
(approximately) of atmosphere. Below that level, blast effects and ground
clutter distort the image and the Range Safety Officer cannot rely on the data
from these tracking systems. For this lowest level of the flight, he must
relv on visual tracking of the missile and this implies a knowledge of clouds
a::- v;sibility.

Even after the missile has passed through the first 2000 feet, the data can
be extremely accurate only if there is some knowledge of the index of re-
fraction for the path between the missile and the tracking systems. As an
example of the possible effects of this parameter, the specified accuracy
claimed for the MISTRAM (Missile Tracking and Measurement) system is about
3 parts per million for the cosine angles. In contrast to that stated
accuracy, the uncertainties in the atmosphere can cause errors of as much as
ten parts per million, or three times the tolerances of the basic system.

Finally, the effect of temperature, although secondary in the launch phase, is
still of some importance. Temperature figures into computations of thrust
and drag and therefore most tests require some knowledge of the temperature
field through which the missile passes, at least for the lowest 100,000 feet
of the atmosphere.

During the mid-flight phase of the test, tracking data are required and this
implies that humidity data are needed to compute the effect of the index of
refraction on the measurements. Also, range aircraft fly along this portion
of the flight path to gather telemetry data in those areas where neither
ships nor land stations are available, so that fiing-weather forecasts are
necessary. Furthermore, clouds and visibility figure into the opcration nf
ballistic cameras, whose data are used to calibrate the measurements which are
gathered by other means.
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As the .re-entry body nears its impact point, we find that h'imidity data must
be gathered for correcting tracking!impact computations. And now density
becom'es very important hecause re-entry heating is partially dependent o;
density distribution, as is the decay of the orbit in the case of a space
shot. Clouds and visibility affect the flight of the telemetry aircraft
which fly in this part of the flight path in order to take pictures of the
re-entry body as it enters the atmosphere and to gather telemetry'data during
the last phase of the flight. Also, these and other aircraft figure in the
recovery operation of capsule and/or man (or animals) in other tests.

Because of the delay it, gatheringq and processing our data, most meteorological
data are usually provided for post-flight computations, where they are -if great
importance. l1owever, forecasts for the parameters which are used for predict-
ing structural and control-guidaice effect are often provided in advance of the
test in order to run the data through automatic computers to simulate the
effects on the system.

These are the major measurements arid services cuirrently provided by meteor-
ologists for the average missile test. It is apparent, though, that we must
go beyond this in order to support orbital flights and also to support flights
which will re-enter from beyond space, beyond our own atmosphere. Also, more
sophisticated systems will need equally-sophisticated meteorological measure-
ments and service.

To gather the necessary data, the AIR relies on both the AF's Air Weathf.r
Service (AWS) and on PAA's Meteorological Division. The AWS does all fore-
casting on the AMR and operates the weather station at Patrick AFB. PAA uses
approximately 140 men to take weatlher observations on the major stations of
the AMR and on Ocean Range Vessels. AWS anid PAA %ork closely on items of
mutual interest, e.g., planning, supply, anid supervision of the meteorological
operation.

Weather stations have been established at many points along the AAwR, at
locations where tracking and telemetry stations exist. These weather stations
normally provide weather observational data which, when used with other avail-
able observations, form the basis for operational forecasting services required
to support missile testing on the AMR.

In addition, these stations provide the environmental measurement of atmos-
pheric parameters to help the range users determine what the environment
contributed to the missiles' performance.

Of prime importance are the corrective data, such as index of refraction for
electromagnetic and optical wavelengths, that are provided so that radar,
cw, and ,,,'cal tracking systems data can be corrected.

At lantic Missile Raige Weather Stat i oms prvst,.:-, . ct ive at the launcL: puin ,
Cape Canaveral, ,rand Bahama Q200. miles downrarqc), Ele1' 1 1310 miles down-
range), San Salvador (430 mi les dowtirange), Giand Turk (660 m, i: !.-.nrange),
Antigua (1240 miles downran.e) :it! .\scensiott Island (at 4400 miles ,,;. t-=Jge),
In addition, 5 Ocean Range Vessels, which operate at various seaward locations
as needed, also have active weather stations on board.
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e Io•.�.~ ;are the day-by-day observations on the AMR to whieh are added
special observalions as needed to satisfy our customers' requirement~s:

A. Surface Observations

1. Twenty-four hour airways,. special and local observations from
the Cape.

2. Airways. special and local observations from 0900 to 2400 Zulu
from Grand Bahama, San Salvador, Grand Turk and Antigua.

3. Three and six hourly synoptic observations from Grand Bahama,

San Salvador, Grand Turk and Antigua.

4. Six hourly synoptic observations from the Ocean Range Vessels when
they are at sea.

B. Rawinsonde Observations

1. Four rawinsonde observations daily from Cape Canaveral.

2. Two rawinsondes and two pilot balloon observations daily from
Grand Bahama, San Salvador, Grand Turk and Antigua.

3. Two pilot balloon observations daily at OOOOZ and 1200Z from Ocean
Rd,.%--.-''sels while they are at sea.

C. Meteorological Rocket Observations will be furnished with data to be
available on a climatological basis from Antigua, Grand Turk and San Salvador.
These rockets are fired in support of missile tests and the Meteorological
Rocket Network. Data are available to 200,000 feet.

All range rawinsonde data are reduced in our central facilitywhich is
equipped with an electronic digital computer. 700 - 500 and 200-millibar
data are transmitted by this unit for each rawinsonde at 0200 Zulu plus each
6 hours for the Cape and at 0200 Zulu plus each 12 hours for the other range
stations through Antigua.

Our meteorologica] data art, ,recessed according to the desires expressed by
the range customer, and are distributed to the agencies listed in AMR documents.
SHandling and distribulinq thesr- data are becoming increasingly complex as more
z•w: ' '-re customers ask for dath, but the AMR is happy to provide them to-all
users.
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In'roduction:

Our interest in calibrating range instrumentation involves the development of a system •-
which can serve as a calibration tool for all DOD missile test ranges. This system must have .2
a generai application such that it is not closely tied to the relative distribution of the tracking
net; it will serve to calibrate several electronic systems at the some time; and is capable of
checking system performance over the ranges and velocities for which the equipment was devel-
aped and will be operating. We woulO hope that when the tool is built and tested, the ranges
would utilize it not only for their immediate calibration needs, but use It also to maintain and
Improve the calibration parameters. Perhaps as system performances Improve, such a satellite
or satellites can serve as a standard in space such that the electronic systems can use It as a
pro and post calibration device during actual missile tests much the same way that the optical
syv.- uses the stars.

Missile Application:

Before we discuss some preliminary aspects of the satellite calibration concept, let us
briefly consider the possibility of using missiles to accomplish the some task. Since the Interests
of this group are related to the AMR, we will restrict our remarks mostly to this range. As Indicated
previously, there are two MISTRAM Systems on the Range, one at Volkarlo and the other on
Eleuthera. It would be reasonably easy to design a series of missile shots between the two MISTRAM
stations shown In Figure 1 carrying a MISTRAM transponder to perform the calibration. These
stations are sufficiently close such that one trajectory can produce equally valuable observations
for each site. It Is not known exactly how many shots would be required, but It appears that
six trajectories well distributed in azimuth and altitude would be a conservative estimate.

Let us now enlarge the picture and consider the GLOTRAC System. We note from Figure
2 that these sensors extend further down-range and cover a much wider area than MISTRAM.
Based purely on the relative distribution of this network, it Is obvious that a GLOTRAC calibre-
tion would require many more missile shots. Even If a combined MISTRAM-GLOTRAC calibration
is assumed, the addition of Bermuda and Cherry Point would add at least three trajectories to the
Initial six, In order to satisfy the northerly azimuth direction of these stations. If we go beyond
MISTRAM and GLOTRAC and incorporate C-band radar sites extending to South Africa, the rocket
concept soon reaches an impractical number of missiles and an unreasonable amount of work.

,Alit. Application:

Inasmuch as satellite calibration calls for very precise predictions, the utilization of such
objects generally raises doubts as to the accuracy of orbit calculations. This Is a natural reaction

In view of the fact orbital work involves the use of a model and this particular model is far from
perfect at the present time. Although this is a serious factor for normal orbit updating over a two
or three day period, the effect of the error can be completely minimized by the application of
very short arcs.
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As a rule, the model for satellite predictions should account for the following pertur-
bations.

a. Those created by the gravitational field, i.e. the potential expression should
early at least the first five zonal terms, the pair of sectorial (degree two-order two),
and the pair of tesseral harnoniic of degree four-order one.

b. Those due to atmospheric drqg accounted for by integrating step by step along the
orbit instead of making an average correction over one revolution.

c. Those due to solar radiation pressure, allowing for perigee in sunlight or diarness,
and

d. Perturbations due td the attraction of the sun and moon.

In short arc applications, only the first factor becomes significant. The other pertur-
bations can be minimized by selecting appropriate altitudes such that the mechanical effect
due to drag and the gravitational effect from the sun and moon ore essentially zero. Solar
radiation can be circumvented by using a satellite with a small area-to-mass ration (less than

1 cm2/gm) and to some degree by Fabricating the satellite in a spherical form.

The expression in Figure 3 represents the only source of satellite perturbation which mustbe applied for short arcs on the order of 3000 or 4000 rim. The first part (.!!) denotes the two
body term, the second term represents the latitude dependent factors (zondI harmonics) and the

last term defines the tesseral harmonics which depend both on latitude and longitude. The P n s
are conventional associated Legendre functions, # Is the goecentric latitude, J K are nm
coefficients, a is the radius of the earth and r Is the geocentric radius to the so6elliW. Values
for the zonal and tesseral coefficients have been derived from satellites and terrestrial gravity
data by many sources. Presently there are goed estimates for the zonal terms up to J6 and few
tesseral terms such as given in Figure 3. Other high-order coefficients are also available, but
in most cases the uncertainties In these values are still rather large.

Short Arc Orbital Prediction:

It is now of interest to establish just how much of the potential expression can be truncated
for typical MISTRAM or GLOTRAC calibration. In order to perform this investigation, it was
assumed that the inclination of the satqllite was 40 degrees, the altitude was 400 nautical miles,
the eccentricity approximately zero, the weight of the satellite approximately 350 pounds, and
the diameter of the satellite approximately one meter. These assumptions are consistent with the
criteria given earlier to minimize orbital perturbations (other than the effect of U) and also to
provide a maximum number of observations by selecting an inclination which follow. rne general
trend of the tracking sites.

The results of this study are tabulated in Figure 4. The first four columns in this figure show
the time since epoch and the corresponding space position of the satellite when all five zonal terms
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are taken into account. The subsequent columns show the deviation fromthe X, Y, Z

coordinates of the satellite as the J5 I J4, J3 , and J 2 terms are set to zero. The last three

columns show the effect due to drag. A 4000 nm segmentaof the orbit (16 minutes) was

selected in order to establish the error in the predictions as the satellite traveled from

Valkaria to Ascension.

It can be concluded from this table that terms on the order c.' J4 or larger must be

carried in the prediction process. Although the deviations offer 16 minutes for J5 J4 = 0
are 7.3m, 3.0m, and 3.8m in X, Y, and Z, these errors can be reduced by fitting an ellipse

with the epoch at. 8 minutes instead of zero minutes and distributing the error up and down
range. Obviously, the arc required for the MISTRAM calibration would probably be on the

order of 6 minutes and for that period of time the main term- (u) and the second zonal (.2)

are the only terms required., The same type of analysis can be made in regard to the tesseral

harmonics. It is very likely that the J K terms where (n, im) - 3 must also be employed,

but these should constitute the extent on&the"mnodel.

Observations from Satellite Passes:

So far w- have assumed that exact orbital elements are known at some instant that

the satellite approaches the calibration area and with these elements we have generated an

ephemeris as the satellite travels down range. Actually, in real operations the reverse is true;

i.e. only appro,,imate elements are known during the apptoach phase and the observations,

made over the calibration area are used to make a least squares adjustment of the elements.

This being the case, it becomes obvious that the observation program including station distri-

bution, observation geometry, redundancy in observation, type of equipments and their accurcciesr-

etc., are all extremely important to this problem. We have not completed a thorough analysis of

all these factors, but we can show you the wide variation of observations made possible by using

a satel I ite.

Figure 5 shows a typical satellite coverage for part of the AMR. The right ascension

of the node of the orbit and the right ascension of the sun were selected such that the down

range posses occur at night and the south to north posses dccur during the day. A station centrally

located in the area of this diagram can observe 45 of the 105 passes over a period of seven days.

Moreover, half of these passes can be observed optically as well as electronically. This figure

definitely points out the geometric variations and long period sampling of observation for the

satellite over the missile concept. In addition, this observation pattern remains essentially un-

changed for other areas under the arc (400 N to 400 S for i = 400 and over all longitude) and

if the life of the satellite is assumed to be six months to one year, the coverage becomes abso-

lutely saturated with good passes.

Let us now examine in more detail the type of observation available from these passes.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 represent 'the heavy lined' path (pass number 35) shown in Figure 5 as seen

first from Valkaria and then as seen from Valkaria and Eleuthera. We can note from these diagrams

that these orbits provide excellent geometry, long data sampling periods, large variations

in range measurements, almost complete overlap in observations, and op'imrn conditions

For octical measurements. The optica' observations in the former d.ia:0,rn1 oCcur •Lt'teer

t 5 minutes and t 0 minutes and i- lc ter fiti r. betwo:en th, t;o ,tve,-
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planes (from h 310 elevation to hI 550 elevation from Eleuthera). This Interval also rep-
resents that portion of the orbit where simultaneous optical observations can be made from both
stations. The electronic overlap occurs between h = 240 for Valkarla and h = 250 at Eleuthera
with the, minimum observed angles at these times being 106 for the opposite site. The 100 rise
angle at Valkaria and 10° set at Eleuthera represents the 16 minute arc discussed earlier for
which gravitational perturbations were analyzed.

The near zenith paos was taken -s an example for two reosons: (a) It represents the
arc most affected by the U expression (other arcs would be considerably shorter In length) and (b)
it shows a wide range of distances which are very essential In Isolating MISTRAM error sources.
The example also shows that the satellite passes either maximize one effect and minimize the

Ners. If we refer to Figure 5 again, we can see that pastes such as number 8, 18, 48, 92 and
other near the corners have exactly the reverse effect as (a) and (b) above, while others closer
to the center have a tendency to equalize both factors. As will be shown later, the observation
redundancy provided by the satellite proves very significant In deriving the error coefficients.

Satellite Instrumentations

The experiment payload will be limited to the most Important electronic AMR missle-
ranging transponders -- MISTRAM, GLOTRAC and DPN-66 -- plus a high performance flashing
beacon to provide the needed optical data. (Figure 8)

The electronic ranging systems will be operated 3 times daily an the average, and 4 times
daily aso maximum. An "operation" will entail a 5-minute warm-up plus a 10 to 14 minute
period available for use. This utilization frequency is in keeping with the data acquisition
requirements as well as with the distribution of the GLOTRAC, optical, DPN-66 ground stations
and the more limited distribution of MISTRAM. The optical system should furnish at least 30
bursts daily. A single burst will consist of 4 flashes minimum, to provide assured identification
when photographed against the star background and to maintain accuracy In optical data. Each
of these systems will be tied to individual power supply.

The light and all three ranging transponders must be capable of being operated both
simultaneously as well as In any sequence so as to permit using the satellite In any one of the
several tracking modes. This required flexibility In operation will necessitate an extensive memory
ind logic system as well as an accurate (good to at least 0.3"milliseconcs) clock. The resulting
capability to operate with only Infrequent Injection of commands means that only a single ground
injection station will be needed, but an additional back-up station will be provided in the event
of memory failure and to provide a manual override for all systems.

Telemetry will be provided to gather the usual operational data as well as to give
assurance checks on the operation of transponders and the light.

Stabilization will be required, as undoubtedly will he do-spin. The closer the axis
can be stabilized to point downward toward the earth's center, the better will be utilization of
high-galn, narrow-beam antennas and light optics. Magnetic stabilization is presently good to
3 degrees, but this may not be sufficiently accurate for antenna orientation required for MISTRAM.
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Obviously the minimum weight is desired for the satellite, but the prqctical
philosophy will be adopted by using the lightest known and proven components, many of which
have been proven during other programs. No attmpt will SW-"m;e to engage in extemsive
development of new components to wring out the lost bit of weight.-saving. This reflects the
desire to limit costs and get the program going without development-induced delays. A pre-
liminary estimate of satel'ite weight is shown in Table I.

Summary:

Before I ask Mr. Brown to make the second part of this presentation, I would like
to stress that the miei Is tracking systems represent a considerable Investment of Government
funds and are scheduled to play major roles in our missile and space programs. These systems
and In particular MISTRAM, also represent the state-of-the-art knowledge in the electronic
field in ,which every practical design refinement was utilized to achieve maximum accuracy.
We belitive that it is absolutely essential that the capability of these equipments be fully evalu-
ated, improved, and maintained over the years, and we further believe that the satellite con-
cept Is the only practical tool to achieve this goal.



TABLE I
AMR CALIBRATION SATELLITE
PRELIMINARY WEIGHT BUDGET

Weight in Pounds

Estimated

A. Experiment Payload (Gov't Furn. Equip.) Min. Max. Attainable

1. Mistram (transponder only) 13.0 16.5 14.0

2. Glotrac (transponder only) 5.5 7.0 7.0

3. DPN-66 (transponder only) 8.8 10.5 10.5

4. Electronic Flash Heads & Controls
(2 flash heads, trigger & charging

circuitry, capacitors, sequence
controller) 30.0 50.0 40.0

B. Supporting Payload

1. Structure (body, solar blades and
hinges, thermal insulation, bal-

ance weights) 40.0 80.0 70.0

2. Power Supply
(Separate batteries for light trans -

ponder and other electronics, solar
cells, isolators & regulators) 40.0 95.0 60.0'

3. Stabilization (De-spin, attitude set &
stabilizer) 6.0 30.0 15.0

(magnetic)

4. Command, Logic, Switching,
Memory &Clock
(Memory, 100% redundant receivers
commutator, clock•, alternate com-
mand system) Z5.0 45.0 35.0

5. Telemetry (Commutator & transmitter) 10.0 15.0 13.0

6. Antennas (Single system, looking down-
ward only) 2.0 8.0 6.0

7. Cabling &Harnesses (RF, power dis-

tribution k special flashing light

cables) 15.0 30.0 20.0

8. Payload Accessories (Vehicle adap-
ters &misc. interface elements) 5.0 10.0 8.0

TOTAL 199.3 397.0 Z98.5
355
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--MISTRAM Regression Simulation

Mr. Mancini has shown that the satellite approach to the calibration of tracking
systems is attractive from the standpoints of geometry, frequency of suitable passes, global
applicability, and operational as well as reductional feasibility. It remains to be demon-
strated whether or not a significantly worthwhile calibration can be achieved through satellite
observations. A study has recently been initiated to investigate this matter. We shall present
some of the preliminary results of this study. The specific problem to be considered here is that
of calibrating MISTRAM by means of satellite observations. In order to calibrate any system
it is necessary to derive an error model for each channel of observations. The error model
adopted for MISTRAM Is presented In Figure 10. Each of the unknown parameters of the error
model (the a' s) has the specific physical Interpretation indicated in Figure 10. We do not
consider the proposed error model to be necessarily exhaustive; It is altogether possible that
additional terms may be Iustified by a more thorough systems analysis than that which we have
had an opportunity to make thus far. It should be noted that any required corrections which
can be made perfectly for all practical purposes are not included in the error model, relativistic
corrections and propagation time delays fall In this category. While time does not permit
presentation of the derivation of the error model, several remarks ore in order. First, the
error models for P, Q and R are not necessarily independent, inasmuch as certain of the
error parameters may be rigidly interrelated. For Instance, the frequency drift coefficients
aq, ao0, o°1 may logically be considered to be equal to each other; the same is true of the
timing bias parameters a5 , 012 and a21 . The frequency bias q4 may be regarded as being
Implicit in the parameters all and 021 which also serve to account for first order refractive
effects in P and Q. In addition to rigid constraints, certain statistical constraints may be
placed on some of the parameters. For Instance, the first and second order refraction para-
meters in the P error model should be very nearly the same as the corresponding parameters
In the Q error model. Such knowledge may be exploited by regarding the differences be-
tween these parameters as having means of zero and variances of specified magnitude.
Similar statistical constraints may be placed on Individual error parameters. This makes it
possible to exploit a priori knowledge of the likely range of variation of a given parameter
to constrain the parameter to lie in probability within specified statistical bounds.

Because certain of the parameters of the P, 0, R error models are Interreloted,
the parameters of all three error models must be determined simultaneously in a single multiple
regression. In order to obtain specific numerical results, we assumed that MISTRAM observed
three succeuive passes of a satellite in a circular orbit, 400 nm high and inclined 400. Figure

11 indicates the geometry of the passes and the interval of coverage assumed for each pass.
The central pass (pass 0) was taken to go, directly over Cape Canaveral. Although MISTRAM
can provide P, Q, R data at a rate of up to 20 samples per second, a sampling rate of only one
point per five seconds was assumed in the regression. Thts was done in recognition of the possi-
bility that a significant degree of serial correlation migh+ possibly exist in the observational
channols. Since a low sampling rate would be more likely to yield a set of nearly independent
observations than would a high sampling rate, the dangers inherent In neglecting serial corre-
lation in a regression analyses are generally minimized If the regression utilizes a low sampling
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rato. tict lo, the esuit'-9 est -re :.*,u c~y re I y ;o bc- cons ' tive, rathei

thai ov .1/ optimi ic, it' the -. iplir. ir.te J.fic !ntl, by lo aC ;t re scriaý e.,endencc-

*F -)urpc~es ,f I he egre-~ ions iuiotr the errors in :ccrssive valucs o! VQ
sar pleý ery 5 se :.~nds 'ere c sumel I o b ii r 'pe~ider.I wN~ tar io' d deviatc. 1 cf a JQ-
0.'3V F, 7O .4.

Nv ne Results:

P: al resul ;o' th~ i WS 'R AA regre, .Ion analysis for t ptisses c F Figure 1I a re summarized
in raI ~ 3 and 4. In ordc: o in ire rht t th'e regression* J d be determýnant, we constrained,

o0, c j lent by -,ef.ify ng a .r~ori standr~rd deviations for :c ch of the parameters as indricated
i n 6n res. Re gre;sic is w 31 per armed on indiviecul pos;, s, as5 well as on the combined.
dali ,c' 3:1~ three succe sive pmses. For ;:omparative purpo-,.s a regression was also performed.-
on I-- c be expc c~ted Fi o~ a I ighly loftec trajectory of a mro ket launched, from.CapeO Ca'naveral;'
flne flip mne was taken as run ling c ue ea- t (90* azitnuth) anl a pogee was taken as 7 100 nm and
f~e ir.'t poir t a.- 120 miles downro-ige. Points of the rockes trcijecto~ri below an altitw~e of

*30 im~ % a xc luc ed rrc-n the regres.- ion so that drag would not b3 a serious factor in free flight

V but a f1'w ex:eptions the error parameters resulting from regression based on satellite*
~ae; well dot. rra mad and well separa-ed. The exceptions are oi (first order" refraction)

3ni c,~ survey c ror) in the P errcr model and 020 (first or3( r refraction) and a24 (Y survey
inithe Q errcr, model. The covariance matrix cf the regression parameters shows:that ao .

S'd .4 rF very hi ;hl7 -.orrelated. The scme is true of 020 and 024. .he eson far this stems )

ý t:- ;c I that vhen ýIhe range R 's large comporect wlth the lengths of the P and,Q baselines,
:band L respecti 'ely), one has very nearly P b bX', Q = b X "inasmu.,-ch as'the X and V

ax. Is cc,, rc de approximately with th 3 P and Qbase les rsetel.Acordingly in the error
molels the coefficieants of (ý and 0 4 as well as thowa Of 020 and a24 are essentially constant
multiples cf each other no matter wlaot the geometry, (as tong as R»> b ,b' ). -Thus th6 separa-.
tion of firs:- order refraction and baseline liengtlms is n'.t feasible from eiIfher'%41,1 ite or rocket
ob,;arvctior . In order to abramn a sharp dererminatior. of either of these parametersi it is
necessar.' t3 specify the other.

ie ,3fted trrijectory yields re;ults c~mparable to those of the satellite passes with the
ex,:ept ..n iat first ,rnd second orde: refro,-.tion (a36, '37) in the range error model are poorly
de erm 7-~e. This r. a) be attributed to the fact that the elevation angles of the lofted trajectory
re ativ:ý to AiSTRA A n1ever become sufficitntly low to exerc-.e the coefficients of 0N and 07
ad -.quc -31) ? or on , points outside he eff ictive atmosphere (h > 50 nm in this case) were carried.

It *Ollc 's 'ýot a toi ted trajectory mist impoct rather far down range (at least 500 to 600 mn) if

it s '0 i ec tý a sh 'rp determinatio; of rei ract on pcrameter, for range.
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I 4 ~TABLE 2

4R 4R- t 'ot oa IR + a4 14-o 5R Ii+6csc E i ty csc E

A PRIORI SAT. PASS SAT. PASS SAT. iPASS SAT. PASS LOFTED
-1 0 +1 -1, 0, +1 TRAJECTORY

10 ft.- -4,-40 'O.794 7.88 O .12 0. 82

•I 7•70 32.

o 0.1 ft/ll c 0.0076 0.0032 0.014 0.00024 0.0018
02

.3 a 16 3- 0051 " .00
or lx10 suc 0.054x10 0,02710" 0.094,d0 0.005xi0 0.097x10"

: .0 ft. 0.060 0052 1 0.111 0.032 0.35

0.02 l-. 0.001 00001 .0022 0.00006 0.00198

* RESULTS OF REGRESSION SIMULATION: R ERROR MODEL
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TABLE."

2
APa-0 + 4t+ olOtP+ Q, P+ a 12P+ $13 P cot E+ o 1 4Xk + IJ +

PASS PASS PASS PASSES LOFTED
A PRIORI -1 0 +1 -1, 0,+1 TRAJECTORY

0 0.1 ft. 0.051 01026 0.064 0.0047 0.038

5x .c10 ft/sec 0.81x10 - OS48x164 O.90x10-4 0.055x40 0.135070

a 1x100 sec 0.O. 0xl0 0,12x10" 0.12x!00 0.0D1x710 O.0OL10a'o

13
a lx0. 0.63x10 0,047xl 0.D410" 0.491" 0.88x10

ais

.3 ..3 O.O.3 lO .
Oz lIOi SOC 0.055xi0" 0,019K10 0. I00xi0" 0.0017x10"$ 06,d

.7 .7 O. 77.0"

al 2x0.0 0.04810 O09247 0.lO43l 0.0014l 0.07735

• s 0. 05 ft. 0.046 0,029 0.04" 0.0080 0.038

n-155 n=165 n'155 nu495 n 235

RESULTS OF REGRESSION SIMULATION: P ERROR MODEL

(NOTE: IfR>>b p P b pX )
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T \BLE 4

* 2
AQ o17 + o18t' 01tQ +a 20Q+ a21 Q + o22Q cot E+ a 23 XQ+ 024 PQ + 025 VQ

A PRIORI SAT. PASS SAT. PASS SAT. PASS SAT. PASS LOFTED
-1 0 +1 -1,0,+1 TRAJECTORYa 017 0.1 ft* 0.048 0T.026 0.066 0.004 0.036 ..

L r.4 .4 .4 . 4.

o 5x ), 4 ft/sec 0.68x10 0.48x10 1.40x10"4 0.057x10" 0.11Oxl0"O.7 .1 .. .7..7.

a 1xO" sec 0.11Ox10 0.092x10 0.10010j 0.0087x10 0.340010
Qj .5 _ 55

orx0 0 0. 76x10 0.56x10"5 0.60x0" 0.45.07 0.58x10"
.3 . .. .3 $ 8 .6

u 021 10"-sec 0.05510 0.019x1O 0.100klO" 0.0017 10K 0.177x,0

I x10 0.068xi0 0.071xI0 O. 120K10' 0.031xI0 2.00x0"
022

0 O.0, ft. 0.033 0.044 0.046 0.014 0.048

(7 0.0 Wft. 0.049 0.048 0.045 0.043 0.0451124
( 1). 0 ft. 0.0495 0.029 0.048 0.00"76 0.038

n -155 n = 165 n = IS5 n=495 n 235

RESULTS Oý REGRESSION SIMULATIONt 0 ERROR MODEL

(NOTEt If R>> bQ, 0Q bQ IYQ)
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Propagation of Regression Covariance Matrix Through Sample Trajectory:

The significance of the results listed in Tables 2, 3 and 4 can be ascertained by propagating
the covariance matrices of the error parameters resulting from satellite regression through various
trajectories of interest. Table 5 indicates the results of propagating the covarlance matrix re-
suiting from satellite pass 0 through the lofted trajectory described above. Sigma R, Sigma P,
Sigma Q in this figure denote the standard deviations in R, P, and Q attributable to the errors
remaining in the calibrated error parameters. We find that these standard deviations have
generally been suppressed to a level of 1/3 to 1/10 that of postulated noise in the respective
channels. This demonstrates that a calibration resulting from a single pass of a satellite can
successfully suppress systematic error to insignificance in comparison with the random error. This
is the ultimate objective of calibration.

Conclusions

Although the results obtained thus for are of a preliminary nature, they do strongly indicate that
satellite techniques can lead to an effective calibration of tracking Instrumentation. In further
work the assumption that the short arc orbit is perfectly known will be abandoned in favor of the
more realistic assumption that the osculoting orbital elements are subject to error. The determina-
tion of the covarlancc matrix of the osculating elements and the propagation of this through the
regression to determine the error parameters must be accomplished in order to obtain definitive
results. On the other hand, it should be appreciated that had an unsatisfactory regression been
obtained under the assumption of a perfectly known orbit, the entire concept of a calibration
satellite could have been dismissed without further Investigation. The highly favorable results
obtained thus for indicate that the raliLeation satellite clearly warrants an exhaustive investiga-
tion of the theoretical, operational, logistical, reductional and economic aspects of a possible
full scale future program. Such an investigation is now well underway under the sponsorship of
Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force
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Ii TABLE 5

T SIGMA R SIGMA P SIGMA Q
(sec) ft. ft.

150.00 .1573187 .0053253 .0030654

200.00 .1485915 .0050784 .0030246

250.00 .1340646 .0048021 .0030275

300.00 .1092174 .0044765 .0030160

349.99 .0837006 .0041630 .0030070

399.99 .0610131 .0038788 .0030114

449.99 .0435491 .0036343 .0030321

499.99 .0353083 .0034433 .0030704

549.99 .0374892 .0033327 .0031262

599.99 .0446640 .0033940 .0031983

(0-5) (0.03) (0.03)

T ___
ASSUMED RMS NOISE LEVELS
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SOME NUMERICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ANrERROR MODEL BWST ESTIMATE OF TRAJECTORY.

Abstract

Certain numerical characteristics which have exhibited them-
selves in the results from several simulated and real "Best
Estimate of Trajectory" reductions are discussed. Emphasis has
been placed upon the effects of various error model assumptions
upon a BET. In addition, the effects of weighting the obser-
vations and of applying certain a priori knowledge to the
solution are considered.

1. Introduction

This paper has been preceded by two others on the same general

topic delivered at the Joint AFTrC - Range User Conferences of
1961 and 1962. The first paper (2) discussed the philosophical'
basis of the error model approach to a "Best Estimate of Trajecto-
ry," or BET, and outlined the data processing procedures deemed
necessary for the implementation of such an approach. Thesecond paper (2) provided a history of BET computer program de-

velopment as of that time and described plans for future
modifications. Due to the rapidly expanding nature of the BET•problem, the scope of this presentation has~been limited to only
one of its aspects - certain numerical characteristics which have
become evident in the results of many computer runs over the
past few years. Some of the examples were chosen randomly and
some were chosen because they emphasized certain characteristics.
In order to give the numerical results meaning t" those unfamiliar
with the BET corcept certain basic assumptions of the error model
BET will first be outlined.

2. The Formulation of an Error Model

Before any measurement can be of use in a trajectory compu.-
tation, the condition equation relating it to the trajectory
parameters must first be formulated. Until the inception of the
error model approach, this simply entailed the formulation of a
geometric or dynamic relationship between the measurement and
the trajectory parameters. The equations were then solved for
the trajectory parameters by a unique solution if only three
measurements were available or by a weighted least squares adjust-
ment (3) if more than the necessary minimum of three measurements
were available. By-products of the least squares adjustment were
estimates of covariance in the estimated trajectory parameters
and residual errors (residuals) formed by differencing the measure-
ments with their ad-•.ztod values:
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V -m -f(X,y,Z)

where
V Is the residual,
mn iB the measurement, and
f(x,y,z) is the least squares estimate or missile position

In some arbitrary coordinate system. Similar residuals existed
for the velocity equations.

A common characteristic noted In the residuals was that for
a system possessing high precision (low noise content) the real-
d uals usually exhibited trends (high serial correlation) over
long intervals of a trajectory. Such trends may be noted in
Pigure 1A, which is a graph of residuals from a typical =DP (a
UHW Doppler tracking system) reduction. reasurements from four
IJDOP sites were involved in the least sqi~ares adjustment.

in one of the earliest uses of an error model at AMR, it was
assumed that such trends in the residuals from Doppler data were
due mainly to systematic errors in the calibration process. At
that time (15) the existing Doppler system, kn~own as DOVAP,
was usually calibrated or "tied In' early in a trajectory with
theodolite data. The persistence of trends in the residuals thus
led rather naturally to the tie-in point as the source of system-
a tic error and the inclusion of the tie-in point in each condition
equation as an unkn~own. An analytical solution (4I) existe6 at
*the time and was programmed for the Cape 70~4 Computer. Later a
more straightforward solution (5) was derived and progranmmed for
the PLAC Computer. Data from several Redstone and Thor flights I
were processed using the two techniques although, for reasons
mentioned later in this paper, no resulting trajectory was ever
published.

The DOVAP tie-in point solutions closely resemble the constant
bias error model BET (an obvious defect or the tie-in point method

A is the inclusion of the random error at thoi time or tie-in as a
systematic error throughout the trajectory). In the constant bias
error model type of BET a constant term Is added to each condition

I equation as an unknown. The basic assumptions her's again are
that the system is poorly calibrated, that the calibration error
Is the major part of the total systematic error and that the
systematic error remains constant throughout the reduction.* Some
Justification for such an error model~ exists in that comparisons
of Ballistic Camera data with electronic trackcing data from air-;
craft calibration tests often show a fairly constant bias over
long stretches of the aircraft's flight path. The existence of
such a constant bias may also be justified In many cases from an

*engineering standpoint if the equipment design is such as to
prohibit large drifts.

After transforming the trajectory coordinates as Indicated
*by one system into a second system's natural coordinates (LiMn, PQR,

AER, etc.), comparisons often indicate a drift between the trans-
formed data of the first system and the measured data of the
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second system. Figure 2 shows the differences between trens-
formed AZUSA L14R data and GE MOD III measured PQR data on a
recent test. Such differences can often be approxim~ted closely
over long portions of a trajectory by a low oegree polynmial,
with time as the independent variable (it should be understood.

* however, that the drifts in the differences doenot necessarily
imply a drift error in either system, since a constant bias in
one esstem could transform into a drift relative to the other
system). The existing BET routine, BRT2, assumes a polynomial
of the first degree (systematic error - a + bt) as its error
model. The physical basis for such an error model lies in the
fact that measurement errors due to such factors as timing bias
and survey bias can often be approximated by a low degree poly-
nomial. Figure 3 shows the effects of a 0.0001e (approximately,
36 feet) error in location of the site on the measurements of two
radars over a typical ICBM trajectory. Note that the errors for
the radar located behind the trajectory can be approximated more
closely by a linear error model than the errors for a radar
located along the trajectory such as at Grand Bahama Island..

In formulating an error model, one has a choice of using an
expression in which errors are implicitly expressed or one ti
which the errors are explicitly expressed. A polynomial repre-
sents the implicit case in which no attempt is made to assign the
cause of an error to a particular source such as calibration,
survey, timing, reference frequency drift, refraction, etc. Even
errors due to unknown sources, when finally detected, can .often
be described by a low degree polynomial. A good case can also be
made for the application of an explicit error model in which
actual physical quantities may be evaluated. One great advantage
of such an approach lies in the fact that certain errors may be
in common to several of the different measuring devices. Thus,
all the UDOP measurements from one complex might be assigned the
same timing bias due to a timing error at the recording site or
the same survey error terms due to an error in the location of
the involved survey net. Decreasing the number of error model
terms in such a manner should result in a much better conve ence
of the solution. Disadvantages of such an approach will bedis-
cussed later.

3. The Assigning of .Weights

Another basic assumption involved in determining a WP Is-
that the covariance matrix of the observations is known. This
requires, in the case of an error model BET, an estimate of the
precision with which the condition equation fits the physical
situation. The assumption made in the existing BET reduction
program is that the condition equation, Including the error
model terms, fits the physical situation except for the total
noise content of the data. Estimates of total noise in the
observations are used to weight the observations during the least
squares adjustment. Investigations are now being made concerning
the possibility of including serial correlation terms in the /
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weight matrices. At the present time, the need for autocorre-
lation considerations is beine partially avoided by choosing
data samples far enough apart so that serial independence can
be assumed for all data entering into the error model coef-
ficient determination.

4. Additional Assumptions

An argument can be made that in utilizing only the measurement
data from a particular test in determining that test's trajectory,
a large body of useful knowledge gained from past experience is
ignored. The existing BET routine is capable of making use of
such a priori knowledge of the behavior of the error model coef-
ficients by treating this knowledge as quasi-measurement data
with known variance. This a priorl knowledge can be derived from
past ballistic camera comparisons, calibrations made using cali-
bration towers, engineering specifications, etc. Similarly,
knowledge of certain trajectory pointsmmp be entered into the
computer routine as quasi-measurement data with associated co-
variance matrices. Such data, called "control data," are usually
furnished by optical systems whose basic measurements have not
been assigned an error model in the reduction. Both types of
quasi-measurements enter Into the least squares adjustment and
affect, in varying degrees, the determination of the error model
coefficients. A newer version of the BET routine will incorporate
integrated guidance data as quasi-measurement data with a poly-
nomial in time error model.

There are, of course, other constraints which could be
placed upon the data. The error model terms could be adjusted
further in free flight by determining a post-burnout position-
velocity vector which, when numerically integrated down the
trajectory, would give a least squares fit to the data (anC a
best estimate of impact). Additional quasi-measurement equations
could be used in relating various error model coefficients. The
position data could be constrained to equal the integrated
velocity data.

5. Certain Effects of the Error Model Aseumptions on the Error
ModeL BE

It was previously mentioned that no trajectories using the
DOVAP tie-in point solutions were ever published. The principal
reason for not publishing the trajectoriea was that, although
the trends in the residuals became less obvious in most cases,
the computed tie-In points often took on values which differed
unreasonably from points determined by the optical tracking
systems. Although the tie-in point solutions were eventually dis-
carded, many of the characteristics which later appeared in BET
computations were evident in the tie-in point computations. It
was found that convergence of the solution was poor unless data
samples over a long portion of the trajectory were used and that
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Indicated by propairat.lon of the covarlance matrix of error
imoadel coefficnents into the Cartesian trajectory coordinates.
This is shown in Fl.ýure 4C for the above linear error model
solution. Note that the estimate of residual bias decreases
significantly as the number of stations is increased (curve a to
curve b) and even more significantly as the geometry is expanded
to include a Downrange system (curve b to curve a).

Two cases which show vividly the possible effects of er-
roneous error model assumptions are shown ih Figures 5A and 5B.
Here, only the first three systems involved in the preceding
theoretical case were used. In the first case, a survey error

* of 0.00010 (approximately 36 feet) was applied to the latitude of
the third system in addition to its linear error. The effect of
this survey error on the system's measurements is shown in curve
5C. A least squares solution for the trajectory was then made,
assuming only the linear error model. The differences In
Figure 5A show that the BEV estimate (again x only) was far worse
during the late portion of the trajectory than any of the indi-
vidual erroneous trajectories. In the second example, constant
biases were applied to the true values of the first two systems
and a linear error was applied to each measurement of the third
system. A constant bias error model was then assumed for each
measurement involved in the least squares adjustment. Note that
again the BET was not as good as two of the individual trajectories.

These two cases ire good illustrations of a rule which has
made itself evident in BET data from many tests. In these two
cases the relative values of the measurements changed rapidly
during the first 100 seconds of the reduction due to the missile's
trajectory being within the station configuration (in order of
magnitude). In the later portion of the trajectory the relative
values of the measurements changed only gradually. This resulted
in the familiar GDOP (Geometric Dilution of Precision) effect
upon the error model coefficient determination. The least squares
solution automatically biased the determination to give the
best ets~lmate of systematic error (and trajectory) in the region
nf good geometry. The effect of the erroneous error model was in
these two cases greatly magnified later in the trajectory. This
is similar in concept to evaluating a poorly fitting polynomial
at a great distance beyond the span of data used in determining
the polynomial coefficients. The evaluation may be close to the
true value at the midpoint but the errors may become tremendous
at a time far beyond the span. The effect of having the best
geometry very early in the trajectory is especially detrimental
when the point of track of any system is uncertain. An error of
a few feet in the tracking point can be interpreted as an angular
error of several hundred microradians in one of the instruments.
This may result in only a small trajentory error early in tne
flight but will become greatly magnified later.

Returning to Figure 5C, we see that the survey error resulted
in measurement errors that were approximately linear in time
over several intervals. BETa were computed over several fifty-
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second intervals of the trajectory, The results (x coordinates
only) of the two 50-second intervals which had convergent
solutions are shown in Figure 5A, curves B and 0. The residuals
of both solutions were very random but the estimates of residual
bias indicated by the covariance matrices were so large as to ex-
ceed any reasonable accuracy requirements. This breaking up of
the trajectory into several pieces has been suggested as a means
of avoiding multi-term error models but, with the instrumentation
data available on a typical test qt AMR, this usually results in
near indeterminacy.

One additional example shows the effects of an erroneous
error model upon the bias adjustment foi' a recent Minuteman.
Figure 6A shows the differences between AZUSA LMR measurements
and the same data as indicated by the Downrange UDOP system.
Note that the drift between the two syetems appears to be fairly
linear in all parameters only in the range 89-119 seconds. A'
constant bias error model BET was first computed using the data
from 89 to 175 seconds. This resulted in the following bias
estimates for each system and the associated estimates of
standard deviation:

AZUSA UDOP
L a .22 ppm Range Difference 1 - .915 feet
M 16.22 ppm Range Difference 2 - *.999 feet
R -20.53 feet Range Sum 466.46 feet

SW 1.75 ppm -Y .23 feet
DAa 1.73 ppm -D0 .34 feet

-= 1.10 feet a3 s 2.54 feet

As can be seen in Figure 6B, obvious trends still remained
in the residuals from this reduction. The trajectory was then
recomputed 1'rint' the area from 89 seconds to 119 seconds only,
using a higher samplinr rate to improve convergence. The esti-
mates of the bias estimates with their Asoe1td standard
deviations were then as follows:

AZUSA UDOP

L 27.03 ppm Range Difference 1 - - .892 feet
M - 8.81 ppm Range Difference 2 - - 2.:)6 feet
R - 10.98 feet Range Sum - 7.68 feet
cr 3.33 ppm 0- .29 feet

am - 1.80 ppm a- .56 feet

al= 2.89 feet a- 7.56 feet

The AZUSA residuals, Shown in 6C have now taken on the ap-
pearance of randomness. The UDOP residuals, not shown, also
appeared random. Because of the size and trends of the residuals
in the 89-160 second reduction we must conclude that we have a
poor estimate of the true systematic errors and that the associated
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estimates of error in the error model coefficients are jmush -to•;j ~small. On the other hand, based upon . ...t. rna ....stnq.ftlo•, • •

the 89-119 second reduction gave a reasonable estimate of the.
instrumentation biases. The higher sampling rate in the 89-•
119 second reduction appeared justified because the total noise'
content of Minuteman data is derived mainly from the highe fr*.-
quencies, thus allowinC serial independence of data sampltes -t be
assumed over relatively small time lags. On this basis the esti-
mates of standard deviation in the error model coefficients also
appear realistic. A study of critical times on this test Indi-
cates that the unrealistic estimates derived in the 89-160 second
reduction were due mainly to discontinuities in the AZUSA data
because of the interference effects of the third stage flame.

Many of the nroblems encountered with the existing SIT
routine appear to stem from an assumption which was considered
intuitively obvious. The assumption has manifested itself in
statements taking the average form: "Given a sufficiently over-
determined set of trajectory observations, the estimate of
trajectory can be improved by including certain persistent bias
terms as unknown parameters. Even the application of the simplest
error model, such as a constant bias, will improve the trajectory
estimate." That this statement is not necessarily true is pointed
out by the previous numerical examples. Additional examples
follow.

Data from continuous wave tracking systems often contain
discontinuities which result In a true error model of.square
wave or step function shape. Application of a polynomial type
error model over the entire trajectory could result here in large
estimates of rate error whereas between the actual discontinuities
the true rate errors might well be negligible. Unfortunately,
breaking such a trajectory into several portions with independent
error models would, in many casesp result in near indeterminacy
because of poor Spometry.

An analogy from polynomial curve fitting might be of interest
here. It is well known that app.L.cation of too low a degree poly-
nomial to a set of data which has a large degree polynomial trend
can result in a lar6 e bias whinh might cancel any improvement due
to noise reduction. In actual practice it does little Rood to
smooth through burnouts or ignitions, the unsmoothed data, for
CW systems in particular, being in most cases closer to the true
values than the smoothed data.

Recently, much impetus has been Siven to the development of
explicit type error models using actual physical quantities as
unknowns rather than polynomial type error models in which the
errors are implicitly expressed. Lest one believe that this is
the ultimate panacea for our error model BET problems, let us
return to Figure 3B. This graph shows the effective measurement
error In some radar measurements due to survey error. Note that
the error in the range measurement for the radar behind the
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trajectory is approximately constant. Thus, if a range measuring
station behind the trajectory were assigned an error model'which
contained both calibration and survey error terms, and the noise
content of the data were of such magnitude as to account for the
differences between the two assumptions, it would be impossible
to separate the two sources of error without recourse to additional
knowledge. Similarly, elevation and azimuth errors can be ex-
plained in particular cases by calibration, purvey and timing
errors independently.

The effect of a timing error, upon a measurement can be ex-
pressed as a function of measurement rate,, We can see In Pigure
2, curve A, the difference between AZUSA range and GE MOD III as
a function of range rate. It appears that the assumptions of a
relative timing error of about two milliseconds could, except
for the change of trend at the end of the trajectory, account
for the drift between the two ranges. Unfortunately, no timing
errors of such magnitude in the two systms a~neared *hvesiollyýose~ible.

It is important to note the word "relative" in the above

paragraph. The BET Solution Is based upon considerations ofinternal consistency of the data. It is obvious that only
relative timing errors can be removed by the BET since internal
consistency can be maintained by adding the same arbitrary timing
error to each system's data. Similarly, errors in longitude can
only be corrected relatively since the same arbitrary longitude
error could be added to each instrument's position without affect-
Ing the internal consistency of the data. hdvantage can be taken
of this situation by assuming one system's timing and location
as the standard. Because of the resulting decrease in the number
of unknowns, the solution normally converges faster when this is
done. The effect of this assumption on the trajectory is not
very detrimental because a small timing bias or survey bias
existing in common at all sites normally results in only a small
displacement of the trajectory in the desired coordinate system.

6. Effects of the WeightIng and a Priori Estimates on the Error

Model BET

The total noise estimates used in weighting the measurement
data have been, in most cases, computed using a varying lag
variate difference technique. The physical basis for using such
a technique Is mentioned in (6). The most detrimental effect of
poor weighting appears to be that it may cause the BET to be
noisier than trajectories computed by one or more of the indi-
vidual systems. If the error model fits the physical situation
(as in the previously used hypothetical ICBM case), erroneous
weighting does not have a great effect upon the determination
of error model coefficients although the associated estimates of
covariance become erroneous as do the covarlance estimates of
the trajectory coordinates. One example of the effect of a
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h hafe or weight upon the sET is given in Pigure 5A, curve A. . r,Here the estfmaw of the etandard deviation of the noise In
thu System 3 data was doubled (thus deemasirg its weight)-. qF•

Note that the trajectory moved much closer to tlie true trajeut•ory
at the beginning, Where System 3 was at a relatively great
distance from the missiles but again diverged far from the true'
trajectory as System 3' a geometric contribution to the solution
became more significant. The effect upon the estimates of
systematic error in Systems 1 and 2 was to bring them much closer
to their known values.

The effects of the a priori.quasi-measurement data on the
BN results depend largely upon the amount of overdetermination.
existing. Thus, if we have enough overdetermination to give ,us
an estimate of error in the computed error model coefficients
of one part per million in direction cosine, the additional a
priori quasi-measurements with a standard deviation estimate
of twenty parts per million will have little effect on the B1
results. The use of a priori estimate in a BET reduction does
not rest upon very firm ground. The effect of the estimates
can be varied drastically by simply changing the sampling rate
If this is warranted by having independent samples. The estl-
mates can be weighted in such a way as to enforce one system,
over another if this should be desired. The effect of the a
priori estimates is especially significant in oases where
near undeterminaoy exists (as in the case described in .Figure
5A, curve C). On most BETs published so far, because of the.
questionable validity of their application, the estimates of
variance in the quasi-measurement data have been made so large ('
that the overdetermination due to the actual trajectory measure---
ments has been the overwhelming factor, In effect, the error
model coefficients have been treated as complete unknowns.

7. Conclusion

The findings discussed in this presentation might be sum-
marized by repeating an old axiom: Beware of the intuitively
obvious. The intuitively obvious in this case was that, given
a suffiountly overdetermined set of observations, the appli-
cation of any simple error model (such as a constant blas j
would lead to an improved estimate of trajectory.

The preceding examples have shown that this Is not necessarily
true. Most of the early analysis on the BET' problem was based
upon hypothetical error models which fitted the simulated data
exactly. The application at AMR of the metnod to actual
rather than simulated data has brought Into display the many
possible limitations of the method, These includes

(a) The fact that Increasing the number of terms In tile
error model can cause a swift approach toward in-
determinacy. Thus, in going from the constant bias
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error model to the linear error model, the esti-
mates of residual bias can in many cases increase
by one or two orders of magnitude.

(b) The fact that as we increase the number of terms in
the error model, the effect of the remaining small
errors on the trajectory becomes accentuated. This
is a direct consequence of (a).

(c) The fact that different physical errors can have the
same effects upon the internal consistency of the data
and thus cannot be separately determined by the BET
error model solution.

(d) The fact that error model coefficients determined

mainly by the geometry over one portion of the tra-
jectory often prove detrimental when applied to
another portion of the trajectory.

Much analycis remains to be done concerning the effects of
erroneous error model assumptions on a BET, and much of our know-
ledge of BET limitations gained so far has been the result of
chance encounters during data processing. The tone of this pre-
sentation may have appeared pessimistic but this was completely
unintended. As in many other fields, the study of failures and
limitations is a necessary step toward a better understanding
and toward further progress. Despite all of the negative aspects
stressed here, one fully compensating positive fact cannot be
denied: G;iven a realistic error model with a good geometric
distribution of tracking stations over the trajectory in question,
the error model BET method will truly provide a "Best Estimate
of Trajectory."
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ATTENDEES

Abercrombie, J. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Aein, J. M. I. D. A. Washington, D. C.
Aichele, D. G. Marshall Spc Fit Ctr Huntsville, Ala.
Alexander, J. C. PMR Pt. Mugu, Calif.
Anderson, B. E., Jr. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Anderson, J. M. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Arbutlnot, G. L. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Ariail, F. P. Lt DWLT PAFB
Aumann, C. R. RCA PAFB
Autery, R. M. N. American Avia. Columbus, Ohio
Bagg, J. L. Aerospace PAFB
Bailey, G. W. Aerospace El Segundo, Calif.
Bain, R. A. STL Redondo Bch, Calif.
Barnett, F. Q. MTOER PAFB
Barton, D. K. RCA Moorestown, N. J.
Bedard, P. E. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Bishop, E. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Bergeson, J. E. Boeing Seattle, Wash.
Blanchard, R. W. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Boland, L. W. WSMR New Mexico
Boyd, E. W. Hercules Pwdr Co Magna, Utah
Briner, D. M. STL Redondo Bch, Calif.
Brinkman, W. RCA PAFB
Brown, D. C. D. Brown Associates Melbourne, Fla.
Brown, J. E. Douglas Acft Cp. Canaveral, Fla.
Brown, R. A. RCA PAFB
Bruns, R. H. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Bryant, D. J. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Bryant, R. P. RCA PAFB
Buckley, R. C. Wolf R&D Corp Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Bullard, E. E. Boeing Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Burkett, S. B., Jr. PAWA PAFB
Butcher, L. E. JIL Cp. Canaveral, Fla.
Campbell, A. T. AVCO Wilmington, Dela.
Cancio, P. GE
Canty, F. G. Martin Co Orlando, Fla.
Carman, R. A. RCA PAFB
Carr, R. NASA Houston, Texas
Carroll, C. L., Jr. PAWA PAFB
Ceely, W. W. Boeing Seattle, Wash.
Chaloupka, B. C. Martin Co Denver, Colo.
Chase, D. G. L. B. Hanscom Fld. Mass.
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ACerar, P.V. ARMA Garden City, N.YO
Chen, B. S AWA PAFB

Cholniere, L. E. AVCO Wilmington, Man.
Christ, 0. J. W. RCA PAFB
Christen, 0. L. Chrysler Corp Melbourne, Fia.
Clark, Billy V. Capt DWLT PAFB

Clark, 0. D. RCA PAFB
Clifton, H. W. Martin Co Cocoa, FVa.
Cockerbam, F. RCA PAFE

'. Collins, L. B. RtCA PAFB
Congdon, T. W. GE Pittsfield, Mass.

Connor, A. H. Capt BSD Horton AFB, Calif.
Connor, M. 0. Thiokol Chem Corp Brigham City,Utah
Cooper, W. T. Martin Co Cocoa, Fla.

Cornell, K, Lt MTOZR PAFB
Craft, R. H. Marshall Spo Fit Ctr Huntsville, Ala.

Davenport, F. S. PAWA PAFB
Davidson, T. F. Acoustica Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Dawson, J. E. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, FUla .
Deal, W. K. Jr. Hercules Pwder Co Magna, Utah
Dean, A. Z. MartinCo Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Decino, A. Aerospace PAFB

Deily. W. H. Boeing New Orleans, La.

Dickson, E. L. NASA Houston, Teom

Dickson, W. H. Lockheed PAFB

Denovan, M. A, Jr. Chrysler Corp New Orleans, La.
Downey, N. J. Martin Co Denver, Colo.
Drew, E. 0. RCA PAFB

Drucker, A. N. STL Calif.
Dryden, W. A. RCA PAFB

Edson, J. R. Boeing Seattle, Wash.

Bills, G. W. GE PAFB
England, H. T. WECO PAFB
Fagen, B. W., MW APCS OAFB

Farnsworth, 0. D. Thiokol Chem Corp Brigham City, Utah
Fatig, B. RCA PAFB

Feldman, S. GE PAFB
Ferguson, C. R. PAWA PAVE
Fields, M. H. PMR Pt ,a
Finkle, J. F., Capt MTOER PANE
Finley, C. J., Capt APCS OAFB

Flater, J. F. Martin Co Denver, Colo.

Franklin, M. R. NASA Houston, Tun
Flickinger, B. L. RCA PAFB
Flowers, L. H. RCA PAFB
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Friebertshauser, George 0. Aerospace PAf B

Frohrne, K. R. Martin Co Orlando, Fla.

Gabler, R. T. Rand Corp SantA Monica, Calif.

Gandy, W. F. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Garrett, J. R. RCA PAFB

Geist, J. H. DWTMS PAFB

Gennery, D. B. RCA PAFB

Giraud, C. E., Lt/Col APCS OAFB

Glass, B. D. Brown Assoc. Melbourne, Fla.

Gleason, G. W. Martin Co. Denver, Colo.

Gleason, W. E. ARMA Orlando, Fla.

Goad;• Granville G. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Godke, D. P. RCA PAFB

Goff, H. C. GE PAFB

Gott, A. H. Aerospace San Bernardino, Calif.

Grunenfelder, A. C. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla."

Gunar, Murray
Gwinn, R. T. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Hagin, E. J., Maj. MTDR PAFB

Hain, J. L. Bendix Baltimore, Md.
Haltinner, E. J. Hercules Pwdr Co Magna, Utah

Harden, E. A. RCA PAFB

Hamilton, S. G., Jr. Aerospace PAFB

Hanson, N. L. RCA PAFB

Harding, J. D. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Hatch, M. RCA PAFB

Hatcher, E. T. RCA Moorestown, N.J.

Hekimiar, K. K. AVCO Wilmington, Mass.

Held, G. STL Redondo Beach, Calif.

Heller, D. W. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Henriksen, 0. M. ARMA Cp. Canaveral, Fla.

Hereford, W. V. Sandia Albuquerque, N. M.

Herrington, A. H. IBM Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Hedman, E. L. RCA PAFB

Hess, G. K., Jr. MTGS PAFB

Hicks, H. C. GE
Hickey, J. R. STL Cp. Canaveral, Fla.

Hinds, N. F. NASA PAFB

Hlavaty, E. M. MTQXP PAFB

Hoffman-Hoyden, A. E. RCA PAFB

Holzman, R. E. JPL Pasadena, Calif.

Hood, R. AC Spark Plug Milwaukee, Wisec.

Howell, G. K. Hercules Pwdr Co Magna, Utah

Huber, H. J. Aerospace PAFB

Hyde, W. L. Sandia Cp, Canaveral, Fla.
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Incerto 1D. J. NASA Houston, Texas
Jaenket M. G. AFMDC Holloman-AFB,N. M.
Jamieson, J. N. RCA PAFB
.Jelen, 0. W. NASA Cocoa Beaeh, Fla.
Jones, N. C. Martin Co Cocoa BeacIh Fla.
Julian&, W. J. GE Pittsf1.e1, Mass.
Jacobs, C. RCA PAFB
Kahler, H. R. Wolf R&D Corp West Concord, Mass.
Kaiser, J.. L D.A. Washington, D.CQ
Keenan, R. V. STL Redondo Beach, Calif.
Keene, L. F. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Keller, R. L. Autonetics Anaheim, Calif.
"Kerr, S. V. RCA PAFB
Kershner, W. S. AVCO PAFB
Keys, R. R., Capt Aerospace Research Washington, D. C.
Knight, T. J. GE
Korpal, J. W. Lockheed PAFB
Kotecki, V. D., Jr. Douglas Aircraft Santa Monica, Calif.
Krivanich, M. A. MTDR PAFB
Lake, W. M., Maj MTOER PAFBI
Lanckton, A. H. RADC Bedford, Mass.
La Plants, E. J. GE PAFB
Lasman, L. L. RCA PAFB
Leonard, DI L. MTOER PAFB
Layman, E. R.
LeIoc, A. L. RCA PAFB
Levy, H. N., Jr. JPL Pasadena, Calif"
Llndstrom, 0. M. STL Calif.
Lindemann, N. L. RCA PAIB
Lippke, B. R. Aerospace PAVB
Little, P. R. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Lucchesi, 0. A., Lt Col APC8 OAFB
Lutowaki, N. MTOBR PAFB
Lutietti, J. L. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
McCall, W. L. Autonetics Cp. Canaveral, Fla.
McCollough, R. R. Martin Co Denver, Colo.
McCombie, H. E. Hercules Pwder Co. Bacchus, Utah
McCormck, P. J IBM Cocoa Beach, Fla.
McDonald, F. W., Jr. Autonetics Anaheim. Calif.
Malinckrodt, A. J. Conin•i em Ltabs Santa Ar, Calif.
Mallory, N. D. RCA PAFB
Mancii, A. AFCRL Hanscom Fld, Mass.
Manges, R. 3. Thiokol Bringaln City, Utah
Mann, M. E., Jr.
Manning, W. H., Jr. MTGSS PAFB .
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Martin, C. F. PAWA PAFB

Martin, K. W. GE

Martin, M. A. GE PhiladelphiaPa.

Masch. H. D. RCA PAFB

Mayo, J. NI. RCA PBernardino, CalifB
Merkie, R. A. Aerospace SaYB
Mertens, L. A. RCA PAFB

Mitchell, R. W. STL cocoa Beach, Fla.

Moody, R. H. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.

2 Morrissey, G. E., Capt MTOEC PAFB

Moss, H. D. JPL Cp. Canaveral, Fla.

Motley, C. H. Bell Tel Lab Whippany, N. J.

Moyer, R. W. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Murrin, Francis E. AC Spark Plug Div Milwaukee, Wisc.

Naumcheff, M. NASA Huntsville, Ala.

Neal, D. A. STL Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Neal, W. C. Hercules Pwdr Co Magna, Utah

Needham, P. h., Capt APCS OAFB

Nelson, B. B. GE PAFB

Nelson, D. M. Aerospace PAFB

Nersestan, R. R. MTQMA PAFB

Nicol, D. A. RCA PAFB

Nobles, R. 0. AC Spark Plug Div Milwaukee, Wise.

Norman, R. L. MTQDD PAFB

Norowich, V. R. YTGSS PAFB

Nosby, L. J. AC Spark Plug Div Pt. Canaveral, Fla.

O'Connor, E. A.,Jr., Lt DWTM PAFB

O'Connor, J. J. RCA PAFB

Oliver, C. F. Autonetlcs Downeyr Calif.

Ollikala, E. E. ARMA Vandenberg AFB, Calif.

Page, E. N. STL
Parks, D. H. RCA PAFB

Parks, J. E. PAWA * PAFB
Painter, J. T. RCA PAFE
Pearce, C. E., MaJ M'I'GS PAFB

Peer, R. R.
Pepple, R. RCA PAFB

Perkins, C. E. RCA PAFB

Pickover, H. STLPA
Pinder, P. H., Jr. MTQP Calif.

Pinter, P. N. sTr, Pal.
Powell, W. MTQXP PAFB

Price, W. A. RCA PAFB

Principe, V. P. PAWA PAFB

Radcliffe, F. R. GE PAFB

Randolph, C. R. Aerospace Los Angeles, Calif.
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Rancdolph, J P. JPL Silver Spring, Md.
SRa~utl, D.~. Autonetics Downey, Calif.SRedmon, J.A. Boen Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Rolf, 2L RCA PAFB
Reql, J. S. JPL Calif.

Rivett, J. E. Chrysler Corp Detroit, Mich.

Roberts, R- A.- RCA PAFB
Rollins, J. RCA PAFB
Romo, P. E., Lt Cou MTQFW PAFB
Rosenfield, G. H. RCA PAFB
Roy, A. J. RCA PAFB
Rady, L. E. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Rutherford, D. E. DWTM PAFB

Rutkowski, P. T. N. American Avia Downey, Calif.

Sanders, Alfred
Sanders, M. A. AC Spark Plug Dlv Pt. Canaveral, Fla.

Sehmyse:, C. F. Chrysler Corp Melbourne, Fla.

Echulze, G. H. Sangamo Elec Co Springfield, M.
tnctt, C. R. RCA PAFB
* Sellrs, R. JM. Aerospace PAFB

Shuiner, R. H. Martin Co Cocoa Beach , Fla.

Sheldon, L. L., Capt AFCRL Hanscom Fild, Mus.e

Shirloe,, R. C. MTQMA Cp. Canaveral, Fla.

Shoc,% q. nl. STL Redondo Beach, Calif.
Short, W. T. N. American Avia Downey, Calif.

Slwvostre, H. MTOEC PAFB
Slog!en, W. L. JPL Pasadena, Calif.

Smith, D. P. Burroughs Corp Pt. Canaveral, FlU.

Smith, M. R. Martin Co Denver, Colo.

Smiths, i.;. Douglas Acft CO Santa Monica, Calif.

Snapper, J. AutonettCb Calif.

Snell, B. 3. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

St. Clair, J. H., Capt APCS OAFB

Steasall, W. r. N. American Avin Downey, Calif.

Strauss, W. C. APL Silver Spring, Md.

Strickland, D. M. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Tabeling, R. H. RCA PAFB
Taiani, Anglo J. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Taylor, W. C., Jr. PGVO Eglin AFB, Fla..
Tear, R. T. Wolf R&D Corp Mass.
Thomas, T. R. Sangamo Else Co Springfield, M.
Thorne, C. J. PMR Pt. Mupu, Calif.

A Tice, L. T., Jr. Lockheed Sunnyvale, Calif.

Trlmble, W. J., Jr. - AVCO Wilm n, Massq .

Vancor, E. AVCO Wilmington, Mass.
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Vergenz, G. R. M'Lr tin Co Orlando, Fla.

Wa~rd, A. B. R.
Watson, E. B., Jr. F rFSE-' Eds A2BCalif.
Weller, R. K. RCA PAPII.

Wellu, J. L., . .NASA Houston, Texas_
Wiles, J. H. Lockheed cocoa Beach$ Fla.
Williams, J. H. NASA Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Williams, P. E, Lockheed Sunnyvale, Calif. 7

Williams, T. T. RCA PAFB
, Winn, S. N. American Avia Downey, Calif.

Wynn, J. B. FBM Proj Off PAFB
Yeager, M. R. Martin Co Orlando, Fia.
Young, R. D. Martin Co Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Zgurich, E. E. Martin Co Orlando, F1a.
Zimmerman, R., Jr. RCA PAFB
Zirm, R. R. US Naval Res Lab Washington, D. C.
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